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1.	 Introduction
The purpose of this report is to inform NIASA Headquarters and
NASA Langley of progress made on Grant PISG-1046, "An Analytical 	 Study
of Effects of Aeroelasticity on Control	 Effectiveness," during the
'r Y
period duly 1976 through December 1475.	 This is the Lnird progress
report submitted to NASA on this grant.
NEI. Structural Complexity Study (Taal: 2) has been completed.	 All the
." wing planforms studied are described in Section 2. 	 For all these plan-
forms, structural 	 influence coefficients (SIG's) were calculated by
Using the KU Aeroelastic (structural part) and NASTRAN-programs (ref. 1
and 2).	 The resulting matrices are compared with experimental results
in Section 3.
t
;.	 All data needed for the Transonic Aircraft Technology (TACT) pro-
,;
. V.
,sect (Task-3) are available. At the present time, an effort is under-
^:;.:
way to understand the FLEXSTAB (ref. 3) input and output for use under
r
^.	 this taste.
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22. Description of wings
The winds investigated herein were of either solid or built-up
type construction. The solid wings are shown in figures 1 through 3
and their characteristics are riven in Table 1. The built-up wings
are shown in fiel+rr-s 4 through 10 and their characteristics are given
in Table 2.
t
2.1 Wing Definitions for KU Aeroelastic Program
A list of input data needed by KU Program (Structural Part - ref. 1)
for calculating structural influence coefficient matrix is given
below to illustrate the extent of the work involved.
locationa.	 U(J t loading points
E b.	 Elastic axis coordinates
c.	 Bending stiffness (EI) of elastic axis segments
:^. d.	 Torsional stiffness (GJ) of elastic axis segments
e.	 IASIGN - array
The experimental layout provides the location for the unit loading
points; whereas, the elastic axis coordinates and the El - and GJ -
values for all the wings must be determined. 	 A computer program was
written to provide this information for solid wings and its basis is
^.' discussed in the Appendix.
	 The IASIGN - array is obtained manually. 	 The
unfit loading points and elastic axes for solid wings are shown in
figures 11 through 13; and input data listed in Tables 3 through 5.
t
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rCalculation of the input data for all built-up wings is done manually.
The unit loading points and elastic axes for these win g s are shown in
figures 14 through 20 and input data listed in Tables 6 through 13.
2.2 Winn Definitions for NASTRA N Proarar^
The solid wings structural influence coefficient matrices obtained
from NASTRAN are calculated by assuming the wings to be composed of
several traingular and/or quadrilateral plate elements. NASTRAN does
not use variable thickness plate elements and thus average thickness
of the elements are employed. Figures 21 through 23 show the arrange-
ment of elements used for solid wings.
Built-up wings 1 through 7 are modeled by using triangular and/or
quadrilateral plates, shear panels and rods. The upper and lower surfaces
are represented by plates, the spars and ribs by shear panels, and the
flanges by rods. The unit loading points of the wings are used as grid
Points to define all the structural elements.
Built-up wing 8 is more complicated than the others. Its experi-
mental data is for Only one unit loading point (at the wing tip) and
the presented deflections and rotations are only along the center line
of the outboard section. The wing is approximated by a beam, as shown
in figure 24. Its grid points, bending moment of inertias ( I), and
torsional constants ( J) for the beam elements, are determined manually
and given in Table 14.
i
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3.	 Discussion of Results
Theoretical and experimental results are compared in this section.
Most of the experimental results presented deflection influence
coefficients (DIC's) only. The KU program, which uses slender beam
method (SBM), calculates streamwise rotational influence coefficients
(RIC's); whereas, the NASTRAN program, which employs the actual elastic
properties of structure, calculates both DIC's and RIC's. The appropriate
comparisons are made for the DIC's and RIC's. All the wings studied are
discussed next.
a. Solid Wing 1
Experimental deflections and rotations for this wing are
given for a wing-tip load of 5 pounds (ref. 4). Figure 25
shows the deflection and rotation comparison. The NASTRAN
results underestimate the experimental deflections and
rotations, while the SBM results exceed both the measured
and NASTRAN rotations. However, the theoretical and experi-
mental results correlate very well for this wing.
b. Solid_Wi^ng 2
Fxpe.,imental deflections for this wing are known only for
a unit load at point 10 (ref. 5). Figure 26 shows compari-
son between experimental and NASTRAN deflections for the
loading mentioned above. Under this loading, NASTRAN over-
estimates the deflections. RIC's, obtained by SBM and
NASTRAN, are compared in Table 15. The two sets of RIC's
match sporidicaliy. Therefore, no definite trend could be
established for this wing.
e5
c.	 Solid Wing 3
Experimental DIC's for this
	 in	 6.king are given	 ref.
Measured and NASTRAN - DIC's are compared in Table 16.
These DIC's match very well when the deflection and load-
points are away frum the root.
	 SBM and NASTRAN - RIC's are
compared in Table 17.
	 These RIC's match, to some extent, when
load- and rotation-points are near the elastic axis and away
from root (see figure 13).
d.	 Built-up Wing 1
n
®
Measured and NASTRAN - DIC's for 100 pound loads are compared
in Table 18.	 The agreement between the two is very good.
SBM-and NASTRAN - RIC's for unit loads are compared in Table 19.
These RIC's are in overall fair agreement.
e.	 Built-up Wing 2
Measured-and NASTRAN - DIC's for 100 pound loads are compared
in Table 20.	 For most points, NASTRAN predicts lower deflec-
tions than the experiment. 	 SBM-and NASTRAN - RIC's for unit
loads are given in Table 21.	 The RIC's predicted by the SBM
are of larger magnitude than the NASTRAN ones.
f.	 Built-up Wing 3
Measured-and NASTRAN - DIC's for 100 pound loads are given in
Table 22.
	 NASTRAN deflections are smaller than the experi-
mental ones.	 The SBM and NASTRAN - RIC's for unit loads
are given in Table 23.
	 At most of the points, the two sets
of RIC's have nearly the saiie magnitude.
Y^JxYYA`SAY^w+w^^..._
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1 g. Built-up Wing 4
Measured-and NASTRAN - DIC's for 100 pound loads are given
in Table 24. NASTRAN deflections are smaller than the experi-
mental ones. The SBM-and NASTRAN - RIC's for unit loads are
given in Table 25. 	 At most of the points, SBM predicts larger
rotations than NASTRAN, but the agreement between the two is
fair.
h. Built-up Ming 5
Measured-and NASTRAN - DIC's for 100 pounds loads are given
in Table 26. The NASTRAN deflections are smaller than the
experimental ones.	 The SBM-and NASTRAN - RIC's for unit loads
are given in Table 27.	 At most of the points, the two sets
of RIC's have nearly the same magnitude.
i. Built-upWing 6
Measured- and NASTRAN - DIC's for 100 pound loads are given in
Table 28.
	 The NASTRAN deflections are smaller than the experi-
mental ones. SBM - and NASTRAN - RIC's for unit loads are
given in Table 29.
	
These RIC's match well at only a few points
for which no definite trend could be established.
j. Built-up Wing 7
Measured-and NASTRAN - DIC's for 100 pound loads are given in
Table 30.	 The NASTRAN deflections are smaller than the experi-
mental ones, but the difference between the two is less than
for Built-up Wing 6.	 SBM - and NASTRAN - RIC's for unit loads
yI
t
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are given in Table 31. These RIC's match at only a few points.
No definite trend could be established for this wing also.
k.	 Built-up wig 8
Experimental deflections and rotations for this wing are given
for a wing-tip load of 2,500 pounds. Figure 27 shows deflection
and rotation comparison. The NASTRAM deflections and rotations
are larger than the experimental ones and the SBM rotations
are even larger than those of NASTRAN. The overall agreement
between experiment, SBM, and NASTRAN-results is fair.
t
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4. Conclusion
In most wings studied, experimental deflections are larger than
those Predicted by NASTRAN. These larger experimental deflections
could be due to the mechanical construction of the wings. The reasons
for the NASTRAN predicted deflections to be higher than the experimental
i	 ones in two cases are discussed below.
a.	 In the NASTRAN modeling of the solid cropped delta wing
of aspect ratio 0.889, plate elements of large aspect ratio
(2.82) have been used near the leading edge; whereas, the
NASTRAN Theoretical Manual 	 (ref. 2) suggests that aspect
ratios of plate elements should be close to unity.	 This
could not be corrected due to lack of time and may account
for the difference noted.
b.	 In the NASTRAN modeling of the aspect ratio 4.22 built-
up wing, the carry through box section at the root has been
approximated by a beam, which may be an over simplification of
experimental model.	 In making this simplification, it is
possible that smaller torsional - and bending - stiffnesses
have been assumed.
Rotational influence coefficients obtained by using slender beam
method and NASTRAN programs do not match exactly at any particular pointI on all the wings studied. The smallest difference between the two sets
of rotations occurs, for untapered solid- and built-up - stings of aspect
Ll
to
3F
9
' ratio between 2 and 6, when load- and rotation- points are on the elastic
axis.	 For the load or rotation-points away from the elastic axis,
a this difference increases but is still 	 reasonable.	 The larger difference
^
is doe to the SBM assuming the rigid links between the elastic axis
endpoints and the load- and rotation- points; whereas, the NASTRAN
`s
employs the actual elastic properties of the structure.
Nc def;nite trend of agreement in RIC's of SBM and NASTRAN is1
established for solid wings of near unity aspect ratio and tapered
built-up of aspect ratio 1.33.
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6. Appendix: Description of the Procedure Used for Calculating the
Elastic Axis of Solid pings Having Symmetrical
Airfoil Sections.
Method
Elastic axis for a wing is def i ned by the locus of shear centers.
The following definitions and assumptions are used in this Appendix
for calculating shear centers, moment of inertias (I), and torsion
constants (d) for solid wings..
a. Break Lines: A break line on a planform is a streamwise line
which connects the leading- and trailing-edges and occurs when
either the leading- or trailing-edge has a slope discontinuity.
Root and tip chords are also considered as break lines. Three
break lines are seen in the example presented in figure A.1, and
they are 1-1, 2-2', and 3 -3'.
b. The airfoil coordinates at any station, between the two break
lines, are obtained by linear interpolation.
c. The center of gravity, "I," and "d" of airfoil sections are
obtained by assuming the airfoil consisting of trapezoidal and
triangular segments (figure A.2).
d. The distance between the center of gravity and shear center
for a symmetrical section is given by (ref. 9),
fe 3
x^
where ^) is she Poisson's Ratio: and x and t are as shown in
"IT.
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Figure A-1 Example P lanform-Break Lines
-j-
Figure A.2 Triangular and Quadrilateral Panels of Airfoil Sections
14
figure A.3. The e's are used along with the center of g^avicy
locations, to find the shear centers.
4'
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Figure A.3 Definition of "e"
e. The elastic axis has to be perpendicular to the root chord.
So, near the root it is approximated by a circular arc. The
radius of this arc is equal to the distance between the trailing
edge of root chord and the shear center of airfoil section obtained
by drawing a perpendicular from trailing edge of the root chord
to the previous elastic axis.
f. iteration Process: This process is begun by finding the shear
centers of airfoil sections at all the break lines. These shear
cen'' •s are connected by straight lines, and thereby give the first
approximation of the elastic axis (figure AA). Next, the shear
centers of the airfoil sections perpendicular to the first approximate
elastic axis are obtained. This procedure results in a second
Y^
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approximation of elastic axis (figure A.4). Further, approximations
are made by calculating shear centers of airfoil sections perpendi-
cular to previous elastic axis. 1,41 hen two consecutive iterations
yield almost the same elastic axis location, the process is
terminated.
A computer program which does the preceding will be presented
in the next progress report.
Figure A.4 Example Planform - Elastic Axis Approximations
I - Approximation
III - Approximation
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Table 1. Characteristics of Solid Wings
Solid Wing
Number Cross-section
Thickness
(Inches)
Thickness
Ratio
Leadin -edge
sweep	 deg.)
Taper
Ratio
Aspect
Ratio
Reference
Number
i Constant 0.37 -- 45 1.0 6.0 4
thickness
2 Constant 0.532 -- 45 0.059 0.889 5
thickness
3 Doti 1)
-- 0.02 45 0.0 1.0 6
wedge
i
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Table 2. Characteristics of Built-up Wings
Built-tap Wings
Number
Stein thickness
(Inches)
Leading-edge
sweep (deg.)
Taper
Ratio
Aspect
Ratio
Reference
dumber
1* 0.063 0 1.0 4.0 7
2* 0.063 45 1.0 2.0 7
3* 0.125 45 1.0 2.0 7
4* 0.063 0 1.0 2.0 7
5* 0.063 30 _..0 3.0 7
6* 0.063 45 0.5 1.33 7
7** 0.063 45 0.5 1.33 7
8* 0.050 45 1.0 4.22 8
* Spars are parallel to the leading-edge
**Spars are parallel to the trailing-edge
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Table 3 KU Program Input Data for Solid Wing 1
COORDINATES OF UNIT LOADING POINTS AND LOADIN G POINT ASSIGNMENT
	
I	 XCG	 YCG	 IASIGN
	
INCHES
	
INCHES
I	 5o22590	 .55180	 2
2	 5038690	 l o 08240	 3
3	 5.64830	 1057140	 4
4	 6.00000	 2 .00000	 5
	
5 10000000	 6.00000	 6
	
6 14.00000 10000000	 1
	
7 18,00000 14000000	 8
	
8 22.00000 18000000	 9
	
9 26.00000 22.00000
	
10
	
10 26o39780 22.39780	 11
	
11 26.82A40 22.82840	 12
	
12 27.33640 2303640	 13
	
13 26,00000 24 0 00000	 14
COORDINATES OF ELASTIC AXIS SEGMENTS	 ELASTIC AXIS TORSIONAL AND BENDING STIFFNESS
I REA YEA g E 
INCHlES INCHES LRe- 1Nfo ##2
1 5,17160 0100000 1 033120E+06
2 5.22590 055180 2 026920E+06
3 5o38690 1008240 3 026600E+06
4 5,64830 1057140 4 025560E+06
5 6,00000 2.00000 5 025310E+06
6 10,00000 6.00000 6 ,25310E+06
7 14.00000 10000000 7 025310E+06
8 18o00060 14000000 8 025310E+ob
9 22oOOW 18000000 9 025310E+06
10 26600000 22,00000 10 ,25560E+06
11 26.39780 22]
.3
.
9780 11 .26600E+06
12 26.62A40 22.82540 12 028920E +06
13 27033640 23,33640 13 033120E+06
14 28.00000 ?.4000000
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Table 4 KU Program Input Data for Solid Wing 2
COORDINATES OF UNIT LOADING POINTS AND LOADING POINT ASSIGNMENT
I XCG
INCHES
1 7075000
2 15x25000
3 22,75000
4 30025000
5 15,25000
6 22075000
7 30,25000
8 22,75000
9 30,25000
10 30,25000
COORDINATES OF ELASTIC AXIS SEGMENTS ELASTIC AXIS TORSIONAL AND BENDING STIFFNESS
XEA
INCHES
21.00001
21.06328
2id25247
21056573
2?Q00002
22010000
23,20000
23,66000
24,72000
25,84000
2704
/
00^ 00
28,50000
31020000
33000000
33.00000
3300000
YEA
INCHES
0,00000
1,28100
2054952
3,79323
5000002
5,24163
7,89997
9,0114
11,57331
14,27998
18.04A998
20.70332
27,23333
31.58333
31.130000
32,00000
E 
L8.®INo**2
.43284E+07
,39889E +07
,37329E+07
035404E+07
,34437E+07
,32708E+07
030460E+07
,213270E+07
025129E+07
.21267E+07
.17434E+07
.11959E+07
454753E +06
,27972E+nb
026b64E +06
bJ
LSo—IN.**2
.6900iE: +10
.50512E+10
,39825E+10
,33415E+10
.3060 F+1n
02640^,E+10
.21209E+10
,17081E+10
,12041E+10
,74541E+09
,40742E+09
0169,23E +09
,20775E+0fi
.17487E+07
,15533E+07
I
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Table 5 ICU Program Input Data for Solid tiling 3
COORDINATES OF UNIT LOADING POINTS AND LOADING POINT ASSIGNMENT
g )(CG YCG IASIGN
INCHES INCHES
1 1.05000 150000 2
2 2.15000 150000 2
3 3025000 150000 3
4 4135000 x50000 4
5 5045000 .5000, 6
6 1115000 1150000 4
7 2.85000 1150000 5
8 3,75000 1.50000 7
9 4.65000 1150000 a
10 5,55000 1150000 10
11 2185000 2.50000 9
12 3155000 2 15 0000 10
13 4 125000 2,50000 11
14 4195000 2 15 0000 12
IS 5.65000 2150000 13
16 3175000 3150000 13
17 4125000 3.50000 14
18 4175000 3150000 is
19 5125000 3150000 16
20 5175000 3 1 50000 17
21 4065000 4.50000 18
22 4195000 4150000 19
23 5o25000 4 1 50000 20
24 5155000 4,,50000 21
25 5185000 4150000 22
26 5155000 5,50000 23
27 5175000 5450000 24
28 5095000 5150000 25
i	 4
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Table 5 (Continued) KU program Input Data for Solid Mina 3
	
COORDINATES OF ELASTIC AXIS SEGMENTS 	 ELASTIC AXIS TORSIONAL AND HENDIN6 STIFFNESS
I XEA YEA I £I Gj
INCHFS INCHES LB--INo #*2 L-4mlN a**2
1 3042698 0110000 1 055427E+04 ,5?85 4E. +07
2 3o44276 028452 2 .43128E+04 035874E+07
3 3,48991 ,56556 3 034297E+04 027210E+07
4 3,56794 .83466 4 027685E+04 .2?3S5E+07
5 3067561 1.10346 5 ,22887E+04 018941E+07
6 3.77190 1030630 6 .19626E+04 .16 24?E+07
7 3,84617 1,46276 7 015715E+04 .13006E+07
8 4.01756 1092381 a 012407E+0 4 .10268E+07
9 4,07469 1.94416 9 .10300E+04 0W 245E,*.06
10 4 02 0036 2.20894 10 .77968E+03 .645?6t:+06
11 4.32607 2.47371 11 ,57447E+03 .475432_+06
12 , 4045747 2,75052 12 .39346E+03 32563E+06
13 4,62315 3,09954 13 027093E+03 .22422E+06
14 4.70884 3.28006 14 .20456£+03 .16929E+06
15 4.80597 3.48466 15 .14925E+03 .1235?k+06
16 4.89738 3.67722 16 o10629E+03 .87968E+05
17 4.99450 3,88182 17 063475E+02 .5253?E+05
18 5.17160 4,25491 18 .35063E+02 .?9016E+05
19 5.22873 4.37526 19 026100E+02 o?1600E' +05
20 5.28587 4,49561 20 0 18978E+02 .1570,E+05
21 5.34300 4061596 21 .13426E+02 .11111.105
22 5.40013 4 x. 3631 22 o 57453E+01 .47548E+04
23 5.72577 5o42231 23 .36839E:+00 ,30488EQ03
24 5.76576 5o50656 24 019594E:+00 .16216E+03
25 5.80004 5057877 25 .85653E-01 o70886E+02
26 5085717 5,69912 26 .17691E-01 ,14h42E+02
27 6,00000 6.00000
N
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Table-6 - uKU Program Input Data for Built-up Wing
COORDINATES OF UNIT LOADING POINTS AND LOADING POINT ASSIGNMENT
I XCG YCC IASI GN
INCHES INCHES
1 0,00000 30 ,00000 4
2 3075000 30000000 4
3 7,50000 30o00O00 4
4 11,25000 30 8 00000 4
5 15,00000 30,00000 4
6 0,00000 20000000 3
7 3075000 20,00000 3
8 7050000 20.00000 3
9 11,25000 20.00000 3
10 15000000 2000000 3
11 0100000 10000000 2
12 3,75000 10,00000 2
13 7, 50000 10,00000 2
1 4 11,25000 10 0 00000 2
15 15,00000 10,00000 2
COORDINATES OF ELASTIC AXIS SEGMENTS	 ELASTIC AXIS TORSIONAL AND BENDING STIFFNESS
I	 XEA YEA I E GJ
INCHES INCHES L8,=IN,##2 LHO—IN.**E-
1	 7o5nOOO 0000000 1 .65140E+07 .64564E +07
2	 7050000 10000000 2 865140E+07 ,64564E+07
3	 7050000 20000000 3 .65140E+07 064564E+07
4	 7050000 30,00000
NN
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Table 7 KU Program Input Data for Built-up
 in 2P	 9
COORDINATES OF UNIT LOADING POINTS AND LOADING POINT ASSIGNMENT
I xCG YCG IIASIGN
INCHES INCHES
1 210 21 000 21021000 12
2 26o51000 21421000 15
3 31o81000 21421000 16
4 37011000 21021400 16
5 42441000 21021000 16
6 14o14000 14414000 9
7 19044000 14,14000 10
8 24474000 14414000 11
9 30404000 14414000 13
10 35434000 14414000 15
11 To07000 7407000 4
12 12o37000 7007000 5
13 17067000 7407000 6
14 22o 97000 7007000 7
15 28 027000 7407000 R
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Table 7 (Continued) KU Program Input Data for Built-up Wing 2
COORDINATES OF ELASTIC AXIS SEGMENTS	 ELASTIC AXIS TORSIONAL AND RENDING STIFFNESS
Gi
LH. vlNo** 2
.77256E+08
.2110HE+08
.88944E+07
.66101E+07
.64564.+07
.64564E +07
.64'"ih_F+07
.64564E+i 7
.64564E +07
.64564E+07
. b4564E:+07
,b5216k +07
o b8O96E+ 0 7
,74531E+07
.86171E+07
I XEA YEA I E 
INCHES INCHES LB*-INo aa2
1 13470000 0.00000 1 082573E+07
2 13084000 1046000 2 073187E+07
3 14,2700n 2,8700D 3 .67993E+07
4 14.96000 4417000 4 o6S669E+07
5 15,90000 5.30040 5 o65140E+07
6 17,6700n 7.07000 6 065140E+07
7 19.44000 8.64000 7 065140E+07
8 20o 32 000 9,7200(1 8 .55140E+07
9 22.09000 11.49000 9 .65140E+07
10 22.97000 12.37000 10 .65140L+07
11 24.74000 14014000 11 .65140E+07
12 26.51000 15,90000 12 .65669E+07
13 27,56000 16,95000 13 ,67993E+07
14 28.71D00 18,10000 14 .73167E+07
15 3040500D 19.63000 15 ,82573E+07
16 31.81000 21,21000
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Table 8 KU Program Input Data for Built-up Wing 3
COORDINATES OF UNIT LOADING POINTS AND LOADING POINT ASSIGNMENT
I XCG YCG IASIGN
INCHES INCHES
1 21o21000 21,21000 12
2 26,51000 21021000 15
3 31081000 21021000 16
4 37A11000 21021000 16
5 42041000 21021000 16
6 14x14000 14014000 9
7 19, 44000 14014000 10
8. 24074000 14,14000 11
9 30,04000 14014000 13
10 35.34000 14,14000 15
11 7007000 7007000 4
12 1207000 7007000 5
13 17,67000 7007000 6
14 22097000 7,07000 7
15 28027000 7007400 a
s
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Table 8 (Continued) ICU Program Input Data for Burt-up Wing 3
	
COORDINATES OF ELASTIC AXIS SEGMENTS	 ELASTIC AXIS TORSIONAL AP40 BENDING STIFFNESS
I XEA YEA I E 
INCHES INCHES LB.-INo#art
1 13070000 0100000 1 .17362E+08
2 13.64000 1045000 2 .15270E+09
3 14.27000 2.87000 3 .14113E+08
4 14,96000 4017000 4 .135g5E+06
5 15,90000 5.30000 5 .13477E+08
6 17.67000 7.07000 6 .13477E+08
7 19.44000 8,84000 7 .13477E+08
8 20132000 4.72000 8 .13477E_+08
9 22.09000 11.49000 9 .13477E+08
10 22097000 12.37000 10 013477E+0fi
11 24.74000 1 4 014000 11 .13477E+08
12 26051000 15.90000 12 013595E+08
13 27056000 16 0 95000 13 .14113E+08
14 28.71000 18/10000 14 .15270E+06
IS 30005000 19.63000 15 .17352E+08
16 31.€51000 21021000
61
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.12131E: +09
011B46ti.+09
.111346E+08
.11846E+08
.11846E:+ 08
.11846E.+08
I1646E+011
011846L+OR
.11r^'73E+0S
.12533E+0 8
013787E+0A
a1b061E+0P.
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Table 9 KU Program Input Data for Built-up Wing 4
COORDINATES OF UNIT LOADING POINTS AND LOADING POINT ASSIGNMENT
I XCG YCG IASIGN
INCHES INCHES
1 0100000 15.00000 4
2 3.75000 15.00000 4
3 7,50000 15,00000 4
4 11a25000 ISo00000 4
5 15a00000 15900000 4
6 0000000 10.00000 3
7 3o75000 10.00000 3
a TIS0000 10,00000 3
9 11a25000 10.00000 3
10 15.00000 10.00000 3
11 0600000 5.00000 2
12 3,7500D 5,00000 2
13 7a50000 5.00000 2
14 11.25000 5100000 2
15 15o00000 5100000 2
COORDINATES OF ELASTIC AXIS SEGMENTS	 ELASTIC AXIS TORSIONAL AND BENnING STIFFNESS
I XEA YEA I E I Gi
INCHES INCHES LB,—IN,**2 LSo—IN***2
1 7,SnOOD 0.00000 1 .65140E+07 .645641.+n7
2 7,50000 5.00000 2 ,65140E+07 t4564E407
3 7.50000 lOo00000 3 65140E+07 64564E+07
4 7.50000 15,00000
.	 ^^iih>aC..a^r
Table 10 KU Program Input Data for Built-up Wing 5
	 j
t
Y
COORDINATES OF UNIX LOADING POINTS AND LOADING POINT ASSIGNMENT
I XCG YCG IASIGN
INCHES INCHES
1 15a00000 25,96000 16
2 19Q3 3000 25.91 8000 193 23,66000 25,78000 ?0
4 27x99000 25,98000 20
5 32932000 25,96000 20
6 10,00000 17,32000 11
7 14,33000 17,32000 12
8 18x(6000 17,32000 13
9 22,99000 17,32000 14
10 27,32000 17,32000 15
al 5000000 8,66000 6
12 9033000 8®66000 7
13 13,66000 8.66000 8
e4 1709000 8,66000 9
15 22,32000 8,66000 a0
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Table lD (Continued)	 KU Program Input Data for Built-up Wing 5
Cf OPOINATES OF ELASTIC AXIS SEGMENTS ELASTIC AXIS TORSIONAL AND BENOTNG STIFFNESS
I XFA YEA I El GJ
INCHES INCHES LHo-IN***2 Lbo-I N. **2
1 9182000 0	 10000 1 071856E+07 01b811F+08
2 9088000 098000 2 068472E+07 .b9948E+07
3 10.08000 1094000 3 .66383E+07 o69476E+07
4 10039000 2.87000 4 .65385E+07 .bb051E+07
5 10083000 3075000 5 065140E+07 4b4564E+07
6 11.50000 4491000 6 .65140E+07 .b4564E+07
7 12.58000 6,79000 7 .65140E+07 .64564E+07
8 13.6600(1 8.66000 8 .65140E+07 .64564E+07
9 14.74000 10,54000 9 .65140E+07 .64564E+07
10 15.82000 12,41000 10 .55140E+07 .64564E+07
11 16050000 13.57000 11 .65140E+07 464564E+07
12 17453000 15.45000 12 ,65140E+07 .64564E +07
13 16.66000 17.32000 13 .65140E+07 .64564E+07
14 19.74000 19.20000 14 .65140£+07 .b4S64E+07
15 20482000 21.07000 15 .65140E+07 464564E+07
16 21.50000 22o23000 16 .65385E+07 .64H64E+07
17 21,99000 23.09000 17 .66383E+07 .66098E +07
18 22.50000 23097000 18 .68472E+07 ,68685E*07
19 23,05000 24092000 19 07185bE_+07 .72870E:+07
20 23.66000 25.98000
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Table 11 KU Program Input Data for Built- yap king 6
COORDINATES OF UNIT LOADING POINTS AND LOADING POINT ASSIGNMENT
I xCG YCG IASIGN
INCHES INCHES
1 21021000 21,21000 13
2 26051000 21021000 14
3 31,81000 21,21noo 14
4 37e11000 21,21000 14
5 42041000 21021000 14
6 14,14000 14,14000 8
7 19,4400 0 14,14000 9
8 24,74000 14014000 10
R 3004000 14014000 11
10 35034000 14,14000 12
11 42041000 14014000 13
12 7oO700D 7,07000 3
13 12,37000 7007000 4
14 17067000 7007000 5
15 22,97000 7007000 6
16 28,27000 7007000 7
17 35,34000 7007000 9
18 42o410DO 7,07000 10
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Table 11 (Continued) KU Program Input Data for Built-up Wing 6
l
COORDINATES OF ELASTIC AXIS SEGMENTS	 ELASTIC AXIS TORSION"- AND BENDING STIFFNESS
I XEA YEA I E1 GJ
INCHES INCHES LH* —TNa**2 1.b0•-INon#?
1 25095000 0000000 1 015574E+08 040195F'609
2 26005000 1075000 2 014360E+0Fi 0 14051E+09
3 26033000 3050000 3 813719E+08 055320E+08
4 26046000 4013000 4 013436E+08 037059E+08
5 26a68000 4075000 5 013158E+06 022310E+08
6 26,98000 5075000 6 012T17E+08 01520TE408
7 27068000 7038000 7 012290E+08 014067F*08
8 28000000 8039000 8 fl11659E+08 0135 12E+0k
9 2.8 01 0000 10o25000 9 .11154F+08 0 1 r659F +w)
10 290T500n 12030000 10 010464E+08 011817F•Or+
11 30045000 14000000 11 0991 4 0E+07 011104-+08
12 31025000 15 0 75000 12 09 4820E+07 01055C,F+08
13 31858000 16075000 13 088450E+07 .9bh50t+07
14 31081000 21021000
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Table 12 W Program Input Data for Built-up Wing 7
fx
COORDINATES OF UNIT LOADING POINTS AND LOADING POINT ASSIGNMENT
I XCG YCG IASIGN
INCHES INCHES
1 21.21000 21.21000 10
2 26,51000 21021000 11
3 3loSIO00 21.21000 11
4 37 0 11000 21 0 21000 11
5 42041000 21.21000 it
6 14,14000 14,14000 6
7 21.21000 14.14000 7
8 26.51000 14.14000 8
9 31081000 14.14000 9
10 37.11000 14.14000 10
11 42.41000 14.14000 11
12 7,07000 7107000 2
13 14.14000 7.07000 3
14 21.21000 7007000 4
15 26.51000 7107000 5
16 31,81000 7007000 6
17 37o11000 7,07000 7
16 42o41000 7007000 6
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Table 12 (Continued) KU Program Input Data for Built-up 'Hinq 7
COORDINATES OF ELASTIC AXIS SEGMENTS
I XEA YEA
INCHES INCHES
1 26.13000 0100000
2 26o30000 2155000
3 26.55000 3,75000
4 27,00000 5,25000
5 27.55000 6,75000
6 28,33000 8,63000
7 ?9.25000 11.0000(3
8 29095n00 12c80n00
4 30,69000 14158000
10 31/63000 17.00000
11 31,81000 21,21000
ELASTIC AXIS TORSIONAL. AND BENDING STIFFNESS
I E  GJ
L.Bo°1Ne* *2 LB o —IN.**?
1 015373E+08 o32579E:+09
2 014032E+06 ,82.452E408
3 013301E+08 a32T30Eo08
4 o 12602E+0Fi o 1695554, 08
5 0 12005E+08 ,13964E.+08
6 aI1389E+08 .13197E.608
7 010721E +OH . 1?3?3E+08
8 o10156E +08 01159?E+0^
9 o94070E+07 010680E +nh
10 086470E+07 097440E+07
w
ca
E
I
„0?2 ern ^^'F^>K ,swr-^,.•_. M:F1'+^'."Fd+'SY... r, 	 ..- .:	 - 33iir'	 -	 a^.	 M +
^:.uo--^
	
0.-._,.`	 `:k-ri:.-1
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d - ^.)	 ^. ^e.^-•^
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Table 13
	
1« Program Input Data for Built-up wing 8
COORDINATES OF UNIT LOADING POINTS AND LOADING POINT ASSIGNMENT
XCG
INCHES
94.70000
88.40000
82,10000
75.60000
69,50000
63o20000
56,90000
50,60000
^s4.3^
/
0^ 0000
38, 0 0000
31,80000
YCG
INCHES
88,50000
82420000
75,90000
69,60000
b3, 30000
57,00000
50,70000
44.(8 ( 000
38.10000
31,80000
25.60000
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
IASIGN
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
COORDINATFS OF ELASTIC AXIS SEGMENTS
	
ELASTIC AXIS TORSIO N AL AND E;ENDING STIFFNESS
)CEA
INCHES
28,20000
28 a6O000
30,00000
34000000
40,00000
44,30000
50,6 non
56.90000
63,20000
69.50000
75,800000
82. 1000U
88.40000
94,70000
YEA
INCHES
0,\0000
8.X10000
15,00000
25,00000
34,00000
38.1 0000
44.40000
50,70000
57,00000
63,30000
69,60000
75,90000
82,20000
88. r' 0000
E 
LEI,—IN.##2
014190E410
,12870E+10
,11170E+10
o94TIOE+09
.94710E=+09
o94710E+09
.94710E:+09
,94710E+09
,94710E+09
094710E+09
.94710E+09
.94710E.+09
.94710E+09
GJ
LB.—IN,#*2
,30000+ 44
.K0000F: +34
.60110E +09
,55550E+09
.50960E +09
.50960L+Ua
,50960E: +Ow
.50960E 4 09
,50960E+09
,50960E+09
.bO960E+04
.50960E +r19
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
to
11
12
13
w
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Table 14 Details of Beam Elements Used in NASTRWI Modeling of Built-up Wing 8
FNn—POINT 9 Y REAM! ELFMFNT MOM,	 OF	 INFRT IA TARS, CONSTANT
INCHES INCHES INChc5*114 INCHES**4
1 2
9
102 0.0 1^ 2 139,19 Po0Fo27
2 21 .2 5.0 2- 3 1?2. C;R 2. 0 E+27
3 2102 1504 3— 4 106.39 1S0o267
4 310% 29.6 4— 5 90,20 127,400
5 3A0(1 31 08 5— 6 80120 1?7.400
6 44.3 Isel 6— 7 90020 127 04110
7 Hoof, 44o4 7— A 901?0 127.E n0
R 5619 5447 8— 9 40.211 1?7.400
9 63. P 57.0 9-10 R0.20 1 17.400
10 6915 6303 10-11 g(1,e70 1?7.4( In
11 79;.A 6906 11-12 900?() 127,4 0
12 5201 7509 1213 q0.;>IF) 1?7.40n
13 88,4 8202 13-14 9 ^. GU 127.4 21 +0
14 94.7 8A05
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Tabs e 15
IN POOR
t
KU- AND NASTR AN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 2
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED OIL A 1LS, LOAD) y;
LOAD AT POINT
	 1
appap4p8tlaapkaat^
ROTATIONS AY 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 0
KV -.99022E-07 -*99022E-07 -o99022E-07	 -099022E-07 -.99022E-07 -099022E-07 -.94022E-07 -.99022E-07
NASYRAN .11332E-05 ,018715E-05 .32143E-06	 .26231E-06 025922E-05 013619E-05 .9H179E-0b .19334E-1l`a
ROTATIONS AT 9 10
aU -,94022E-07 -.99022E-07
MASTRAN .14902E- 05 016704E-05
LOAD AT POINT
	 2
paAnaaapaaapaaaP
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 H
KU -916011..`E-06 -.18071E-06 -a180T1E-06	 -.18071E-06 -alS071E-06 -.180711-05 -a1R071F-06 -.19971E-Ob
NASTRANI -.10632E-05 -.903915E-07 .12854E-05	 a42836E-06 .32344E-06 o1490HE-05 .13501F-05 .19%297F-O5
ROTATIONS AT 9 10
K U -.1H071E-06 -.19071E-06
Y^
NASTRANI 015539E-05 .16562E-05
LOAD AT POINT
	
3 1tlaaapaaaatlpttaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 ti
KU -022129E-06 -a39785E-06 - a5I250E-06	 ..51250E -06 - .i..-051250- -.51250E- 06 - 05125OF-06 -.51250E-Gb
NASTRAN -.62302E-06 -o12682E-05 -093218E-07	 .12121E-05 -.12805E-05 -.38142E-06 .75668E-Ob -.36552E-06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10
KU - .51250E - 06 - o51250E - 06 {
NASTPAN .34356E-06 .98700E-07
LOAD AT POINT
	 4 a
ao aabsraoaa4aa p s►p `"
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 d
%U -.28242E-06 -.61498E-06 -011275E-05	 -016243E- 05 -016243E -05 -016243E- 05 -ol6243E -05 -.13243E-05
NASTRAN -.22871E-06 -.37590E-06 -016685E-05	 -.11024E-05 ma18307E-05 -.23358E-0R -a21784E-05 -.2762.'4-05
ROTATIONS AT 9 10
KU -.16243E-05 -016243E-05
NASTRAN
- o27329E - 05 -.28255E-05
T
ROTATIONS AT
tcu
NAST,RAN
ROTATIONS AT
KU
NASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
au
NASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
KU
NASTRAN
	
5	 6	 7	 B
	-.70492E-05	 -,86899E-05
	 -,93719E-05
	 -03719E-05
	
-,82982E-05	 -,97454E-05
	
-.799531E-05	 4,12910E-04
	
5	 6	 7	 &
	-,10535F-04	
—013685E-04	 —,16155E-04	 —017b44E — p4
	
-a11177E-04
	
-028191E-05	 .37445E-05	 -.355b0E-0y
LOAD AT POINT 7
aaaaR3O Oaa a0aa0a$
1
-.7433aE-06
-.10659E-05
9
-,93719E-05
-.11845E-04
	
2	 3	 4
	 .16857E-05	 -032639E-05	 -.60885E-05
	
-020847E-05	 -029538E-05	 -o22095E-05
30
-093719E-05
-.13082E-04
LOAD AT POINT 8
0a000oa000aa0000
	
1	 2	 3	 4
	 01 432E-05	 -,2539 E-05	 -047854E-05	 -0139664E- 5
	
-,28553E-05	 -.24956E-05	 ..11519E-05	 015177E-05
	
9	 30
	 0 17644E-04	 -,17644E-04
	
o52026E-05	 .51351E-05
•	 _..	 ,.. -	
_ ..,,
	 . ., s
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ROTATIONS AT
KU
NASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
KU
NASTRAN
Table 15 (Continued)
KU— AND NASTRAM— ROTATIONAL II"1E:LUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING' 2
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A IILB. LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 5
na00000000000000
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
	
— .62112E:-06	 -012514E-05	 -o20339E-05	 —029157E-05	 6,30030E-05,'	 -030030E-05	 -.30030E-0+	 .,30030E-05
	
. 026062E- 05	 089955E -06	 o15883E- 05	 ,18621E - 05	 .19561E-05,	 a59202E- 05	 058612E -05	 o79324E.-05
	9 	 10
	
-°.30030E-05	 -030030E-05
	
078994E-05	 086543E-05
ROTATIONS AT
KU
NASTRAN
ROTAT IONS AT
KU
NASTRAN
LOAD AT POINT S
0a0a00*000000000
	
1	 2	 3	 4
	—,68225E-06	 —0146e6E-05	 -026489E-05	 -,45021E-05
	
-.20794E-05
	 -015750E-05	 —.54737E-06
	 012831E-05
	
9	 10
	
-.5%1112E-05	 -055012E-05'
	
.20.58E-05	 ,11801E-05
	
5	 6	 7	 H
	-o 2 1 5	 -,55812E-05
	
-.55812F-05	 -.55812E-05
	
- 0 59244E-05
	 -,17755E:-05	 031684E-05	 -.17714E-05
0
Wv
I
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.nw•wia7r
..ELF.a'a"iSIC;hS:^[L::G."itu_Y^.r^...,.:.ci.:-usa..a::'.
t.;.:.,.. yu,
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	 Table 15 (Continued)
r
KU— AND NASTRAN— ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 2
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LB® LOAD)
10TATIONS AT
;u	 4
)ASTRAN
IOTAT1ONS AT
^U
3ASTRAn!
LOAD AT POINT 9
4444p44p4p444444
	
1	 2	 3	 4
	-0 12044E-05	 -o27564E-05	 -054004E-05	 -010553E-04
	
-021237E-05	 -035496E-05	 -040018E-05
	 -023442E-05
	
9	 10
	
—a25114E-04	 -025114E-04
	
- 0 21309E-04	 -025597E-04
	
5	 6	 7	 8
	 01 5 8 4	 -oI6793E-04	 -0205SK -O4	 024185E-04
	
-.IS192E-04	 bo14030E-04	 -010751E-04	 "025933E- 04
7UTAT10NS AT
	
1
tU	 -016653E-05
4ASTRAN	 -033623E-05
10TAT1nNS AT	 9
W	 -,45722E-04
V ASTRAN	 -025491E-04
LOAD AT POINT 1045lpp4p4#4#4514440
	
2	 3	 4
	- 0 39272E-05	 -0753681:-05	 --olSOITE-04
	
-049720E-05	 -049271E-05	 -018027E-05
10
-a53397F-04
-037321E-04
	
5	 6	 7	 N
	
— 0180681=-04	 —024897E-04	 —031743E-04	 -0404399--04
	
- 0 214649E-04	 -018313E-04	 -011047E-04	 -.377W -04
RaMa50 OF DIFFERENCES Q 066216E-06
MAnIMUM ERROR a 026919E-05
4x
0
KSr.cr.^.1{a^t -
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Table 16
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAM- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A I . O LBO LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 1
aaaa4aaaaatta#a4a
OEFLo AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
{Exp o ,4310E^03 o7900E-04 .7900E-04 o5600E-04 .3400E-94 01590E-03 a1020E-03 090OOE-04
NASTRAN a1115E-03 07222E-05 0731.E-06 -04564E-05 -,8279E-06 .6435E-04 .9072E-05 .1156E-05
DEFLo AT 9 ID 11 12 13 14 15 lb
Ex p o 05600E-04 .4500E-04 01020E-03 01240E-03 .910OF-04 o6800E-04 03400E-04 .9900E.04
NASTRAN -02526E-05 -a5026E-05 .8532E-05 .1413E-05 -a2508E-05
-.5852E-05 -.8966E-05 -.23E+9E.-O5
DEFLo AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Ex p . 09100E-04 o62OOE-04 .7500E-04 o3000E,-04 08400E-04 .1210E-03 a8100E- 04 .910UE-`.'44
NASTRAN -.4890E-05 -07355E-05 -.97^?E-05
-01221E-04 -.09433E-05 -.1090E-04 -61237E-04 -.1.4b4E-04
DEFLa AT 25 26 27 28
Ex p . 08100E-04 .1000E-03 01000E-03 .1000E-03
NASTRAN -01531E-04 -0164?E-04 -01740E-04 -.1838E-04
LOAD AT POINT
	 2
#4awwaanwwaanwnr.
L1EFLo
	
AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 H
ExP. .7900F_-04 01130E-03 o6800E-04 .7900E-04 .5700E-04 .1700E-03' .1350E-03 .1020E-03
NASTRAN .7222E-05 .1527E-04 03422£-05 .3026E-06 -01331E-05 .4660E-04 .2664E-04 .1?54F-•04
DEFLa AT 9 I0 11 12 13 14 15 1b
Ex?, 08 100E-04 09100E-04 .1590E-03 01950E-03 .1360E-03 .1360E-03 ,1020E-03 .160DE-C3
NASTRAN .358SE-45 -.4175E-05 03845E-04 .2588E-04 ol632E-04 .7652£-05 -.91516E-0b .3140E-0.
DEFL- AT 17 15 19 20 21 22 23 214
EXP. 01850E-03 01420E-03 .1420E-03 01200E-03 01660E-03 .1660E-03 o1550E-03 :25OUL-03
NASTRAN .2458E-04 01806E-04 o1163E-04 05180E-05 a2715E-04 92325E-04 .1937E-04 .1544E-04
DEFL. AT 25 26 27 28
Ex p . .1500E-03 .2000E-03 02000E-03 o30DOE-03
MA5TRAN . 1161E-04 02319E-04 o206DE-04 o18DIE-04
LOAD AT POINT	 3
j
'	 waaa44aaa ##wan##
DEFL9 AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
EXP. .7900E-04 . 6800E-04 .9100E-04 01020E-03 09100E-04 ,1240E-03 .1700E-03 .1670E-03
NASTRAN 07314E-06 .3422F' -05 91063E-04 04912E-05 01590E-05 .2122E-04 o341SE-04 .3501E-0 4.
DEFL. AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16	 I
EXP. 01470€-03 .1700E-03 .2040E-03 02150£-03 .2040E-03 .1920E-03 01820E-03 .2830E-03
4.ASTRAN .2877E-04 02035E-04 06416E-04 06347E-04 .6006E-04 05552E-04 05029E-04 .9210E-04
DEFL o
 AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Ex p o .2610E-03 .2550E-03 .2420E-03 .2000E-03 .3100E-03 .3500E-03 .3000E-03 .3500E-0:3
NASYNAN
.6930E-04 .863?E-04 .8324E-04 .8011E-04 01166E-03 .1148E-03 .1130E-03 .11:2E-03
DEFL. AT 25 26 27 28
Exp . 03400E-03 .2800E-03 .4000E-03 o4 P5°_E-03
NASTRAN .1094E-03 .1410E-03 1398E-03 .13ME.-03 w
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Table 16 (Continued)
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASE'S ON A 1.0LBa LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT	 4
{}4{y {18daagO0a4O{Ffi
1 2 3 4 5 6 T @
0 5600E-04 07900£.-04 01020E-03 .1590E-03 01360E-03 .7900E-04 .1130E-03 01700E-03
A	 -04564E-06 03026E-06 o49 12E-05 02890E-04 .1876E - 04 .1031E-05 01663E-04 04564E-049 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
02490£-03 .2720E - 03 01920E - 03 02270E - 03 .1700E- 03 03400E- 03 03630E-03 .3200E-03
0 7903E-04 .1032E-03 03957E-04 06843E-04 09664£-04 .1249E-03 01540E-03 .1079E-03
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 !_4
03510E-03 .3780E-03 04120E-03 o4200E:-03 04420E-03 .4540E-03 ,4800E-03 .44004'-U3
01288E-03 01495E-03 01701E-03 .1909E-03 01778E-03 01903E-03 .2027E-03 .?I51F-03
25 26 27 28
.5500E-03 03000E-03 06000E-03 o4500E-03
.2275E-03 02476E-03 02559E-03 .2641E-03
LOAD AT POINT	 5
nouanaapuanuuuao
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A
.3400E-04 .5700E-04 .9100E-04 01360E-03 06590E-03 04500E-04 07900£-04 .1300E-03
- 0 8279E-06
-ol331E-05 01590E-05 01876E-04 .3246E-03 -.1260E-04 -04136E-05 .284FE-04
9 10 11 12 13 I4 15 16
.2720E-03 .4650E-03 09000E-04 01360E-03 02380E-03 029SOE-03 o408OE-03 .195UE-03
.1105E-03 03459E-03 -.1661E-04 .?471E-04 08242E-04 .1532E-03 .2363E-03 .371>4E-04
17 18 19 20 21 ?2 23 24
02570E-03 02800E-03 03550E-03 04000E-03 03330E-03 .3300E-03 .3900E-C3 .3800E-03
.8136E-04 .1264E-03 .1727E-03 02189E-03 o1093E-03 .1363E-03 .1634E-03 .1906E-03
25 26 27 28
.4200E-63 04600E-03 04600E-03 o4700E-03
.2177E-03 01808E-03 o1988E-03 02168E-03
LOAD AT PAINT	 6
uoanp aaaonnu pnaa °
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B
.1590E-03 01700E-03 01240E-03 07900E-04 .45001E-04 o1043E-02 03740E-03 .2260E-03
.6435E-04 04660E-04 02122E-04 .1031E-05 -ol240E-04 .6845E-03 02278E-03 .1016E-03
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
01360E -03 045OCE- 04 05210E -03 04070E - 03 03180E - 03 02000E+ 03 .1240E-03 , 4780E-C3
02522E-04 -o4321E-04 04261E-03 .2371E-03 01421E-03 .604RE-04 -02002£-04 .2,116E-03
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
.4000E-03 03630E-03 02600E-03 01360E-03 04530E-03 .45OOE-03 .3000E-03 .3000E-03
.2146E-03 .1529E-03 .9207E-04 03139E-04 02311E-03 01944E-03 .1578E-03 .1212E-03
25 26 27 28
03400E-03 07000E-03 .2950E-03 .5500£.-03
.8453E-04 .1865E-03 .1620E-03 .1376E-03
_	
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Table 16 (Continued)
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUlENOE • COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
BALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON 'A 1.0LB. LOAD?
LOAD AT POINT
aanaaaaaaaaaaaaa
DEFLo AT 1 2 3 '4 5 6 7 8
EXP. 01020E-03 a1360E-03 01700E-03 o1130F"-03 a.1'900 E-0 4 ,3740E-03 o4310E-03 .3740E-03
NASTRAN .9072E-05 o266AE-04 03415£-04 a1663E-04 -04136E-05 022717E-03 Q2712E-03 a2056E-03
DEFLa AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
E V . *2950£-03 .2040E-03 07370E-03 .6460E-03 ,5780E-03 a499DE-03 o4650E-03 ,8450E-03
NASTRAN 01306E-03 a481IE-04 05437E-03 04573E- 03 .3740E-03 a293SE- 03 ,2087E-03 b504E-03
DEFL. AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Ex p . .8070E-03 07900E-03 a7100E-03 .6900E-03 .1000E-02 .9540E-03 .96OOE-03 *b9n0E-03
NASTRAN .5871E-03 o5265E-03 04664E-03 .4058E-03 o7485E-03 .7121E-03 *6760£-03 .63`)86-'1J3
DEFLo AT 25 26 27 28
Up . .9500E-03 .1150E-02 .1120E-02 clOSOE-02
NASTRAN .6037E-03 *8491E-03 08249E-03 08008E-03
LOAD AT POINT
	
8
naaanaanaaaaa.aa
DEFLo AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 d
EXPe .9000E-04 01020E-03 o1470E,-03 .1700E-03 a1360E-03 02260E-03 . 3740E-03 r4540E-03
NASTRAN .1158£-O5 .1254E-04 o3501E-04 .4564E-04 ,2842E-04 01016E-03 a2058E-03 o?936E-03
DEFLo AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
EXP a ,4870E-03 04870E-03 .7270E-03 .8160E-03 09180E-03 68730E-03 .9070E-03 .1250E-02
NASTRAN) .3072E-03 .2785E-03 .5057E-03 05890E-03 .6262E-03 o6433E-03 .6497E-03 .4374E-03
DEFL. AT 17 lA ^	 19 20 21 22 2-1 24
Exp o .1185E-D2 61229E-02 01270E-02 01390E-02 a1636L-02 *1650E-02 61645E-02 oIb4GE -02
NASTRAN .9599E-03 a977RE-03 09937E-03 01009E-02 ,1317E-02 01328E-02 .1338E-02 .134HE-112
DEFLa AT 25 26 27 28
EAPa .1724E-02 01900E-02 02000E-02 02000£-02
NASTRAN 01358E-02 ol693E-02 .1700E-02 o1707E-02
LOAD AT POINT
	
9
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
DEFLo AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
E.np o 05600E-04 a9l00E-04 .1470E-03 ,2490E-03 o272OE-03 .1360E-03 .2950E-03 *487bF-03
NASTRAN
-.2526E-05 03588E-05 02877E-04 o7903E-04 0 1105E-03 02522E-04 .1306Em03 .3072E-03
DEFLa AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
EAPo ,7480E-03 *1009E-02 .5780E-03 67840E-03 01042E-02 .1292E-02 a1S43E-02 .1220E-02
NASTRAN 05575E-03 07392E-03 03355E-03 .5644E-03 a8060E-03 .1052E-02 01302E-02 *974`1E-03
DEFL. AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 ?4
EAPo 01424E-02 01661E-02 .1665E-02 o1950E-02 01916E-02 ol9kSE-02 .2160E-02 11300E-02
NASTRAN .1160E-02 .1341E-02 a1523L-02 .1706E-02 ol663F-02 .1773E-02 .1882£-02 o1991F-02
DEFL, AT 25 26 27 28
EXPa a23eCE-02 02560E--02 62800E-02 a2500E-02
NASTRAN .2100E-02 o2350E-02 .2422L-02 12495E-02
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ORMINAE PAGE M	 Table ih (Continued)
OF POOR QUAD	 .... _ .. .
ExPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A Ia0LD, LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 10
aaoaaaoaaaaaaana
DEFLo AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ENP. 04500E -04 o 9100E - 04 .1700E-03 02720E-0' o4650E-03 o 4500E-04 02040E-03 04870E-03	 -
MASTRAN =05026E-05 04175E-05 02035E-04 01032E-03 o345VE-03 =*43211:-04 04811E-04 02765E-03
DEFLo AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 i5 16
ExP. .1009E_-02 02568E-02 03280E-03 o6690E-03 01111E-02 a1666E-02 02336E-02 01125E-02
NASTRAN o7392E-03 02242E-02 09409E-04 04109E-03 08455E-03 01412E-02 02217E-02 07230E-03
DEFLo AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
EXP. 01400E -02 01760E - 02 02100E - 02 a2494E-02 01848E-02 02112E-02 02290E-02 02610E-02
NASTRAN 0106SE - 02 01465E - 02 01854E-02 o2253E- 02 01 5 76E- 02 o180ZL-02 o202BE -02 *2 ?55E-02
DEFLo AT 25 26 27 28
Exp . 02736E-02 02550E-02 03010E-02 03100E-02
NASTRAN 02482E-02 074?5E-02 02575E-02 02725E-02
LOAD AT PAINT 11
I
a!}Pabab p 7boaa p n^ ,
DEFL o
 AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ExP. 01020E-03 01590E-03 02040E-03 01920E-03 09000E-04 05210E-03 07370E-03 .7?70F-03
NASTRAN 08532E-05 0394SE-04 06416E-04 *3957E-04 001661E-04 04261E-03 05437E-03 0511571 -n3
DEFL * AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
EXPO 05760E-03 .3280E-03 02676E-02 o1700E-02 01360E-02 01156E-02 08730E-03 02305E-02
NASTRAN .335SE-03 09409E-04 02007E-02 .1421E-02 .1117E-n? .8r,20E-03 0548 1E-03 .2?usE-02
DEFLo AT 17 18 19 20 - c:1' 22 23 24
ExP. .2150E-02 01904E-02 01685E-02 01520E-02 .2638E-02 .2560E-02 0?490E-02 .235.E-02	 -
NASTRAN o1891E-02 01654E-02 .1427E-02 0119AE-02 02418E-02 .2277E-02 .2139E-02 .?OU2F-02
DEFLo	 AT	 - 25 26 27 28
EXPo 02190E-02 02700E-02 02870E-02 o275OE-02
NASTRAN 01864E-02 .2708E-02 02616E-02 02524E-02
- LOAD AT POINT 12
apa4poaapaabp pb a
DEFL. AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8	 i
EXP Y 01240E-03 o1950E-03 02150E-03 02270E-03 01360E-03 04070E-03 .6460E-03 .8150E-03
NASTRAN 01413E-05 02588E-04 o634TE-04 06843E-04 02471E-04 .2371E-03 04573E-03 .5B30E-03	 1
DEFL *	AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
EXPO .7840E-03 06690E-03 01700E-02 01859E-02 o1T99E-02 .1700E-02 .1587E-02 0295eE-02
NASTRAN .5644E-03 .4109E-03 01421E-02 b1586E-02 o1535E-02 01416E-02 01254E-02 02733E-0?
DEFLo AT 17 18 19 20 21 27 23 21.
EXP. 02850E-02 02810E-02 .27301"-02 .2650E-02 03888E-02 .3760E-02 03T5nE-02 .37nU=-.D2
NASTRAN o2635t-02 .2531E-02 .2426E-02 02313E-02 .3651E-02 .3566F.-O? .352?E-02 ,3;.^<.„-]r
VEFLO
	
AT 25 26 27 28
Er,P. *3720E-02 04720E-02 .4560E-02 .4600E-02
NASTRAN .3394E-02 04555E-02 .4512E-02 04470E-02
L
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Table 16 (Continued)
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EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE PA5EU ON A I.OLBo LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 13
aaaaaaaaaauaoaoa
OEFLo AT 1 2 3 4
EXPa 0 9100E-04 .1360E-03 a204OE-03 01700E-03
NASTRAN
-02508E-05 01633E-04 06006E-04 09664E -04
DEFLo AT 9 10 11 12
EXP. o1042E-02 .'1t;4E-02 01360E-02 *1799E-02
NASTRAN .8060E-03 .845"E-03 .1117E-02 .1535E-02
DEFL. AT IT 18 19 20
EXPa 03360E-02 635AGE -02 03674E-02 03755E-02
NASTRAN .3169E-02 .3357E-02 o3524E-02 o3682E-02
DEFL. AT 25 26 27 28
EXP . 05215E-02 o6400E-02 .6450E-02 .6500E-02
NASTRAN .5118E-02 06404E-02 06476E-02 o6548F-02
LOAD AT POINT 14
nanaaanaaaaannna
DEFL, AT 1 2 3 4
£KP. 06800E-04 01360E-03 01920E-03 03400E-03
NASTRAN
-,5852E-05 .7652E-05 05552E-04 .1249E-03
DEFL. AT 9 10 11 12
EXPO 01292E-02 o1666E-02 01156E-02 .1700E-02
NASTRAN .1052E-02 .1412E-02 08420E-03 .1416£-02
DEFL. AT 17 18 19 20
EXP O 03685E-02 .419013-02 04760E-02 .5385E-02
NASTRAN .3430E-02 .4046E-02 04659E-02 952SIE-02
DEFL. AT 25 26 27 28
EXP O 06803E-02 a7600E-02 08130E-02 .8160E-02
NASTRAN ,6840E-02 .7905E-02 .8154E-02 o8403E-02
LOAD AT POINT 15
anaaaaaoaaarnaaaa
DEFL * AT 1 2 3 4
EXP O 03400E-04 01020E-03 o1820E-03 .3630E-03
NASTRAN 08966E-05 4.9816E-06 05029E-04 01540E-03
DEFLa AT 9 10 11 12
EXP * .1543E«02 .2336E-02 08730E-03 o1587E-02
NASTRAN .1302E-02 .2217E-02 .5481E-03 *1254E-02
DEFL. AT 17 18 19 20
EnP. .3835E-02 .4750E-02 o5800E-02 P6810E-02
NASTRAN 63420E-02 a4511E-02 .5699E-02 .7065E-02
DEFL.
	
AT 25 26 2T 28
EKP. .81AOE-b? 68450E-02 09100E-U2 09700E-02
NASTRAN .8226E-02 .8647E-02 .9095E-02 09544E-02
5 6 7 8
o2380E-03 .31A0E-03 05780E-03 091SOF-03
08242E-04 a1421E-03 o3740E-03 .67.62E-03
13 14 15 16
o2O63E-02 .2301E.-02 02473E-02 .307HE-02
01867E-02 .2072E-02 .2200E-02 .py30F-Ot
21 22 23 24
0 4730E-02 o5000E-02 .5110E-02 .5200E-02
.4691E-02 04800E-02 .4906E-0? .5012L-02
5 6 7 8
02950E-03 02000E-03' 6499CE-03 08730E-03
o1532E-03 .6049E-04 .293'%E-03 .6433E-03
13 14 1. 16
62301E-02 03062E-02 03662£-02 .303bE-02
02072E-02 62817E-02 .3495E-02 .2803E-02
21 22 23 24
o5366E-02 05800E-02 .6140E-02 06490E-01
05344E-02 .5721E-02 .6094E-02 .6447E-02
5 6 7 8
04050E-031 o1240E-03 .4650E-03 .9070E-03
o2363E-03 -02002E-04 .208TE-03 .b4g7E-03
13 14 15 1b
a2473E-02 o3662E-02 o6075F-02 02790E-02
o2200E-02 .3495E-02 06 115E-02 .?42VE-02
21 22 23 r. 4
05617E-02 o83SOE-02 .6990E-02 .755uF-UG
o5478E-02 .6165L-02 o6H49E -02 .7536E-02
w
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Table 16 (Continued)
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID wING 3
(ALL DEFLECTIONS - ARE BASED ON A 1.0LSQ LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 16
aa^aaaaaaauana^ra
OEFL. AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ExP, o9900E-04 ol600E-03 02830E-03 o3206F-03 01950E-03 o4780E-03 .8450E-03 01250E-02NASTRANb -02389E-05 03140E-04 o9210E-04 .1079E-03 o3764E-04.' .2916E-03 .6504E-0_ .9374E-03
DEFLo AT 9 10 11 12 13' 14 15 16
Fx p . o 1220E-02 o1125£-02 .2305E-D2 a2958E-02 007SE-02 .3035E-02 .2799E-02 06410E-02
NASTRAN 09749E-03 o7230E-03 02208E-02 .2733E-02 02930E-02 02803E-02 02429E-02 .6676E-02
DEFLa AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 t
EAP. .6090E-02 a5SODE-02 0 5480E-02 o5119E-02 . 858SE-02 .4490E-02 .b5 00E-02 ab300E-02 #
NASTRAN .613 9E-02 .5794E-02 .5426E-02 .5015E-02 09221E-02 aR884E-02 .8610E-02 0N347E-01
DEFL.
	
AT 25 26 27 26 u
Ex p . .89IOE-02 01060E-01 .1080E-01 a1300E-01
NASTRAN 08082E-02 .1146E-01 .1129E-01 aIIIIE-01 c
LOAD AT POINT	 17
I
naaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
OF_FLa
	 AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9
ExP. .9100E-04 .1850E-03 02610E-03 03510E-03 .2570E-03 .4040E-03 .8070E-03 .11v5E-02
NASTRAN -.4890E-05 02458E-04 .8930E-04 a128HE-03 08136E-04 .2146E-03 .5871E-03 .949,4E-03
DEFLe AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1
ExP. .1424E-02 01400E-02 .2150E-02 02850E-02 .3360E-02 .3645E-02 .3835F-02 .6090E-02 y
NASTRAN 01160E-02 a108SE-02 .1891E-02 02635E-02 03169E-02 o3430E-02 .3420E-02 obl3•+f-02
EEFLa AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
ExP. o6652E-02 .6740E-02 06940£-02 06975E-02 01033E-01 01020E-01 .1040E-01 .1050E-{il "" ^-
NASTRAN .6624E-02 o6807E-02 .6852E-02 .6816E-02 .1077E-01 .1078E-01 '107AE-01 .1070E-01
DEFLa AT 25 26 27 28
ExP. 01065E-01 .1390E-01 .1490E-01 01400E-01
NASTRAN .1077E-01 .1477E-01 a1477E-01 .1478E-01
LOAD AT POINT 18 r--
aaaaaaaaa+tassaaao
DEFLo AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ExP. 06200E-04 .1420E-03 .2950E-03 o378OE-03 .2800E-03 a3630E-03 .7900E-03 el?29F. -4r'
NASTRAN
-07355E-05 01806E-04 08632E-04 .2495E-03 01264E-03 a1529E-03 .5265E-03 *977bE-03
DEFLo AT 9 10 it 12 13 14 15 )6
ExP. 01661E-02 01760E-02 .1904E-02 a28IOE-02 o3580E•-02 .4190£-02 o475DE-02 .580OL-02
NASTRAN 01341E-02 .1465E-02 .1654E-02 o2531F-02 .3357E-02 .4046E-02 o45 I1E-02 .5794E-02
DEF Lo 	AT 17 18 19 20 21 27 ?3 2^•
ExP. .6740E-02 .76?0E-02 .8313E-02 aSR80E-02 .1141E-01 .1185E-01 .1239E-01 .1?GB	 -iii
NASTRAN .6807E-02 .76HIF-02 .8375E-02 08942E-02 01196E-01 .1241L-01 .128dE-01
DEFL. AT 15 26 27 28
ExP. .1320E-01 01690E-01 .1650E-01 a1600E-01
NAS7WAN 01377E-01 01796E-01 01828E-01 .1860E-01
.^ 4
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Table 16 (Continued)
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EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN= DEFLECT10h INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A 1.0L8, LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 19
^aaauaaaoa^aaaaa
DEFLo AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9
EAPo 07500E-04 .1420E-03 .2420E-03 04120E-03 o3550E-03 o2600E-03 67100E-03 .127UE-0?
NASTRAN
-09789E-05 01163E-04 08324E-04 01701E-03 ol727E-03 .9207E-04 64664E-03 .9v37F-03
OEF• La AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 l5 1r,
ExP. 61665E-02 ,2100E-02 01685E-02 62730E:-02 .3674E-02 64760E-02
 .5800E- 0? . '+4t4U1 -4?
NASTRAN .1523E-02 01854E-02 .1427E-02 .2426E-02 03524E-02 o4659E-02 65699E-02 .54261-o2
UEFLa AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
EXPO .6940E-02 68313E-02 .9797E-02 61092E-01 .1195E-01 01320E-01 01430£-01 .1526E iI
NASTRAN .6852E-02 .8375E-Ot 09992E-02 a1152E-01 01252E-01 01367E-01 .1479F-01 .1590E- fit
DEFL, AT 25 26 27 28
Enr- a .1600E-01 .1900E-01 .1950E-01 01900E-01
NASTRAN .1701E-01 .2069E-01 .2145E-01 o2221E-01
LOAD AT POINT 20
uaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
DEFLa AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 H
EXP O .3000E-04 01200E-03 .2000E-03 .4200E-03 04000E-03 01360E-03 66400E-03 .138OL-02
NASTRAN
-.1221E-04 o51A0E-05 .8011E-04 .1909E-03 02189E-031 63139E-04 o4058E-03 .10u9E-0t
UEFLa AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
EKP. 61950E -02 .2494E - 02 01520E -02 .2650E-0? .3755E-02 .53H5E-02 .6610E-02 .5110E-@2
NASTRAN .1706E-02 .2253E-02 .1196E-02 .2313E-0c .3582E-02 .5281E-07 .7045£-C^ .5.15E-02
DEFLO AT 1'f 18 19 20 21 22 23 ?.
EAP. 06975E-02 .8880E-02 -	 .1092E-01 o1560E-01 .1200E-01 .1365E-01 61535E-01 .16701~-01
NASTRAN 66816E-02 .6942E-02 .1152E-e1 01556E-01 .1261E-01 .1444E
-01 a1632E-01 .1823L-01
DEFL. AT 25 26 27 28
EjW. .1850E-01 .2030E-01 02160E-01 0230f1E-01
NASTRAN 02029E-01 .2?53E-01 02377E-01 a2501E-01
LOAD AT POINT 21
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
DEFL AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
EAPo 08400E-04 .1660E-03 .3100E-03 .4420E-03 03330E-03 .4530E-03 01000E-0Z .1636E-02
NASTRAN
-o9433E-05 02715E-04 .1166E-03 .1778E-03 .1093E-03 .2311E-03 o7485E-03 .1317E-C2
OEFLo AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
EAP O 01916E-02 01848E-02 .2638E-02 .3888E-02 04730E-02 .5366E-02 .5617E-02 .85B5F-C2
NASTRAN .1663E-02 01576E-02 02416E-02 03651E-02 04691E-02 05344E-02 o547BE-02 .9?21E-02
DEFL. AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Exp . .1033E-01 .1141E-01 01195E-01 01200E-01 o2343E-01 .?.275E-01 .P275E-01 .2277E-6I
NASTRAN .1077E-0I .1190E-01 .1252E-01 .1261E-01 02424E-01 .2424E-01 .2423E-01 .?.4Utf-,•:
DEFL. AT 25 26 27 28
EAF.
.c'55E-01 .3A57E-01 .2390E-01 o3400E-01
N45TRAN
.2365-r-01 o379DE-01 0757E•-01 o3726E-01
r	 ,
i
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Fable ]b (Continued)
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A. 1oOLSo LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 22
aaaaaaaauaaaanaa
OEFLo AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
EXP. .1210E-03 01660E-03 .3500E-03 o454DE-03 03300E-03 .4500F-03 09500E-03 o165DE -02
NASTRAN =.I090E-04 .2325E-04 01148E-03 .1903E-03 01363E-03 01944E-03 a7121E-03 .13211E-02
DEFL9 AT 9 10 11 12 13 16 15 16
ExP. 01965E-02 02112E-02 42560E-02 .3760E-02 .53000E-0? .3800E-02 .6350£-02 ab4V0!.-02
NASTRAN a1773E-02 .1802E-02 .2277E-02 03586£-02 o48OOE-02 .5721E-02 66165F.-02 .Pf-h4L-02
OEFLo AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 c^
ExP. .1020E-01 .1185E-01 .1320E-01 01365E-01 02215E-01 02350E-01 .247?E-01 .2430E-CI
NASTRAN .1078E-01 .1241E-01 .1367E-01 01444E-01 02424E-01 9255AE-01 o2650E-01 .271st-01
DI-FL.	 AT 25 26 27 28
ExP. .2630E-01 03855E-01 .3800E-01 03900E-01
NASTRAN 0?7h?E-D1 .4295E-01 04326E-01 .4386E-01
CAD AT POINT 23
a>.i+naaaanaoaaaon
UEFLa AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 T )4
EAPo .8700E-04 91550E-03 03000E-03 04800E-03 03900E-03 03000E-03 09600E-03 oIC45E-02
PJASTRAN 01237E-04 01937E-04 01130E-03 .2027E-D3 .1634E-03 .1578E-03 .6760E-03 .1338E-02
DEFLo
	 AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
ExP. 42160E-02 .2290E-02 02490E-02 .3750E-02 05110E-02 .61401:-02 969 0E-02 .8500E-02
NASTRAN GIS82E-02 .2028E-02 .2139E-02 o3522E-02 o4906E-02 .6094E-02 .6845E-02 .8b]OE-0?.
DEFL. AT 17 18 19 20 ''	 tea • 22 23 ?4
ExP. .ID40E-01 .1239E-01 01430E-01 .1535E-01 o2275E-01 .2472E:-01 .2493E-4: .2690E-01
PIASTRAN 01078E-01 .12811E-01 01479E-01 .1632E-01 .2423E-01 .2650E-01 *PBSTE-01 .3038E - U1
DEFL. AT 25 26 2T 28
EAPa .3040E-01 .4450E-01 .4340E-01 94350E-01
NASTRAN 03190E-01 .4771E-01 94906E-01 05037E-01
" LOAD AT POINT 24
anauaaaaaana^naa
DEFL,o	 AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
EnP. .9100E-04 .2500E-03 .3500E-03 04900E-03 03800E-03 .3000E-03 o8900E-03 .1640E-02
NASTRAN
-ol384E-04 01549E-04 91112E-03 02151E-03 .1906E-03 01212E-03 .6398E-03 01348E-02
DEFL O AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
ExP. .2300E-02 .2610E-02 .2358E-02 93700E-02 o52DOE-02 06490E-02 97550E-02 96300E-02
NASTRAN .1991E-02 o2255E-02 020112E-02 4345RE-02 05012E-02 .6467E-02 .7536E-07 .rat-7F-02
DEFL.
	 AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 is
EAP . .1050E-01 .1268E-01 .1526E-01 41670E-01 02277E-D1 .2530E-01 02690E-01 •3I4"F-C1
NASTRAN .1078E-01 01333E-01 .1590E-01 .1823E-01 02402E-01 .2712E-01 03036E-01 .336nE-01
UEFL.	 AT 25 26 27 28
ExP . .3520E.-01 a4680E-01 04850E-01 .5000E-01
NASTRAN .3682E-01 95185E-01 .54b6E-01 o5744E-01
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Table 16 {Continued}
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A IoOLHa	 LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 25
aaaaaaaaa{)aaafi 4a
DEFLo AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
EXP. .91 00E-04 . 1500E-03 03400E-03 .5500E-03 o42DOE-03 o 3400E-03 o9500E-03 o1724E-02
NASTRAN	 o -.1531E-04 01161E-04 01094E-03 92275E-03 .2177E-03 08453E-04 06037E-0. .1358E-02
DEFLO AT 9 10 11 12 13 .14 15 16
EXP. 02380E-02 02730E-02 02190E-02 03720E-02 05215E-02 06803E-02 98160E-02 08010E-02
NASTRAN 02100E-02 92482E-02 .1864E-02 .3394E-02 05118E-02 96840E-02 98226E+02 .6Ob2f-02
13EFL o 	AT 17 18 19 20 21 2? 23 24
EttP. 01065E-01 91320E-01 91600E-01 01850E-01 o2255E-01 02630E-01 93040E-01 .3520E-ol
NASTRAN 01077E-01 01377E•-01 01701E-01 02029E-01 92363E-01 02752E-01 93190E-o1 036hei-01
DE FL,
	 AT 25 26 27 28
ExP. 94300E-01 .4900E-01 05320E-01 05600E-01
NASTRAN 04316E-01 o5498E-01 05957E-0I 06419E-01
LOAD AT POINT 26
auaaaonaanaaaaaa
OEFLo
	
AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 K
E x p . 01000E-03 02000E - 03 o28OOE - 03 93000E - 03 o46OOE-03 .7004E-03 91150E- 02 01400E-02
NASTRAN
-01642E - 04 02319E
-
04 01410E -03 .2476E-03 o1808E-03 .1865E-03 08491E - 03 ol693E-02
DEFL9 Ar 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
EXPO .2560E-02 02550E-02 02700E-02 04720E-02 06400E-02
. 7600E-02 98450E-02 o1060E-01
NASTRAN 02350E-02 .2425E-02 02708E-02 04555E-02 96404E-02 .7905E-02 .8647E-02 9114eE-01
UEFLo AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24EXP 9 .1390E-01 ol690E-01 01900E-01 02030E-01 .3857E-01 .3855E-01 .4450E-01 .4660E-01
NASTRAN .1477E-01 91796E-01 .2069E-01 .2253E-01 o379OE-01 .4295E-01 94771E-01 .5185E-01
DEFL. AT 25 26 27 28
EXP. 04900E-01 .1240E600 .12f0E600 .1285E0OO
NASTRAN o5498E-01 01469E400 ,.1501Eo00 .1496EoOO
LOAD AT POINT 27
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
DEFL. AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
EXP O .1000E-03 o2OODE-03 o40OOE-03 06000E-03 04600E-03 .2950E-03 .1120E-02 .2000E-02
NASTRAN
-.174DE-04 02060E-04 01398E-03 o?559E-03 ol% SE-03 .162DE-03 .8249E-03 .1700E-02
DEFLo AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 10
Ex p . o2800E - 02 93010E - 02 .2870E - 02 04560E - 02 06450E- 02 08130E - 02 09100E- 02 01080E - 01
NASTRAN .02422E-02 .2575E-02 02616E-02 .4512E-02 96476E-02 .8154E-02 99095E-02 91124E-01
DEFL9
	 AT 17 18 19 20 21 a?2 23 24
EA P . 914901 - 01 91650E - 01 .1950E - 01 .2lbOE -01 .239DE-01 .380OL-01 04340E-01 .&8b0E-n1
NASTRAN 01477E-01 .IA?AE-01 .2145E-01 .2377E-01 03757E-01 0432.6E-01 *4906E-01 .bafibE-bl
DEFLo
	 Al 25 26 27 28
EAP. .5320E-01 .127OE600 .14111000 .148DE . 00
NASTRAN
.5957E-01 o1501Eb00 .1612E60O .1693E600
-	
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'fable 16 (Continued)
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
ti
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A	 1.OLBo LOAD)
sy
LOAD AT POINT 28
aaaaaaaaa+►aaaaaa
OEFLo AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
EAP. .1000E@03 03000E - 03 04250E- 03 04500E- 03 o4700E-03 .5500E-03 01050E-02 .2000E-02
NASTRAN a01838E -04 .1801E-04 .1386E - 03 02641E - 03 o2168E - 03 .1376E - 03 .800RE - 03 .1707E-02
DEFL. AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16	 }
Ex p . .2500E - 02 .3100£- 02 02750E - 02 .4600E-02 o6500E- 02 08160E - 02 .9700E - 02 .1300':-01
NASTRAN .2495E - 02 .2725E- 02 .2524E-02 o4470F - 02 o654BE-02 .8403E - 02 .1544E-02 01111E-01 i
DEFT, o
	 AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2".
EXP9 .1400E-01 .1600E-01 01900E-01 o2300E-01 03400E-01 .3900E-01 .4350E-01 .5ee00F-01
NASTRAN .1478E-01 .1860E-01 .2221E-01 .2501E-01 .3726E-01 .4356E-01 .5037E-01 .:1704E-01 x	 f
DEFL.
	
AT 25 26 27 28 f
£RP. .5600E-01 .1285E+00 .1480E+00 .1741E+00
NA STRAN! 06419E-01 .1496E+00 .1693E+00 .1906E000
1k
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ORIGINAL
or POOR. QUALff Y Table 17
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL gNFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR
SOLID WING 3
(ALL FLOTATIONS ARE BASED ON A ILBo LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT	 1
aaa8anaaaaaasrnaa
ROTATIONS AT
	
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU	 -051169E-06 -051169E-06 -.51169E-06 -o51169E-06 -o51169E-06 m.51169E-06 ..51169E-06 -o51169E-06
NASTRAN	 .'3637E-03 o22874E-04 .17071£-05 074683E-06 -020637E-07- o127 M-03 e15471E-C4 051455E-Ob
ROTATIONS AT	 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Ib
KU	 -051169E-06 -051169E-06 -051169E-06 -o51169E-06 -o51169E-06 -051169E-06 -.51169F-OE -05116 9E-06
NASTRAN	 .33503E-05 .24246E-05 .16237E-04 o64597E-05 o50699E-05 n45586E-05 044386E-0E' 951336E-O5
ROTATIONS AT	 11 is is 26 21 ?2 23 24
ICU	 -.51169E-06 -051169E-06 -051169E-06 -o51169E-06 -o51169E-06 -.51169E-06
-.51169E-06 -.51169E-06
NASTRAM
	 049490E-05 .49010E-05 048466F-05 048517E-05 .48761E-05 o48971E-05 o48974F-05 .48949E-03
ROTATIONS AT
	 25 26 27 28
KV	 -051169E-06 -.51169E-06 -.51169E-06 -051169E-06
NAS T RAN	 049017E-05 .49047E - 05 049044E - 05 o4903SE-05
LOAD AT POINT 2
pPna^lnnnp.pq.npp
NOTATIONS AT I 2 3 4 5 6 7 K
KU -074423E-06 -.744?3E-06 -oT4423E-06 -074423E-06 -074423E-06 -074423E-06 -074423E-06 -o74423E-06
NASTRAN - o79917E- 05 073521E - 05 067896E - 05 020722E - 05 .11386E -05 ol5966E- 04 .20693E - 04 .11168E-04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 I6
KU -o74423E-06 -o74423E-06 -,74423E-06
-o74423E-06 -o74423E-06 -.T4423L-06 -o74423E-06 -o74423E-06
NASTRAN 091376E-05 086761E-05 021215E-04 .15038E-04 ol2683E-04 o12233E-04 012644E-04 o14062E-04
ROTATIONS AT 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24
KU -o74423E-06 -o74423E-06 -oT4423E-06 -o74423E-06 -o74423E-06 -.74423E-06 -.74423E-06 -.7442.iF-06
NASTRAN
. 13232E-04 61291SE - 04 012863E - 04 o12946E-04 0131022E -0W 012965£-04 .12941E - 04 .129391-04
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -o74423E - 06 -074423E -06 -.74423E-06 -o74423E-06
NASTRAN 012947E-04 012963E-04 .12962E-04 012963E-04
LOAD AT POINT 3
aaanaa+^aa^{aonnat^
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU -.97677E -06
-097677E- 06 -o13759E -05 -013759E - 05 ..13759E-0S -.13759E-05 4.13759E-05 -*13759E-05 •jNASTRAN
-015295E-05 4.44343E - 05 -o29242E -05 067501E-05 .32696E-05 -o174?0E-04 -o60686E - 05 .46048E-05
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 I6
KU -.13759E - 05 -013759E-05 -013759E - 05	 . 4 .13759E- 05 -013759E-05 -.13759E- 05 -o13759E - 05 -oI3759E-0b
NASTRAN 080653E -05 .10728E -04 -o230T4E - 05 o35669E- 05 059075E-05 .6966?E- 05 .78560E-05 ,53414E-05
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 ?4
KU -013759E-05 -013759E-05 -ol3759E-05 -.13759E-05 -0: 3759E-05 -ol3759E-05 -c13759E-05 -.13779:-;^
NASTRAN .58181E-05 .60925E-05 o62268E-05 o62069E-05 .60209E-05 .60384E-05 o6O623E-05 .E0tq7t- Gti
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 2T 28
KU -ol3759E-05
-.13754E-05 -013759E-05 -013T59E-05
NASTRAN .60508E-05 .60289E-05 g603I0E-05 06031'IE-05
.a
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Table 17 (Continued)
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
CALL ROTATIONS ARE RASED ON A 1L8, LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT	 4
aaaaaaaagnanaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU - .120931:-05 -012093E-05 -.36829E-OS -044426E-05 °.44426E-05 .044426E-05 -044426E-05 -.44426E-05	 -
NASTRAN - 021231E-06 - 017844E - 05 -.90653£- 05 - .28462E- 04- 019314E°04 - 098321E - 05 - ,25623E - 04 - 03696bE - 04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KU -,44426E-05 -044426£-05 -044426E-05 -044426E-05 -.44426E-05 -a44426E-05 -444426E-05 °044426E-05
NASTRAN -034798E-04
-022595E-04 -041290E-04 -040589E-04 -040210E-04 -040577E-04 -u4318IE-04 -042180E-04
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24	 j
KU -.44426E-05 -044426E-05 -a44426E-05 aa44426E-05 -044426E-05 -044426E-05 -044426E-05 -a44a2DE-0:i
NASYRAN -041436E-04
- .412M - 04 -041405E - 04 -041776E - 04 -041477E - 04 °0413641 - 04 -041339E - 04 - .4134tE-04
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU - ,44426E - 05 - 044426E-05 -a44426E-05 °944426E-05
NASTRAN -041344E-04
-041335E-04 -,4335E-04 -041337E-04
LOAD AT POINT
	
5
aaaaaaaaaaaaaana
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a
KU -.14418E-05 -.14418E-05 -,59898E-05 -.13b92E-04 -.28388E-04 0. 13592E- p 4a °023834£- 04 - 02636e£ - 04
NA57A4N .745176E-06 -a34627E-06
-.68216E-05 -.353861.-04 -064744E-03
-069235E-06 -.20042E-04 -.55362L-04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 In
KU -e2H3 W--04 -a283R8E-04 -.2A39 8E-04
-020388E-04 -028388E-04
-.28388E-04 -.26398E-04 -.2H348F- 64
NASTRAN
-013999E-03
-.38528E-03 -,44771E-04 -972643E-04
-o91753E-04 -011109E-03 -,11^ti31t-n'1 - ap162S2f. -+^^.
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 i4
KU	 - -028388E-04 -a283R8E-04 -,28388E-04 -028388£-04 -628388E-04
-.28388E-04 .	 E- 4- 203HA._
	 0 C-	 --.?P388ti	 Oa
NASTRAN
-.8A805E-04 -.91503E-04 -.93149E-04
-090197£-04 -.89551E-04 -.90054E-04 -090516E-04 - .90647E -n4
ROTATIONS AT ?5 26 27 28
ECU
- a283R8E - 04 -o2838SE-04 -028388E-04 -a283R8E-04
NASTRAN -090244E-04
-.90031E-Q4 -090087E-04- -090092E-04
LOAD AT POINT
	
6 -
noaaaaoaaanaa0aa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 b	 i
KU
-035416E-05 .035416E-05 -.122STE-04 -019699E-04 -.19699E-04
-019699E-04 -019699E-04 -.19699E-04
NASTRAN
-o266S1E-04 026976E-04 024128E-04 018507E-04 090252E-05 072405E-03 022858E-03 .94495E -04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KU
- .19699E - 04 -019699E - 04 - .19699E- 04 °o19699E -04 ® 1, 9699E-04 -.19699E- 04 -.19699E-04
- 0 969 9;- 041
NASTRAN oA0211E-04 076775E - 04 .42008E - 03 016123L-03 912077E- 03 011449E- 03 011775E - 03 .14575E-03	 -
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
KU -.19699E-04
-r19699E-04 -.19699E-04 -.19699E-04
- . 19699E-04 -a1969^iE - 04 - e1N6r►9F-44 -	 14.;	 4iY'	 Ga	 t9W-
NASTRAN ol2563E - 03 0122 ?2E-03 012129E-03 -12178E. - 03 012265E - 03 012209E-03 .12?07F - 03
NOTATIONS AT 25 26 2728
KU -.19699E-04
-ol9699E-04 -,19699E-04 -.19699E-04
NASTRAN
.12.215E-03 012224E-03 .12227E-03 012227E-03
i
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Table 17 (Continued)
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR
SOLID WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LB o LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT	 7
8$Lp6iSO0AiY86p{}tlO '^
ROTATIONS AT 1 a 3 4 5 6 7 e
KU -037318E-05 -037318E-05 -014145E-04 -027266E-04 -.34848E-04 -a27266E-04 -034541E-04 -a34841E-04 '?
NASTRAN -o16202E-04 -016085E-04 o64234E-05 o26752£-04 .19732E-04 -o10597E-03 o39983E-04 084004E-04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 to
KU -.34841E-04 -.34841E-04 -034841E-04 -034861E-04 -.34841E-04 -034841E-04 -o34841F-04 -034841E-04 E
NASTRAN .87183E-04 o10129E-03 .11162E-03 ol2422E-03 011441E-03 011678E-03 012711E-03 013072E.-03
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
KU -.34841E-04 -034641E-04 -.34841E-04 -034341E-04 -o34841E-04 -a34841E-04 -.34841E-04 -o34N41E-04
24-^^
NASTRAN .12283E-03 .12020E-03 a12053F-03 012173E-03 012161E-03 a12073E-03 .12048E-03 .12W`2t-03
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 ,
KU -.34841E-04 -.34841E-04 -.34841E-04 -a3484IE-04 {	 f'
NASTRAN 0120SOE-03 .12059E-03 .12059!+-1+3 .12061E-D3
4
LOAD AT POINT	 8
ooanaatraaann0.aoa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU -.39221E-05 -039221E-05 -016032E-04 -o34834E-04 -o6T43SE-04 -034834E-04 -055755E-04 -,70434E-04 {
NASTRAN
-.76848E-05
-a17253E-04 -022990E-04 .10124E-04 .324291+-04 -.10368E-03 -.11883E-03 -o56914E-04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15- 1j
KU -070414E-04 -a70414E-04 -.70414E-04 -.70414E-04 -070414E-04 -.70414E-04 -.70414E-04 -.70414E-04
NASTRAN .13686E-04 .52591E-04 -016156E-03 -.76847E-04 -034721E-04 -.16548E-04 -o4T390E-05 -.51709E-04
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
KU -.70414E-04 -a70414E-04 -070414E-04 -.70414E-04 -070414E-04 -070414E-04 -.70414E-04 -.70414E-04
NASTRAN -.39085E-04
-033158E-04 -a30794E-04 -031480E-04 -.35038E-04 -,34207E-04 -.33776E-04 -.33651E-04
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
ECU -070414E-04
-.70414E-04 -.70414E-04 -070414E-04
NASTRAN
-.33982E-04 -.34421E-04 -034387E-04 -a343901r-0$
LOAD AT POINT	 9 ?^tl
oouanaonooanpasta
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 'S 6 7 8 i	 1
KU -o41124E-05 4041124E-05 -.17920E-04 -.42402E-04 -.1046YE-03 -.42402E-04 -.76670E-04 -.12234E-03
NASTRAN
-,24920E-OS -a13167E-04 -039255E-04 -.50699E-04 o23072E-04 -079048E-04 -.15682E-D3 -.23507E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KU -014201E-03 -al42D1E-03 -ol4201E-03 -014201E-03 -.1420IE-03 -014201E-03
-o 1 4201E-03 - o1 4201E-03
NASTRAN -629442E-03 -.15177E-03 -030781E-03 -a34089E-03 -034744E-03 -.35454E-03 -.37065E-03 -.37714E-03
ROTATIONS AT 17 1K 19 20 21 22 ?, 24
KU
-a14201E-03 -9142DIE-03 -o14201E-03 -.1420IF-03 - .14201E-03 -ol420IE-03 -.1420]E-03
NASTRAN
-036416E-03 -036249E-03 -o36434E-03 -.36947E-03 -a36559E-03 -.36378E-03 -o36346L-03 -.363:'St--C3
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -014201E-03 -014201E-03 -oI4201E-03 -o14201E-03
NASTRAN
-o36357E-03 -.36340E-03 -036339E-03 -.36342E-03
^	 eY _^Y	 -?fn..-ys•^h	 ar;'	 .,.r .-:''.- ....,.-- -. 	 >-': `	 -.	 ^	 ... ,. " l ^i	 .-.	 .. ^.	
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Table 17 (Continued)
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LBo LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 10
aoaaunaaaffatraaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 as 3 4 5 6 T 8
KU -o43026E-05 -,43026£-05 -o19807E-04 -o4997OE-04 -.14191E-03 -049Q DF-04 -o97584E-04 -017426E -03
NASTRAN .23277E-05' -.80722E-05 -o47625E-04 -012440E-03 -032795E-03 -o43401E-04 -.17085E-03 -.34g79E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 10
Ku -023625E-03 -o26098E-03 - . 25015E-03 -.26098E-03 -.26098E-03 -o2609,E-03 -,2609RE-03 -.2b0bbE-03
NASTRAN -4102E. 7	 -03 - n 27732E-02 -,36430E-03 -.53987E-03 -.70417E-03 -.935851--03 -.13447E-0? -.714y6E-03
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2°
KU -.26098E-03 -,26098E-03 -026098E-03 -026098E-03 -,26098E-03 -,26090E-03 -o26098E-03 -,26Oy6E-03
NASTRAN -.74315E-03 -.76564E-03 -,79141E-03 -o78234E-03 -,75232E-03 -o75317E-03 -,7563bt-03 -.75F1bE-03
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 26
KU -.26098E-03 =026098E+03 -,26098E-03 -.26098E-03
NASTRAN -,75312E-03 -,75056E-03 -,75107E-03 -075127E-03
LOAD AT POINT
	 11
naaauaaa.saaaaaau
ROTATIONS AT I 2 3 4 5 6 7 rt
KU -,65715E-05 -,65715E-05 -027752E-04 -,62703E-04 -,13958E-03 -.62703E-04 -,ION27F.-03 -.jb?0?E-03
NASTRAN
-.30726E-04 -,34403E-04 -073513E-05 057653E-04 ,586B1E604 -o24248E-03 -o47354E:-04 ,13727E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KU -oI9546E-03 -,19731E-03 -019731E-03 -.19731E-03 -.19731E-03 -,19731E-03 -,19731E-03 -.19731E-03
NASTRAN ,24115E-03 o30661E-03 ,10146E-02 +53362E.-03 ,39248t,^^-	 . .40371E-03 .44579E-03 .ki0772E.-03
ROTATIONS AT 17 1N 19 20 21 22 23 ku
KU -,19731E-03 -,19721E-03 -.19731E-03 -.19731E-03 -,19731E-03 -,19731E-03 -019731F-03 -.1'47'1E.-03
NA5TRAN .50475E-03 ,45730E-03 .45416E-03 046237E-•03 048160E-03 .46053E:-03 045864E-03 .45920E-03
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
All -,19731E-03 -,1.7731E-03 -oIY731E-03 -,19131E:-03
NASTRAN .45924E-03 .46092E-03 046132£-03 ,46153E-03
LOAD AT POINT 12
anaaaaauaaaaaaab
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 P
KU -067195E-05 -,67195E-05 -o29220E-04 -o68589E-04 -+.16855E-03 -068589E-04 -o12253E-03 -,20241E-03 
NASTRAN
-.17835E-04 -.3537ESE-04 -,32352E-04 .30402E-04 .69351E-04 -.24851E-03 -.21897E-03 -.57477E-04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KU -,26876E-03 4030022E-03 -o28451E-03 -030022E-03 -030022E-03 -.30022E-03 -,30022E-03 -.30022E-L3
NASTRAN .11025E-03 .23759E-03 -.41579E-03 -o31672E-04 .14251E-03 .20082E-03 ,26633E-03 .175IO E-03
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
KU -,30022E-03 -.30022E-03 -,30022E-03 -.30022E-03 -.30022E-03 -.30022E-03 -.30022E-03 -.60077:-Gs
NASTRAN .20842E-03 o7.0734E-03 .21669E-03 023083E-03 .21984E-03 .21450E-03 .21243E-OJ .24 ?6+	 -i'3
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -.30022E-03 -030022E-03 -.301122E-03 -.30022E-03
NASTRAN .21267E-03 .21236E-03 021215E-03 .21728E-03
cn
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Table 17 (Continued)
OF POOR QU.ALft,
KU-- ANU NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE: COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LBo LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 13
aaaaaaaaoaaaaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU -,68674E - 05 -066674E-05 030688E- 04 -074475E
-
04
-,19751E- 03. -,74475E- 04 °	 E-
- 138A pw 03 -E- 03Q24279a
NASTRAN ,011300E-04 -,32130E-04 -,52107E-04
-088329E,-05 ,63915E-04.
-,21617E-03 28895E-03
-025320E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KU -034206E-03 -,42424E-03 ,37170E-03 - a 42424E-03 -,44640E-Q3
-044640E-03 - ,44640E-03 -044640E-03
NASTRAN
-013127E-03 052378E-04 -o62891E-03 -054734E-D3 -,38029E-03
-o22524E-03
-.14523E-03 -.55012E-03
ROTATIONS AT 17 1B 19 20 21 22 23 24
stU
'
-044640E-03
-044640E-03 -,44640E-03
-,44640E-03 -,44640E-03
-044640E-03 -,44640E-03 - 044b40t - O!NASTRAN - , 40953E - 03 -o34890E- ' 03 -,32456E- 03 -031778E-03 -,36927E- 03 -,35835E-03 -.35305E-03 -.351bdE-03
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28 '.
KU -.44640E-03 -044640E-03 -,44640E-03
-e44640E-03
NASTRAN
-035407E-03
-,35974E-03 -.35950E-03
-.35956E-03 j
LOAD AT POINT 14 E
aaaaaruuuuuaunaa ^_____
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 H
KU -,70154E - 05 -070154E - 05 -,32156E
- 04 -080361E - 04 -,22648E - 03 -,80361E-04 -.15507E - 03 -o2831bU -03
NASTRAN
- o57070E-05
-,28263E- 04 -o69161E - 04 -9552DOE-04 .41887E- 04 -0F437E - 03 -o33488E-03 -,4327DE-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KU -041536E-03
-,54627E-03 -.45890E-03 -,54827E-03 -,61908E-03
-.65699E-03 -.6509•?E-03
-.65099E--03
NASTRAN - , 45867E - 03 -030518E -03 -,75535E-03 -087649E - 03 -,99732E - 03 -.1095k ,E-02 -.90276E-03 -012655E-02
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
K U ,065099E-03 -.65099E-03 -065099E-D3 -,65099E-03 -o65099E-03 - 65099E-03
-065099E-03 -,15099E-03
NASTRAN
-012437E-02 -,12233E-02 - 12323E-02, -,12709E-02 -e126TGE-OZ
-012481E-02 -,12425E+02 -.12430E-02
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -065099E-03 -,65099E-03 -065099E-03 -,65099E-03
NASTRAN
-012462E-02
-012457E-02 -012451E-02 - o1 P454E-02
LOAD AT POINT
	 15
s
aistsua.:•onnaaa¢nna
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g
KU ,,71634E - 05 -071634E - 05 -,33624E - 04 -o8624BE. - 04 -025544E-03
- 086248E-04 - .17134E-03 032356E-03
NASTRAN
-016123E-06 -,23898E-04 -,85445E-04
-010764E-03 ,56171E-05 --014813E-03 -0373-'£-03 -o60672E-03
ROTATIONS AT 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Ku -o48866E-03 -,67229E-03 -o54609E-03 -0b7229E-03 -079175E-03 -,89261E-03 -,93267E-03 -o93267E-03
NASTRAN -,85462E-03
-,11578E-02 -,84788E-03 -011721E-02
- 015412E-02 m,22804E - 02 -*53970E - 02 -,Ibb45E-02
+NOTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
KU --.93267E-03
-093267E-03 -o93267E-03 -o93267E-03 -,93267E-03 -,93267E-03
-,93267E-D3 -193267F-03
NASTRAN
- , 20959E-02 - , 22709E - 02 -025102E - 02 -,28967E-02 -,23001E- 02 -.?2818E-02 -.22827E - 02 -.22959E-02
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -o93267E-03 -,93267E-03
-,93267E-03 -0932.67E-03
NASTRAN
-o22780@-02 -,22432E-02 -.22432E--02 mo22450E-02
to
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Table 17 (Continued)
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARC BASED ON A ILBo LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 16
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU -,96014E-05 -096014E-05
-,43247E-04
-.10571E-03
-o28621E-03
-,10571E-03 -.19861E-03 -o35748E-173NASTRAN
-021951E-04 -,52940E-04
-o58793E-04 .40128E-04 011971E-03
-038645E-03 -.40936E-03 -.1977€3E -03ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KU -.53164E-03
-.72925E-03 -,59291E-03 -072925E-03
-.86211E-03 -,98207E-03
-.10571E-02 -.10571E-02
NASTRAN ,12410E-03 .44657E-03 -o10032E-02 - .53184E - 03 - ,32340E- 04 . 38540E-03 . 67860E-03 155-	 •,115,	 ^	 02^
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24;
KU
-,10571E-02
-,10571E-02 -,10571E-02
-.10571E-02 -.10571E-02
-.10571E-02 -o10571E-02 -.10571E - 02,1NASTRAN .74957E-03 .70821E-03 o78570E-03 o87903E-03 „13307E-02 .95853E-03 ,88428E-03 ,t37F351E -031
POTATI0 4S AT 25 26 27 28 1
KU
-.10571E-02 -,10571E-02 -o10571E-02
-.10571E-02
NASTRAN .138945E-03 .92390E-03 091916E-03 092182E-03
LOAD AT POINT 17
aaapuaauaaaaaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 T' fi
KU -1976riE-05 -o97071E-05 -044296E-04 -.10991E-03 -030690E-03
-,80991E-03 -.21023E-03 -.38633E:-03
NASTRAN
-017198E-04 -050178E-04 -072942E-04 099841E-05 011467E-03
-035414E-03 -045502E-03 -.34377E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Ku -.58400E-03 -081783E-03 -065519E-03 -.81783E-03 -.913545E-03
-o115t7E-02 -,13205E-02 -o1320`JF.-02'
NASTRAN -o83806E-04 026604E-03 -.11569E-02 -.93589E-03 -.57072E-0-4 -o171:15E-03 .19440E-03 -.1319?F-02
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 2011' 22 ?3 21.
ICU
	 " -,13523E-02 -,13523E-02 -013523E-02 -013523E-02 -o13523E-02 -.13523E-02 -,13523E-02 -.13523E-02
NASTRAN -,60471E-03 -.18344E-03 ,10814E-04 ,14258E-03 -072744E-04 -069624E-05 -047332E-05 ,33330E-05
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -,13523E-02 -013523E-02 -o13523E-02 -o13523E-02
NASTRAN .22023E-04 -o1341TSE-04 -019261E-04 -020021E-04
LOAD AT POINT 18
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaua `'
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
-	 KU -098128E-05 4.98128E-05 -045344E-04 -011412E-03 -032759E-03 -011412E-03 -,22185E-03 -.41518E-03
NASTRAN -012939E-04 -047347E-04 -086340E-04 -,21206E-04 010812E-03 -,32773E-03 -o492SUE-03 -.48363E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 :5 16
KU -063636E-03 -090642E-03 -071747E-03 -09064?E-03 -011088E-02 -013274E-02 -,15839E-02 -.15839E-02	 y
NASTRAN -030144E-03 .61084E-04 -.12424E-02 -o12363E-02 -.10965E-02 -,84601E-03 -046850E-03 -.21245E-02
24	
,J
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
KU -016839E-02 -o17328E-02 -o17328E-02 -017328E-02 -,17328E-02 -,173?8E-02 -,17328E-02 -.173216E-02
NASTRAN
-019064E-02
-,15654E-02 -012356E-02 -o10456E-02 -,17925E-02 -o16115E-02 -,15223E-02 -,14873E-02
ROTAT IONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -,1732RE-02 -ol7328E-02 -o17328E-02 -017328E-02 3
NASTRAN
-.14815E-02 -.15994E-02 -015954E-02 -,1540- E-02
cs^
z7
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ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8KU
-099185E-05
-099185E-05 -,46393E- 04 -011832E-03
-o3482SE-03
-,11832E-03
-,P3347E«03 -c&4402E-03NASTRAN
-,87578E- 05
-o44495E-04 - , 99441E-04 - ,53148E-04 ,10041E-03 -9302a2E-03 -o5286AE-03
-.62112E-03ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 146 15 leKU -o68571E-03
-.9950IE-03 -o77976E-03
-099501E-03
-,12321E-02 -.I5000E-02
-,18473E-02 -0116473E-02NASTRAN
-,5^-602E-03
-o16042E-03
-.13256E-02 -a15300E-02 -.16078E-02
-o15991E-02
-.13169E-02 -.27389F-02ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24KU
-.20155E-02
-,21667E-02 -022272E-02
-o22272E-02 -022272E-02
-.22272E-02
-022272E-0! -a22272F-02NASTRAN
-029433E-02
-o31503E-02
-,32743E-02 -029189E-02
-,38709E-02
-o37721E-02 -037083E-02 -,369510E-02
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -o22272F-02
-,22272E-02 -,22272E-02 -,22272E-02
NASTRAN
-,37392E-02 -037969E-02
-o37814E-02
-037799E-02
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8
KU -010024E-04
-a10024E-04 - 047441E -04 -,12253E-03 - 36897E-03. ,12253E-03 -024509E-03 -.472b7E-03
NASTRAN
-o45838E-05
-041593E-04 -o11257E-03 -.85395E-04 093675E-04
-a27611E-03 -,563B2E-03 -,75935E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KU -o74107E-03
-,10836E-02 -,84204E-03 -a10836E-02
-,13555E-02
-,16727E-02
-,21107E-02 -.211U7E-02
NASTRAN -076003£-03 -039024E-03
-014026E-02 -017780E-02
-.21209E%•'* ­ ,- -.24278£-02
-o25767E-02 -,3297',E-02
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
ICU -,23471F-02 -,26007E-02 -,27931E-02
-,28794E-02 -o28794E-0" -,28794E-02 -,28794E-02 -.28794F- 02
NASTR AN -038974E-02
-046232E-02 -059007E-02 -010431E-01 -,60112E-02 -061967E-02 -,63024E-02 -,b521bE-02
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -o28794E-02 -,28794E-02 «o28794E-02
-o28794E-02
NASTRAN
-,71381E-02
—362310E-02 -061904E-02
-.61906E-02
4
3
3
i	 -
s
e
LOAD AT POI NT 20
nt+oaoaoor-nnoaaao
* :.	 ^	 ..	 _
^	 ^^ ""^2
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Fable 17	 Continued)
KU— AND NASTRAN — RQTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS . FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A ILSo LOAD)
LOAD AY POINT 19
aaaaatraoaaanaaoa
LOAD AT POINT 21
anaffaaaaoaoa^roaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU «012631E-04 -012631E@04 =o58742E•04 -.14871E-03 —,43284E-03
-.14871E-031 —,29095E-03 -055294E-03
!NASTRAN
—a19183E-04 —066065E-04 -010608E-03 ob9676E-05 01704SE-03 —.46724E-03 —,66157E-03 —.55908E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Ku -a86783F-03
-012823E-02 -,98850E-03 '-,12823E-02 .016232E-02 -020383E-02 -o?.6566E-02 -,26566E-02
NASTRAN
—ol7922E-03 040999E-03 -o17951E-02 ,,16744E-02 -oI2464E-02 -,58498E-03 922077E-03 —.34425E-02
ROTATIONS At 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
K U «,30283E-02 -.3485IE•02 -039398E-02 -,44172E-02 ..49829E-02 -o49829E-02 -,49829E-02 -049829E-02
NASTRAN
-027407E-02
-.17813E-02 -a70197F.-03 028046E-03 -925091E-03
-.27928E-03 .39914E-03 ,10955E-02
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 26
KU -,49829E-02
-o49829E-02 -.49829E-02 —o49829E-02
NASTRAN 915512E-02 a17201E-02 .15713E-02 015380E-02
U1
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Table 17 (Continued)
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A Me LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 22
aauaats #aaaaanaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU -012695E-04 -012695E-04 -,59371E-04
-.15124E-03 -o44525E-03
-015124E-03
-.29792E-03 -057025E-03
NASTRAN
- o16652E-04 - , 64347E-04 - 011410E - 03 -o11825E-04 .16699E- 03 -045128E- 03 -.68370E: - 03
-064313E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KU - .P9924E-03 - . 13355E-02 -030259E -02 -413355E - 02 - 016972E-02
-021419E-02 -.2.8146E-02
-o2814bE-02 4
NASTRAN
-,31130'-03 .29161E-03 -018395E-02 -ol8492E-02 -015680E-02 0- 10174E-OZ -020981E-03
-.39337E-02
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Kit
-o32273E-02
-.37455E-02 -.42793E-02 -048750E-02 -,56016E-02 -.58977E-02 -.5A977E-02
-.56977E-02
NASTRAN -035673E-02
-,29219E-02 -020596E-02
-,10643E- 02 -o52134E-02 -037354E-02 -.25202E-02
-016154E-02
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -95897TE-02 -.58977E-02
-058977E-02 -,58977E-02
€	 s
NASTRAN -o97584E-03
-.16160E-02 -015142E-02 -.14966E-02
LOAD AT POINT 23
#a#aa##otrna###aa
POtATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6, 7 R
p
KU -,12758E-04 -.12758E-04 -.60000E-04 -015376E-03 4045767E-03 =015376E-03 -o30489F.-03 -o58756E-03
NASTRAN -. 14132£- 04 -. 62638E -04 -.12207E - 03 - .30678E - 04 .16325E -03 - a43574E- 03 -,70563E-03 -072668E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1h
KU -.93065E-03 -013886E-02 -.10632E-02 -.13bHbE.-02 -6177IZE-02
-.22454E-02 -.29727E-02 -.29717E-02
NA STRAN -.44380E-03 017156E-03
-.18870E-02 -.20390E-02 -.18853E-02
-.145015E-02 -.64194E-0.L -.431UOE- 02 3
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
R[}
-.34262E-02 -040059E-02 -o46189E-02 -053327E-02 066202E-02 -069271E-02 -,70477E-02 -.70477E-02
NASTRAN -.42969E-02 -.40409E-02 -.34937E-02
-o25647E-02
-.78112E-02 -o7281RE-02 -.64584E-02 -055lb5E-02
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -.70477E-02
-070477E-02 -070477E-02 •-.70477E-02
NASTRAN -.47024E-02 -,,68803E-02 -066160E-02 -o64930E-02
LOAD AT POINT 24
aapa8aka# a ##tl #aa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU -.12822E-04 -012822E-04 =.60629E-04 -015628E-03 -.47008E-03 .015628E-03 -.31187E-03 -080486E-03
NASTRAN
- . 116131: - 04 -.60930E -04 -o13002E -03 -.49576E - 04 .15938E-03 .-o42024E- 03 -o72751E-03 - 081004E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Kv - o96207E-03 -.1441PE-02 -011006E-02 -01441SE.-02 -018452E-02
- 023490E-02 -.31307E-02 -031307[?-02
NASTRAN
-,,576NOE-03 .50145E-04 -,,39353E-02 -a21879E-02 -.22009E-02
-a18877E-02 -o10788E--02 -046994E-02
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
MU
-a36252E-02 -.42662E-02 -a49585E-02 -.57905E-02 ..74389E-02
-.79565E-02 -o83602E-02 -085144E-02
NASTRAN -0499591:-02
-.51383E-02 -,451852E-02 -.41914E-02 -.10053E-01 -610590E-01 -.10969E-01 -.11027E-01
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 26
KU -085144E-02
-085144E-02 -o85144E-02 -.h5144E-02
NASTRAN -.10026E-01
-014152E-01 -013978E-01 -a13848E-01
Ln
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ORIGS1S AL PAGE 11
OF 1rOOR QUALM	 Table 17 (Conttnued)
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A ALBS LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 25
(}ddG#####d#d#d##
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU -012885E-04 -012885E-04 -061258E-04 -015880E-03 -048249E-03 -015880E-03 -,31884E-03 -.b2217E-03
NASTRAN
-090927E-05 -o59221E-04 -ol3798E-03 -068464E-04 015557E-03 -o40473E.-03 -074943E-03 -oS9347E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 lz 13 14 15 16
KU -o9934BE-03 -014949E-02 -a11360E-02 -014949E-02 -.19192E-02 - 024526E - 02 -o32888F-02 -o32F88E-02
NASTRAN
-070973E-03 -070550E-04 -019836E-02 -.23568E-02 -,25171£-02 -o23257E-02 - 15176E-020 -,50771E-02
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
KU ...38242E - 02 -045266E - 02 -052981E- 02 -o62483E - 02 0,82575E - 02 -089859E - 02 -.96727E - 02 -,10216E.-01
N ASTRAN - .56915£-02 -0623.46E-02 -,65385E-02 -o62755E-02 -.12093E-01 -ol3721E-01 -,15428E-01 -.17704E-01
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -01041BE-01 -010418E-01 -.10418E-01 -010418E-01
NASTRAN -.24368E-01
-.22903E-01 -023056E-01 -.23253E-01
LOAD AT POINT 26
###da #0000--#aaa
-
ROTAMMS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6, 7 tl
Kll -0156h1E-04 -ol5661E-04 -.74237E-04 -.19172E-03 -.57947E-03 -o19172E-03 -.3H329F-03 -.74840E-03
NASTRAN -016950E-04 -.79074E-04 -015277E-03 -026827E-04 .22264E-03 -o5S320E-03 -090532E-03 -.91667E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KU -.12040E - 02 -.1A354F_- 02 --,13841E - 0? -.18354E -02 - , 23842E-02 -.30945E - 02 -.42561L - 02 -.42561F-02
NASTRAN -048940E-03 .38786E-03 -024955E-02 -.27102E-02 -,24857E-02 -o17084E-02 -432005E-01 -.64757E-0e
ROTATICNS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
KU -,50360E - 02 -061054E - 02 . -,73503E- 02 -9900671:-02 -,13173E-01 -015160E- 01 -017539E-01 -.20410E-01
NAS7RA p; - a65585E - 02 -060192E- 02 -o4681JE- 02 -024566E - 02 -,16939E-01 -016446E- 01 -.14973E - 01 -o122$&E.-01
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 28
KU -,23900E-01 -045099E-01 -.45099E-01 -045099E-01
NASTRAN -083387E-02 -,26292E-01 -066612E-02 ,16215E-01
LOAD AT POINT 27#dd#04#6#ail##a4fl -
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU -015704E-04 -015704E-04 - 746S6E-04e -019340E-03 0058775E-03 --019340E 03 =,38794E-03 .75994E-03	 '
NASTRAN - ol5267E - 04 -.77936E- 04 -o15809E-03 -039363E - 04 02201BE-03 -o54282E -03 -092002E-03 - , 97243E-03
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 lb
KU -012250E - 0? -,18708F-02 - 014090£-02 -oI870BE •- 02 -,24336E-02 -.31635E- 0? -.43615F-02 -043615E-02
!NASTRAN -.57730E - 03 .30R97E - 03 -o25274E - 02 -028244E - 02 -026979E - 02 -.19934E-02 -,59006E - 03 -067436E-02
ROTATIONS AT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
KU -,516&6E-02 -ab2790E-02 -.75767E-02 -093119E-02 -,13718E-01 -o15847E-01 -.18414E-01 -o21544F-01
NASTRAN -.70535E-02 -067757E-02 -,56300E-02 -033593E-02 -,18657E-01 -019236E-01 -.19035E-01 -.ITS44E-0I
ROTATIONS AT 25 26 27 26
KU -,25402E-01 -051488E-01 -055169E-01 -055169E-01
NASTRAN -014260E-01 -059769E-01 -048449E-01 -.30335E-01
v
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-059602E-03
021771E-03
13
-024829E-02
-,29101E-02
21
-,14264E-01
-.20326E-01
6
-019508E-03
-053243E-03
14
-037326E-02
-,22786E-02
22
-.16533E-01
- .21929E- 01
7
-,39259E-03
-.93473£-03
15
-.44668E-02
-.86063E-03
23
-.192ES9E-01
-.23046E-01
6
-o77147F.-03
-.102b2E-02
lg
-.44666E-02
-.70140E-02 {
24
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Table 17 (Continued)
KU- AND NASTRAN— ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLID WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON R jLa, LOAD)
ROTATIONS AT 1
KU -.15746E-04
NASTRAN -,13584E-04
ROTATIONS AT 9
KU -.12459E-02
NASTRAN
-o66524E-03
NOTATIONS AT 17
KU -,53013E-02
NASTRAN -.75475E-02
ROTATIONS AT 25
KU -o26903E-01
NASTkAtf -020437E-01
2
-o15746E-04
mo76799E-04
1fl
-,19062E-02
022995E-03
is
-,64526E-02
-,75296E-42
26
-.57876E-01
-.513190E-01
LOAD AT POINT 28
naaoaaaaaaaanaaa
3 4
-.75076E-04 -ol950RE-03
-ol6341E-03 -051901E-04
11 12
-014339E-02 -o19062E-02
-025594E-02
-029385E-02
19 20
-078031E-02
-o96171E-02
-065770E-02 -042551E-02
27 28
-070919E-01 -076787E-01
-.10142E o 00 -.10638Em00
R.M.S. of DIFFERENCES 0 .14014E-03
MAXIMUM ERROR = .13888E-03
.7' ,
OD
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Table 18
EXPEkIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A looLS,	 LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT
	 I
OEFL,	 AT 1 2 3EX P *
VASTRAN
.1746 01621 01510
4
01415
5
01296
6
.09s7
7	 a	 9	 100002	 00527	 .0750	 .0610 11
-0312
12
* 0265
13
* 0252
14
o0216
is
00175cI841
.1698 -1577 .1463 .1353 -0951 .0888	 00819	 .0745
	 * 0663 c0274 00260 o0236 * 0206 .0164
LOAD AT POINT
	 2
OLFL.
	 AT 1 2 3 4 5
'4AS7RAN
olb21 .1631 01554 o1494 1428
6
* 0914
7	 8	 9	 10
00880	 .0846
	 o0602	
.0747 00280
12
00279
13
.0257
14
0238
15
.0213
- 1698 .1676
-1536 - 1530 .1463 00876 .0855	 .0823
	 00782
	 * 0733 o0246 o0247 . 0237 .0220 .0191
LOAD AT POINT
	 3
DEFL.	 AT 1 2 3 5
%IA'jTR,N,N -1510 .1554 -1572
4
Q1566 01546
6
o0832
7	 a	 9	 10
oO836	 -0954
	 .0844	 .0823 1100244 12.0257
13'-
o0254
14
00255
is
.0242
.1577
-159 6 -1618 .1596 .1577 .0804 .0819	 -0826	 .0819	 .0804
-0216 -0233 11237 o0233 .0218
LOAD AF POINT
	 4
DL L.	 AT 1 2 3 4 5E,0.
.1415 .1494 * 15N6 .1645 .1664
6
-0772
7	 10
Hc0804	 * 0854	 -U95	 o0914
11
.0216
12
.0240
13
.0264
14
.0276 .
15
.0284NASTRAN
.1453 .1530 ^1596 o1b76 .1698 00733 .0782	 .0823
	 .0655	 .0876 0 0191 -0220 .0237 .0247 .0246
"IL L. AT
i J, 'i ,
NAS rRAN
LOAD A T POINT 6
DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
	 7	 8	 9	 10	 it	 12EAP.	 v0987 90 914 o0832 u0772 oO706 9 0687 * 0591 *0502 90444 *0373 *0250 *0216 oQ%J Ar,.MN	 90951 .0876 o0804 * 0733 o0663 o0606 01 05 1. 8 .04$3 .0393 .0333 .0194 0 0170 ofl
LOAD AT POINT 5
2
	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
.1296 o1420 -1546 91664 P1804 c0706 o0766 00847 .0930 01014 -0184
 .+	
-0234 .0262 o0292 *0318
	
0135 3 ojQj * 1517	 t693 * 1841	 * 0663 oO745 .0819	 oHgu o0951 00164 o02O6 oC
0
i:°t=ar'-?e,p;c7.^rxLIMM 1 1--,:s:r{»'u
e:
wolom
Table 18 (Continued) ^.
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAti=-UEPLECTI0k IN^LUkNtE-COEFFICFENTS FOR BUILT
-UP WING
	 1
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE 6ASE0 ON A 144Lb,	 LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT
	
7
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
DEFL.	 AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8	 9	 10 11	 12	 13 14 15
EXPO *0902 e0AB0 .0836 00804 .0766 00591 .0513	 00512	 .0468	 00426 o02O8	 00178	 .0173 x0151 -0130
NA51RAN *0888 * 0855 * 0819 00782 oO745 005718 •0515	 * 0463	 * 0428	 .0333 00154	 00158	 00145 .1)129 00108 3
LOAD AT POINT
	
B r
aaaanoaoatraaaaaa '^_
LFL. A T 1 p 3 4 5 6 7	 8	 9	 10 11	 12	 13 14 15
Ex p . .0827 * 0846 x0854 .0854 .0847 *0502 00512	 * 0540	 .0515	 00492 •0118	 .0174	 *0180 o0172 •0165	 I
VASTRAN .0819 .OR23 .0826 .0823 .081 9 0 0453 00463	 •0480	 .0463	 00453 *0135	 * 0144	 o0147 *0144 00135
LOAD AT POINT 9
aaaaaaaaaaaaawaa
aLFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
Ex p .	 .0750 *OR02 * 0844 .0895 .0930 o0444 00468 * 0515 x0580 .05R3 *0130 o0158 00178 o0196 00809
4ASTRAN	 .0745 .0782 .0819 * 0655 .0888 .0393 09428 o0463 .0515 .0518 00108 00129 00145 .0158 00164
LOAD AT POINT 10
aaLlaAa^a4aaa aaaa
DEF L. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
Ex',.	 .06b0 .0747 00663 .09: q .1414 .0379 * 0426 .0492 .0583 .0714 *0105 .0142 .0170 .0205 -07.50
NiAL,I 7AN	 .0663 .0133 .0604 .0t.16 .0951	 .0333 00393 .0453 .0518 .0606 000!33 .0115 .0142 00170 o0194
LOAD AT POINT 11
oanaannaaaaoaaaa
DEFL. AT
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
.0312 .0280 .0244 .0216 .0I A4 00250 *0208 .0168 * 0137 .0105 00174 90124 -0071 .0048 o002a
NASTRAN	 .0214 .0246 '00218 * 0191 .0164 00194 00164 .0135 * 0106 .0083 .0115 00070 .1047 00033 00018
LOAD AT POINT 12
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa	 '
'1 F, FL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
.0302 90?86 .0266 .0251 00234 * 0276 o0160 00175 00160 .0139 oOI27 .0137 o0060 00061 .0050
NASTkAN	 -0260 .0247 .0233 00220 * 0206 00170 00158 00144 .0129 * 0115 00070 .0086 .0055 .0044 00033
t} -MOINAt PAGIM'7a
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Table 18 (Continued)
ExPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN ' I?EFLECTION . I1vEL^lENCE
FOR BUILT-UP WING	 1COEFFICIENTS
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE EASEU ON A	 IUOLDa LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 13
aaaoaaaaauaoo0¢o-
17EFL. AT
EAR '
l
00252
2
?57* 0
3
00254
4
00264
5
.0262
6
.0173
7	 B
00173	 -01B0
9	 10
.0170	 00170
11
00071
12
00082
13
-0105
14
00081
15
00073
MASTRAN *0236 .0237 o0237 o0237 00236 o0142 00145	 o0147 00145	 .0142, 00049.
oDO55 * 0069 o00S5 .*0049
LOAD AT POINT 14
6 7	 B
aaeaaaaaaaoaaoao
9	 10 11 12 13 14 l5DEFL. AT
ERP.
1
-0216
2
.0238
3
-0255
4
00276
5
-0292 o0136 .0151	 .0172 .0196	 .0205 00048 o006400044
* 0081
00055
.0125
o0086
00119
*0070
NASTRAN .0206 -0220 o0233 ,0247 .0260 -0115 00129	 .0144 .0:56	 .0170 o0033
Dt F'1. , AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Ex :7 ,	 ,0175 .0712 .0242 4264 90318
yASTRAN
	 •0164 101 9 1 ,0218 .0246 .0274
LOAD AT POINT 15
sonenagaQan ++ ntso-ff
6	 7	 B	 9	 10
.0106 .0130 . .0165 .0209 00250
o0083 .0108 .0135 ,0164 o0194
11	 12	 13	 14	 15
.0028 v0052 00073 .0119 00169
.001 8 00033 .0049 .0070 x0115
R.M.5. OF DIFFERENCES n 3.79374E-04
MAAIMUM ERROR = 9048000E-03
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Table 19
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 1
(ALL {ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LB. LOAD)
-	 ---------------------	
LOAD AT POINT	 1
. anan000^aoa^,pnao
ROTATIONS At 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4u 3,48491E-05 3048491E-05 3048491E-05 3.48491E-05 3048491E-05 2.32328E-05 2032328E-05
VASTNAN 3.72818E-05 3.51742E-05 3.11774E-05 2.97003E-05 3,00359E-05 1,53465E-05 1075438E-05
-MUTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
to 2.32329E-05 2.32328E-05 1,16164E-05 1,16164E-05 1.16164E-05 1.161b4E-05 1,16lb4E-05
V46fR AN 2,07417E-05 2.31138E-05 9.2la31E-07 4,68881E-06 6.93465E-06 9.64lb2E-06 I,25966E-05
LOAD AT POINT
	
2
naanaaaaaaannaaa
ROTATION-; AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4-' 1.74246E-05 1.74246E-05 1.74246E-05 1.74246E-05 1,74246E-D5 1.I6164E-05 1.161x4£-05
4 A STRA14 4.19507E-06 1.40774E-05 1,994134E-05 1.77129E-05 1.87403E-05 3,61912E-06 7.4.688E-06
40TATlUT45 AT 9 10 11 12 13- 14 15
'M 1.16164E-05 1,16164E-05 5.80819E-06 5,80819E-06 5.80819E-06 So80819E-06 5.90819E-06
VASI.oiwa 1.16871E-05 1.45329E-05
-2.44097E-06 9.73136E-07 3.48859E-06 6.14863F-06 9.34100E-06
LOAD A T PRINT 3
oaE^aaaanaaaanaaa
3	 4
	
5	 L	 ,
	6,07577E-06	 -5,19037E-05
	
13	 14	 is
0,	 0.	 0.
	
-2.00469E-17	 2.70163E-06
	 5.85000E-0b
;UTAIJONS AT 1
<u 0,
4A57kAN
-6,0 577E-06
ROTATIONS AT 4
W 00
yASTNAN 3.1904.3E-06
;OTATIONS AT 1
all 01.74246E-05
vASTFiAN =1,874031:-05
aOTATIONS AT 9
4u
-1016164E-05
VA5TRAN -7,44688E-06
2
0.
-5.62194E-06
10
0.
5.18037E-06
2
-1.74246E-05
-1077129E-05
10
-1.16164E-05
-3,61912E-06
0.
-1.19392 -1b
tl
0,
-5,85000E-06
3
1.74246E-05
-1,99484E-05
11
-5.80819E-06
-9.34100E-06
U.
5,62194E- 6
12
0.
-2.70163E-06
4
-1,74146E-05
-1.40774E-05
12
-5o6081YE-06
-6,14863E-06
5
-1.74246E-05
-4.19507E-06
13
-5.80819E-06
-3048859E-06
6
-1,16164E-05
-'.-:'-'329E-05
14
-5.a0619L-06
-997313-.E-07
7
-1.16 164E-05
-Io1687IE-D5
15
-5580819E-06
2044087E-06
8
2.32328E-05
1 . x895t5E-05.
t	 yf
t1
3
8	 fi
1.16164E-05
1.01064E-05
i
k
i
s
k
s^
:d
8
d	
.^
-1.16164E-05 `^ "
-1.01064£-05 r-.
isj
LOAD AT POINT 4
Qab4aaaapaaUaaaa
F
m 41
IIi^ S	 Ylk9A	
v.	 C^;t; a.^	 ^sasxrw^	 e	 .,	 ^.-,
Table 19 (Continued)
KU- AND NASTRAN- € OTATI4NAC INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT
aUP WING $
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LBo LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT
	 5
ee0uo00an0o00aots
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7	 r34U
-3,48491E-05 -3.48491E-05
-3 0 48491E-05	 -3.48491E-05 -3.48491E-05
-2032328E-05
-2.32328E-05	 -2.32328E-05
VASTPAN
-3.00359E-05 -2.97003E-05
-3,11174E-05	 -3,51742E-05 -3.7egl8E:-05
-2.31134E-05 -2.07417E-05
	 -I088995E-05
40TATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15
SJ
-2.32328E-05 -2.32328E-05 -1.16164E-05	 -1,16164E-05
-1.16164E-05 1.16164E=05
-1916164£405NASTPAN
-1.75438E-05 -1.53465E-05
-10259860-05	 -51 9 64162E-06 -6.93465E-06 4.688821:-06 -9.2I831E-07
LOAD AT POINT 6
a0aa0aaa0naana0a
90TATlONS	 AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 a
<U 2.32328E-05 2.32328E-05 2,32328E-05 2.32326E-05 2.32328E-05 2.32328E-05 2.32328E-05	 2.32328E-05
NASTRAN 2.22198E-05 2.00960E-05 1.8b633E-05 1.88162E-05 1.90033E-05 2.51610E-05 2.15215E-05	 1.675165E-05
40TATIONS At' 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
4U 2.32328E-05 2.32328E-05 1.16164E-05 1,16164E-05 1.16164E-05 1vI6164E-05 1.16164E-05
VASTRAN 1.61665E-05 1.64232E-05 5.52071E-06 b.38812E-06 6.86754E-06 7.92142E-06 9.14721E-06
LOAD AT POINT 7
oaatlaau0aaaa0a0a
ROtAT IONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8
Rv 1.16164E-05 1.16164E-05 1.16164E-05 1.16164E-05 1016164E-05 1.16164E»05 1.1b1b4E-05
	 1.16164E-A^
yAST !ZAN 6.0998YE-06 9.68691E-06 1008197£-05 9.04384E-06 1.036071:-05 -2.591141E-06 8.29728E-06
	 1.31612E-U5
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 is
,(U 1.16164E-05 1.16164E-05 5.80819E-06 9940619E-06 5.80819E-06 5.80819E-06 5.80819E-06
VASTRAN 9.01065E-06 1.01720E-05 -2.47848E-07 2.79121E-06 4.03004E-06 4.48890E-06 6.3VOSE-06
LOAD AT POINT 8
0000*00000a0a0a0
W
'aOTATIONS AT	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8
4U	 01 00 00 0. 01 00 0.	 00
NA$TRAN
	
-2.70386E-07 -1.76720E-06 -6918472E-17 1.76720E-06 2.70386E-07 -2967500E-06 -4.53533E-06	 -2.793771:-17
ROTATIONS AT	 9 10 Al 12 13 14 15
-W	 00 01 00 0. 00 00 0 0
VASTRAN	 4.53533£-06 2.67500E-06 -2.86802E-06 4 1.95001E-06 -1.04821E- 17 1.95001E-06 2.86802E-06
81LTti MAt PA019-mr
OF POOR QUAIZ-Z
v ,
4
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Table 19 (Continued) a
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL I4 LLA^N
	 COEFFICjE_N T5 FOR BUILT-UP WING I(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LR.	 LOAD)
4 LOAD AT POI N T	 9
aawaaaaaanoaaaaa '
;WTAT1ONS AT 1 2- 3	 4 5 6 7 a
<U -1016164E-05 -1.16164E-05 -1 0 16164E-05	 -1 0 16164E-05 -1016164E-05 -1aI6164E-05 -Io16164E-05 -1016164E-05
ti+^T'A+a
-1.03807E-05 -9.04384E-06 -1.08197E-05	 -9.68691E-06 -6.09989E-06 -Io0I720E-05 -9001065E-06 -1031612E-05
::^	 1IU^i5 AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 i5
4U
-1016164£-05 -1016164E-05 -5.80811E-Ob	 -5,60919E-06 -5.80819E-06 -5*80819E-06 -5.80819E-06
vASTRAt4
-0.29728E-06 2059119E-06 -6.3870SE-06	 -4, 4H890E-C6 -4.03004E-U6 -2.79727E-06 20478401E-07
LOAD AT POINT 10
aaaaaaaaoaaaaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 B
4U -2032325E-05 -2,32328E-05 -2.35328E-05	 -2 0 323211E-05 -2.32328E-05 42032328E-05 -2032328E-05 -2.32328E-05
NA5TRAN -1,90033E-05 -1088162E-05 -10886331:-05	 -2,110960E-05 - -2022i98E-05 -1064232E-05 -1061665E-05 -1067965E-05	 1	 1
;40TATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15 i
4U -2.3232BE:-05 -2.32328E-05 -1016164E-05	 -1.16164E-05 -1016164E-05 -1016164E-05 -1016164E-05
1ASIRAN
-2015225E-05 -2.516IOE-05 -9,14721E-06	 -7092142E-06 -6086754E-06 -6o38812E-06 -5.52071E-06 3
LOAD AT POINT
	 11 ^^
aaaoonaauunuaaan
q0 AIIUNS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 d
4U 1.16164E-05 1.16164E-05 1016164E-05	 1.16164E-05 I . Ib164E-05 -05p1.16lb4E 1.lb1b4E-05 1 . 16164E-05
4ASTRAN 6.70281E-06 7.23151E-06 7.31808E-06	 7,24456E-06 7.36918E-06 V0 79097E-06 7084368E-06 7.214136E-0o
ROTATIO14S AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15
9U 1.16164E-05 1.161E+4E-05 1016164E-05	 1,16164E-05 1016164E-05 1.16164E-05 1.16164E-07
•iA5TRAN 7,05253E-06 7004324E-06 1023486E-05	 9.79912E-06 4078986E-06 4a1g73aE-06 4.06894£-06
LO AD AT POINT 12
egaaaaaaouaaaaoa
ROTATIONF AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 e
,.0 5,80819E-06 5.80819E-0b 5,80619E-06	 5. 80819E-06 5oB0819E-06
p
5 oBO819E-06 50R0819E-06 5a80819E-0b
NASTRAN 3,888t'6E-06 3.646411E-06 3aS8097C-06	 3a55b4bE-06 3o83017E-06 2058119E-06 3093076E-06 4,17896E-06
401ATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 Is
all 5.80819E-06 5.80819E-06 5,80819E-06	 5.80B19E-06 S o80819E-06 5.80819E-06 5.80819E-q06
y
VASTRAN 30492036E- 06 4.02581E- 06 -7.47480E-06	 2.58796E-06 6o99333E-06 2.62149E-06 3o07832E-06
:I
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0
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Table 19 (Continued)
KU= AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL $NELUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 1
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE 84SED ON A 1LB4 LOAD)
LO AD AT POINT 13
94dd4d444444padd
ROTATIONS AT	 1	 ;'	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
qua.
	
01
	 o,	 0,	 0,	 00	 00	 0,
NASTRAN	 3,63133E-08
	 -1069869E-07
	 -1.79349E-17
	
1,69B69E-07	
-3,63133E-08
	 -2e62261E-07	 -8050349E-07	 -7,88649E-16
-^OTAT 53+i5 AT	 9	 10	 11"	 12	 13	 14	 15
<u	 0.	 0,	 01
	 0.	 01	 00	 00
VASTRAN
	 8,50349E-07	 2,62261E-07	 -1,62485E-06	 -3,57159E-06	 -2,83465E-18	 3057159E-06
	
1,62465E-06
LOAD AT POINT 14
4o4baa,^4aa4pa4a4
ROTAT IONS AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
<U	
-5,530819E-06
	 -5080819E-06	 -5,80819E-06	 -•5680819F-06
	 -5o80919E-06	
-SoBO819E-06
	
-5.80819E-06
	 -5,80619E-06
_14ASTRAN	
-3,133017E-06
	 -3,55646E-06
	 -3,58097E-06
	
-3,64691E-06
	 -3,88865E-06	 -4,02581E-06
	 -3o49286E-06	 4,17896E-06
?UTATIONS AT	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
<u	
-5.80819E-06	 -5,53 0. 19E- 06	 -5,80819E - 06	 -5,80819E - 06	 -5,80819E-06	 -5a80619E- 06	 -5080819E -06	 i
NASTRAN
	
-3,93076E-06
	 -2058119E-06
	 -3.07832E-06	 -2.62149E-06	
-6099333E-06	 -2,58796E-06
	 7047480£-06
	 !	 3
LOAD AT POINT 15
R444aapp4Op4444a
ROTATIONS AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 d
4U	
-1,16164E-05	 -1,16164E-05	 1 1,16164E-05	 -1,16164E-05	 -3o16164E-05	 - 1.16164E
-05 	 -1,16164E-05	 -1,16164E-05
4A51uAN	 -7.3691BE- 06	 -7,24456E- 06	 -7,31808E
-06	 -7 0 23151E-06	 -697028JE -06	 -7.04324E-06
	 - 7 ,05253E -06	 -7.21936`- 06	 y
ROTATIONS AT	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 y^
<tj	
-1.161b4E-05	 -1.16164E-05	 -1,16164E-05	 -1,16164E-05	 -1016164E-05
	 -1,16164E-05
	
-1.16164E-05
NA5TRAN	
-7,8436BE-06	 -8,79097E-06	 -4006894E-06
	
-4,19730E-06
	 -4o78986E-06	 -9,79912E-06
	
-1,Z34d6E-05
RoHoS. OF OIFFENENCES o 2,95788E
-
07
MAAIMUM ERROR = 1,06946E - 05
D
rn
cs^	 '
[
6*4 own0 404".
Table 20
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN — UEFLEC_T'i6N_l_NFLUE_NC
. 
E.CCEFFICIENTS FOP BUILT — UP W114G	 2
{ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A	 100LBe LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT	 I
0060000*006 ► 0***
DEFL. AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8	 9 10 It 12 13 14 15
EXPt oO854 cqI863 c0987 00917 o0968 a0423 00475	 oO502	 00534 * 0575 00128 00156 .0172 * 0190 -0215
USTRAN 00636 c0636 c0651 * 0666 o0676 oO276 00319	 * 0346	 * 0367 * 0384 a0058 * 0093 .0102 Q0116 *0127
LOAD AT P0114T	 2
JE FL.	 AT 1 2 3 4 s 6 7	 8	 9 10 11 12 13 14 15;7A;). o013b3 * 0999 .1117 -1207 .1319 00374 *0505	 a0582	 * 0676 &0781 00090 00135 o01 89 00231 o0294
NASD AN *0636 00771 * 0838 *0920 * 0999 a0255 * 0339	 * 0416	 a0490 00566 c0046 o0073 00111 00147 0190
LOAD AT POINT	 3
aaaaoaaaaaanaaaa
DEFL, AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 a	 9 10 11 12 13 14 is
EY,P. *0897 x1117 01360 * 1541 01715 00353 cOS27	 a0674	 -0835 * 099T o0066 00135 *0209 a0e72 00377
4ASIRAN .0651 oOR38 .1047 01217 01393 o0237 * 0352	 o0482	 .0621 .0778 00035 00072 0 0119 .0178 o0260
LOAD AT POINT	 4
ULPL.	 AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8	 9 10 it 12 13 14 1
Ex p . -0917 o1207 * 1541 o1921 c2215 * 0332 a0548	 *0760	 .0994 -1254 * 0044 c0110 00230 A0319 o0419
MASTRAN *0666 0 0420 c1217 01568 .1875 * 0220 a0364	 a0540	 -0759 * 1017 o0024 * 0067 .0126 *0208 -0332
LOAD AT POINT 5
DLFLo AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
EXP.	 o0968 .1319 * 1715 o2215 027 7 6 90323 oOS82 90839 u1139 9 1514 ooO22 oOI23 o0235 a0355 *0565
NASTRAN	 o0678 o0999 01393 01675 9 2450 90201 a0376 00598 .0890 .1761 90014 * 0061 .0133 * 0237 .04V-.
LOAD AT POINT 6
0*00000006000***
DEFLa AT
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
EX P .	 . 0423 .0374 .0353 0332 o0323 90339 oOR88 *0232 o04IS	 0209 00147 o0129 *0108 00093 oOO82
NASTRAN	 A276 0255 o0237 oO220 o0201 *0204 90166 o0147 a0132 .0116 * 0066 00060 aOO55 o0048 o0039
4.	 -
a
a.
.ns^r.,^iw<.r3j;vfd..:wY'an ,xTva .zr.-r,:vs Sri, ^_ .^.-.1..yvn..a r,......, v. .., .,.-..,.	 „	 ...	 ..	 ....	 ^	 _	 ...	 :	 ..	 . .	 .. r . . xr •m' .. .xc-,_^a,;si z.r {r.,'. -e: -r ... !^A.r^rz3°.':^C^^!err.:!;^^'a'?+ms'r.r^ie+ra^^1r
sw
t
Table 20 (Continued)
AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTIO N COEFFIC
BUILT°l1+' WING
ExPtRIMENTAL m (ALL
;N
DEFLECTION S A RE	 ASELNON A
LOAD AT POINT	 7
oanOanoUpnauObpp
.10 11 12 13 14 15
DEFL, AT
E A ;).
1
00475
2
0 0505
3
-0577
4
00549
5
00582
6
00288
7	 8	 9
00354	 00328	 .0:337	 00359 00100
00040
00126
00057
00135
00067
00139
00073
00153
00081
VaSTstAN 00319 00339 00352 00364 003 76 00166 e0215	 00204	
•021 3 	00224
LOAD AT POINT	 8
Upatl4a ii l}4 piSU4aaa
9	 1Q it 12 13 14 15 {
I)FLO	 AT
cJLPo
1
* 0502
Z
* 0 582
3
00674
4
00760
5
oO B39
6
00232
7	 8
00328	 00422	 00462	 00519 00055
00028
000 96
00050
0151
00076
00175
00101
04222
00135 _S
V^K5TF1AN 0002 00416 0 0682 00540 00598 00147 o 020's	 00274	 * 0310	 * 0362 1
LOAD AT POINT	 9
aaannaaaaanaaaao
9	 10 11 12 13 14 15
,,
]EFL.	 AT
xr.
 
1
.0532
2
.0676
3
* 0835
4
. 0994
5
0109
6
o0215
7	 8
.0337	 00462	 00627	 00744 00039
0001 7
.0088
.0043
.0154
000 50
00218
* 0131
0031K
00202 ;
VASIRAN .030 .0490 .0623 00759 .0890 00132 * 0213	 .0310
	
.0447	 00546
LOAD AT POINT 10
apaU4a^}4ahU U^3UQ0
v	 10 11 12 13 14 15
OLFL. AT
LX^o
!
.05F5
2
.07BI
3
.0997
4
.1254
5
.1514
6
.0209
7	 $
* 0359	 .0519	 0 0744	 .1007 00018
0000 7
00083
00038
00160
b00 8 6
.0248
00158
.0409
00278
v.,51RAN 0 384 .0566 00778 01717 .1261 00116 00224	
00362
	
.0546	 00792
LOAD AT POI NT 11
SF {14aRLapp aLa p UUa p ,p;
9	 10 11 12 13 14
UEFL.
	 AT 1
.0128
2
.0090
3
00066
4
90044
5
00022
6
001 47
7	 0
00100	 00055	 * 0039	 0001 8 0017700061
.0096
00027
.0046
0fl015
00025
00008
00005
00001
NASTRAN .0078 * 0046 0 0035 .0024 o0U14 00056 0004Q	 00028	 0001 7
	0000 7
LOAU AT POINT 12
+aaooaauaaooaaonau
11 12 13 14 15
DE1Lo	 AT
E1(?.
1
00156
2
.0135
3
00135
4
00130
5
00123
6
00129
7	 B	 9	 l0
00126	 00096	 .0088	 00083 .OQ96
00027
*0117
00054
00 07?
00025
00049
00019
.00 4Q
00014
14AST4AN o0063 .0078 * 0072 90061 00061 * 0060 00057
	
* 0050	 00043	 00038
0
04
V
..	 1
., •.F:E , •
^0ao®e^r	 ^. a:, a _	 ice.tar!ter:r:^^tiiR:^iea::[trra.^si:Itiw ^iwerrc:sw'.^•.,.:9^izaEN.i._c.Isar..,...,.is.;,v.s.r::::at^.s:^r..ixa:^.ausiL:•.^ 	--^L.3t^3'^it.:3r..laF^ti'Jn^:'s- •y,^ 	 rr ._i r'-^ ^:^cSS51 'Sii+L3^Si3%, ic:rL.^s.^^..:v,
OR-IAR L, AGgE
OF 1?0()R QUMATY
>4
`able 20 (Continued)
FXPERVA ENTAL — AND NASTRAN — C1EFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT —UP WING 2
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE RASED ON A 100LHm LOAD)
LO AD AT POINT	 13
etrnnnnpt. aanaooaa
DEF L o AT i 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Ex'. -0172 x0189 * 0209 -0230 ..0235 c0108 o0135	 -0151 00154 0 0160 00046 o0071 00108 oOO85 ^G081NASTRAN 00102 90111 00119 -0126 o0133 -0055 oOO67	 -0076 .0080 -0086 00015 -0025 00046 0035 -0037
LOAD AT POINT
	 14
oan^aanannooanno
DEFL- AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Ex;j0 x0190 .0231 00272 -0319 00355 o0093 c0139	 -0175 -0218
-0248 40 025 00049 00085
-0137 00143N A STRAN .0116 c0147 .0178 -0208 00237 00048 -0073	 -0101 * 0131 -0158 00008 -0019 00035 00077 00074
LOAD AT PUINT 15
sfaagannaaanoana+c
CPEFL.
	 AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15iA P . .0215 .0?94 90377 .0479 00565 -0082 -0153
	
00222 .0318
-0'409
-0008 * 0040 00081 00143 .0257NASTRAN
.0127 .0190 * 0260 .0332 * 0404 o0039
-0081	 c0135 .0202 00278 e000i -0814 00037 o0074 o0155
R. M .5o OF O IFFERENCE S ^ 11.01217E-03
MAXIMUM ERROR = 3.36469E-02
v	
co
^^n^^^^_. s,..,; ...	 ,.fit..-S,	 o. _.,,........v,,..^t.r,.._^-. r .: :.-•.. 	 -, _vs^::	 ..-. __	 ^.r.	 wi^.,	 i'-x;70,`• .va.s.;y_r. ^`,t.p.	 ^ty.`r^3`"-"'i.^'^^3^`^-,	 e
nwrrrp	 }:tuodwi
	
`.rr:.vi':-:4
	 Y,,.n_a..^i
	 Err. w.w1
	 ^ - ^ 4	 7	 !	 J^-	 !	 a	 4	 ^	 - ^	 ^^$	 !^S	 ^	 ^+T	 ^	 .. ,..	 ...
f
S
Tabl a 21
.
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR ►IUIL` -UP WING 2.
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LB o LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 1
aanannanauaan+taa
ROTATIONS AT l 2 3 4 5 6 7
4u
-4,47816E-06 -4047816E-06 -4,47816E-06 -4,47816E-06
-4047816E-06 -7048382E-06
-7.22260E-06
MASTRAN
-4,367BOE - 06 1074350E
-
06
-2 0 84517E- 06 -2,79705E- 06 - l o 29 764E -06 -9086688E-06 -6067318E-06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
e u
-4047816E-06
-4.47816E-06
-3027010E-06 -4,57ob8E-06 -6o25292E-06
-7025500E-06
-7a50007E-064ASTRAN
-3048463E - 06 -2.55542E - 06 -4.96116E-06 -4 0 15271E - 06 -3,01349E - 06 -2037424E- 06 -7,36408E-07
LOAD AT POINT
	
2
aoanaanbnauanaaa
ROTATIONS AT. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
tu -1.9406BE-05 -lo81126E-05 -1,81126E-05 -1081126E-05 -1081126E-05 -4073097E-05 -IoBO656E-05
VASTRAN -2,58666£-05 -20 13302E- 05 -1003989E-05 -1.56740E -05 -1,40696E -05 -1055973E-05 -1051659E-05
40TAIIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
to -1.92839E-05 -1.91126E-05 -4,75999E-06 -7 0 24229E-06 -1.09703E-05 -1.40181E-05 -1.52802E-05
'jAST9AN -1.43319E-05
-1.42818E-05 -5.11846E-06 -b.5536TE-06 -6.26487E-06 -7.35829E-06 -R.29664E-06
LO AD AT POINT	 3
naaouaaoaaaunaaa
401ATION; AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
<0 -3.43354E-05 -30696B4E-05 -3.72105E-05 -3.72105E-05 -3072205E-05 -2071356E-05 -2.89086E-05
•,;AST:sAN
-3.37273E-OS -3,71355F-05 -3082017E-05 -3. 0 7953E-05 -3.28031E-05 -1.94959E-05 -2.33503E-05
au+:TIONS AT 9 10 11 17 13 14 15
iu
-3.54152E-05 -3.69694E-05 -6.24969E-06 -9,91390E-06 -1.56876E-05 -2o07812E-OS -2.30604E-05
NASTWAN -2.81327E-05 -3aB8487E-05 -5oO2527E-06 -8.03977E-06 -9.71260E-06 -1.29613E-05 -1077245E-05
LOAD AT POINT	 4
aannaaaaanpnaana
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
<4t -4.92641E-05 -5.58242E-05 -5a75661E-05 -5.75661E-05 -5075661E-05 -3069615E-05 -34,97516E-05
%ASTRAN -4,45015E-05 -5.11039E-05 -6010616E- 05 -6.67656E -05 -5040349E-05 -2o43430E-OS -2.913543E-05
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
4,u -5.15464E-05 -5058242E-05 -7,73978E-06 -1.25855E-05 -2.04049E-OS -2,75442E-05 -3oO8406E-05
NASTRAN -4049666E-05 -So24228E - 05 -5048273E- 06 -51.33659E - 06 -1,25380E-0S -lo92583E-05 -2080424E-05
8
-6.18802E-06
-4.21993E-06
I
1090767E-05
-1,40558E-05 j
j	 Y
8
-3o19655E-05
-2.54999E-05
e
-4o4B542E-PS
-3o6b986E •05
a
	 m
Lo
i
-a.^^
^:^. ..M;^'-y< < ,.... -,_,
	 -..,,..»,.a-=:5:'.t ,.
	
_..	 ;.,.:.	
-	 a -
	 3.	
. ^: a ., f"°
	 e.. . L-".x
	_ M1.-r^gsc^spt. -,
	
.'^UEf7
A*-^-a
	 ^^*-ws^a
	 a-..^xa
	 6ew^zrwt
	 {,ym„,uiya
	
3	 -
VP%TMr___
	
_ .. .., ..^. _. .... _..,.,_.... ^.
a
Table 21 (Continued)
	
1
KU= AND NASTRAN— ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT—UP WING 2
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE SASEU ON A 1LH, LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 5
naac3oaaoanaanoa++
ROTAfIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4U —6.41927E-05 — 7o46801E-05 —7,79118E-05 —7,79118E-05 —7.7911RE-05 — 4, 67874E-05 -5005945E-05
NASTRAN -5.52395E-05 —6.62788E-05 —8.1 9844E-05 -9. 94549E-05 -1.17224E-04 -2.84430 £-05 _;i.71381E-05
a UfATIUNS AT 9 10 ti 12 13 14 15
4u -6076776E-05 -7,46801E-05 -9.22968E-06 -1,52571E-05 -2o51223E-05 -3.43073E-05 -3086?07E-05
9A51QAN —6.2289BE-05 —7,82436E-05 —5,8?b13E-06 -1,10290E-05 -1.56697E-05 -2,48058E-05 —3.B9529E-05
LOAD AT POINT
	
6
nananaannaaaanao
40TATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
413 6.09053E-06 6,09053E-06 6,09053E-06 6,09053E-06 6.09053E-06 6.09053E-06 6,09053E-06
W STRAN 7.5403ZE-06 1,10836E-06 3,0772ZE-06 3,54322E-06 3,61655E-06 6061681E-06 6.R2645E-06
401ATIONS AT ? 10 11 12 13 14 15
4U 6.09053E-06 6,09053E-06 —7,78376E-07 —4,97515E-07 5o37058E-07 20251SOE-06 3o35746E-06
vASTRAN 2,89605E—Ot5 3,11592%-06 -2.06016E-06 —1,63198E-07 1,17294E-06 1,53012E-06 3.27353E-06
LOAD AT POINT	 7
aaaanaaaaaRa4lfaa
ZZOTAt IONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
413 -3.14051E-06 -3,14051E-06 —3,14051E-06 —3,14051E-06 —3.14066E-06 —3o73537E-06 —3.14051E-06
14A5TRAN —6.553.13E-06 -4.3EQ 94E-07 —3,934OZE-06 — 3,0901JE-06 -1.07302E-Ob — 1.30403E-05 —3.04124E--06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 e4 1S
c13 -3.14051E-0b -3.14051E-06 —2.26827E-06 -3,16912E-06 -4,18028E-06 —4.51128E-06 —4.42270E-06
NaASTRAN -2.476.16E-06 -2oi0175E-06 -1,86382E-06 _2 0 93687£-06 -1ob6350E-06 -1o650t8E-06 -S069316L-07
LOAD AT POINT	 8
0000an0a000a00a0
401ATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4t! —1.43236E-05 -1,43236E-05 —1,43236E-05 -1,4313b£-05 — 1.43236E-05 —1a3561.3E-05 -1039635E-05
4A57RAN —1,32974E-05 —1,32520E-05 -1 0 03621E-05 -1.16304E-05 -1015812E-05 -9009101E-06 -lo32712E-05
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
QU —1043236E-05 — 1.43236E-05 -3,751116E-06 -5,84073E-06 -6,89763E-06 -Io12744E-05 -1022029E-05
NASTRAN —6,76358E-06 —1,13206E-05 -31,05527E-06 -4,54160E-06 -5o05e201E-06 -5,24158E-06 -7000057E-06
8
aS0 77420E-05
-4.76766£- 05
e
6.09053E-06
2,91651E-06
d	 =^
—3014051E-06
2.59510E-0E	 y
k
-1.43236E-0
-1o02450E-0`
P
70TAT IO+J5 AT
tU
*BAS14 A'j
OTATJO^JS AT
tU
;ASTP
RM A TION5 AT
CU
VASTRAN
40TATTONS AT
KJ
V A aTRAN
K0-- AND
I
-2.89131E-05
-2.25774E-05
9
-2.95967E-05
-2.47005E-05
I
-4.38417E-05
-3.19788E-05
9
-4.57280E-05
-4.050 3BE-05
40T A IIONS AT
{ iJ
VASTanN
^CTATIONS AT
KU
yAy TAN
1
1,71335E-06
9.565€1E-07
9
1.71335E-Ob
I,Q6607E-06
5
1.71335E-06
2.22236E-06
13
1.71335E-06
1086993E-06
6
1-71335E-06
4094037E-06
14
1.71335E-06
1039170E-06
7
1 .713.15E-06
1.06310E-06
15
1071335E-06
1.84020E-Ob
8
1.71335E-06
1,96914E-06
i?N +^7I^..0<'^ne,'x'+iaxcbs:•Cry 	... 7^.a'n'er.:;^Y,_xn^"n^^'. "''^':t,'-r ^'^"x`°: d '	 .-mY•4P C3M.Syn?;ri^ri t: r'"4",k.3::xi4T'. r ' }4i"' '^ 1aK	 ,a•^^ I:^ iT?.	 4
-,.'.^.-w	 o7s	 e	 aka	 a j,a
:" : 7 	 '$y - .• .r	 i•^uur...- r	 ^.o-t»h,.r	 tcru',r. `A	 d.. ,^. ;•	 9. , 
	 ^A	 ^^	 IP; E^7	 :»i^	 ,•'^vs,	 ^	 ^	 . u NS	 ^,^^^...
OFUGINAL
t
	
'	 7
op pVVR Q11JA6MI
Table 21 (Continued)
NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 2
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A ILB, LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 9
aanaaagganaqanaa
	
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
	-2.95967E-05
	 -2.95967E-05	 -2.95967E-05	
-2,95967E-05	 --2033872E-05	
-2,48265E-05	
-2072123E-05
	
-2.38006E-0S
	
-2,65735E-05	 -2.31894E-05	 -2,619131E-05	 -1..37003E-05
	
-I.S9324E-05	 -2,37568E-05
	
10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
	
-2.95967E-05
	 -5.24806E-06	 -8,51234E-06	
-1.36150E-05	 -1.80374E-05
	 -1.99830E--0y
	
-1.52731E-05	 -3,54489E-06	 -5.79175E-06
	 -7.23359E-06	
-1.16474E-05
	 -1.54902E-05
LOAD AT POINT 10
naggaqnqananaaan
ii
1{
1
3
3
2
-4,90771E-05
-3.69136E-05
10
-4.90771E-05
-5.13965E-G_.
3
-4.90771E-05
-4,30886E-05
11
-6,73795E-06
-3.49421E-06
4
-4.90771E-05
-4,73173E-05
12
-1.11839E-05
-7.20531E-06
5
-6.90771£-05
-4047177E-05
13
-1.83323E-05
-1.06473E-05
6
-3032131E-05
-lo74408E-05
14
-2o48005E-05
-1.69226F-05
7
-3.56695E-05
-2.29217E-05
15
-2.77632E-05
-2.86916E-05
e
-4.01010E-05
-2.92287E-05
LOAD AT POINT 11
aangangnnanqqaqq
	
2	 3	 4
	1.71335E-06	 1.71335E-06	 1.71335E-06
	
3.38524E-0b	 2,01604E-06	 2,00239E-06
	
10	 11	 12
	
1.71335E-06	 1,71335E-06	 1.71335E-06
	
2.07422E-06
	 6.05044E-06	 b.02020E-06
LOAD AT POINT 12
nonnggaanaaanqaa
4014T IO P ` AT
4U
NASTWAN
40TATIONS AT
4U
NASTRAN
I
9.04046E-_,
-1.46167E-07
9
9.04045E-07
9.28396E-07
2
9.04046E-07
1.25644E-06
10
9.04046E-07
1,31064E-06
3
9.04046E-07
2.05291E-06
11
2.23454E-07
-8016830E-06
4
9,04046E-07
5.77096E-07
12
9.04046E-07
7071006E-09
5
9004046E-07
1.27621E-06
13
9oO4046E-07
5044711E-06
6
9004046E-07
-4030312E-07
14
9oD4046E-07
7095772E-07
7
9.04046E-07
2.08398E-06
95
9.04046E-07
1045321E-Ob
8
9.0404.6E -01
1o06Z47E-07
i	 ^	 V
-r
Table 21 (Continued)
KtJ- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 2
(ALL RoTAVIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LB. LOAD)
LOAU AT POINT 13
oaaaaaaanaaoaaan
40TATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
<u -2.10764E-06 -2,10764E-06 -2.10764E-06 -2.10764E-06 -2.10764E-06 --2,10764E-06 -2,10764E-06
NASTPAN
-1.91382E-06 -1.80027E-06 -1036246E-06 -6,39901E-07 -1,56545E-06 -2049322E-06 -"2.20339E-06
;OTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
4U -2.10764E-06 °2010764E-06 -1.26644E-06 -1.76756E-06 -2010764E-06 -2o10764E-06 -2.10764E-06
NASTRAN -1,45254E-06 -1.51737E-06 -9,54309E-07 -4.06517E-06 -1.30001E-06 2.26023E-06 -3.10880E-07
LOAD AT POINT 14
aaaaaaaaaaanaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
.W -8.53064E-06 -8.53064E-06 -8.53064E-06 -8.53064E-06 -8,53064E-06 -8.53064E-06 -8,53064E-06
14ASTwAr; -5.R1645K-06 -5.65005E-06 -6.08718E-06 -6.14393E-06 -3.52653E-06 -4.85864E-06 -4.85044E-06
;;OTATIUNS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
tU -9.93064E-06 -8.53064E-06 -2.75634E-06 -4.43917E-06 -6.82498E-06 -8.53064E-06 -8,53064E-06
NASTRAN -4.17202E-06 -8.17244E-06 -1.26566E-06 -1.96904E-06 -6,.96069E-06 -5.27994E-06 4.17600E-Ob
LOAD AT PO INT 15
aaaanaaanaaaaaau
s
t
8 ^
-8.53064E-06
-5.4905zk-06
a
-1.69047E-05
-1.1549E-05	 ,
Wi T ATIONS AT 1 2 3 4
4sJ -1.b9057F-05 -1.69057E-05 -1.69057E-05 -1.69057E-05
NASTRAN -1.12146E-U5 -1.23957E-05 -1 0 3430 4E-05 -1.38335E-05
: pOIAI IOmS
	
AT 9 10 11 12
1U -1.69057E-05 -1.69057E-05 -4.24623E-06 -7,11077E-06
14A5T;-AM -1,39397E-05 -1.37448E-05 -1.25197E-06 -3,13084E-06
5
-1,690571;-05
-1.27175E-05
13
-1,15423E-05
-4.73471E-06
6
-1.64057E-05
-7.16116F:-06
14
-1.52937E-05
-1.18975E-05
7
- 1.690h7F-05
-9.14182E-Ob
15
-1.69057E-05
-1o90919E-05
8
-2,10764E-06
°6, 82335dE-0 F
R.W.S. OF DIFFERENCES = 3.89450E-07
WAXIMU4 ERROR = 6o76366E-06
.,
a^was ^-	 -s^:zw,
_	 S, ^	 y-	 .,f,Y.	 A-	 tt ° 	 : »y	 A'	 "'`^Y^', ad^53!'^iY e3
trr^	 .-...M,,,.w,.... ....	 .Yf.,_.k ..	 ,.,.	 ,	 ,,..	 ,_	 .,	 .., , .. ............	 ...........	 .:.	 .. ......^.	 ..	 ...., .	 ..	 .,	 K.	 _	 ,	 ..	 :.r	 ....,.	 .. ... ._	 _	 , 	 .,:...	 ..- ..-:^...e-rrx:-^'*- 	 ..	 ..	 ..z?c.
Table 22 y
OF	 $ QUALM i
E xNEk'TmENT A L- AND NASTRAN- DEFIXCTIoN INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 3 f
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A 1001.8, LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 1
aanaan pppaao pp ap '^
DEFL, AT 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
EXPc 00461	 00463 00472 .0489 .0527 00231 00251	 .0272 ,0295 ,0317 -0078 o0095 00104 oOI09 o0124
NASTRAN 00375	 a0362 0366 .0376 00384 00163 ,--0186	 00149 a0211 .902.22 00036 00050 00061 9 0069 00078 r,
z
LOAD AT POINT 2
apaanaQarinaaapaa
OLFL, AT 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 +
EX p - .0463	 x0543 0056.8 .0640 .0712 00208 o0272	 -03'26 00363 -0 0424 00065 00093 -0115 .0132 00165
NASTRAN 00362	 .0447 -0474 x0520 .0567 .0148 00198	 .0241 00283 .0328 00027 o0047 00067 00088 .0115
LOAD AT POI N T 3 r
apan p aaaa p a pp aaa "^---^-^--•
DFFL, AT 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 !S
EJc•'. .0472	 00588 .0726 .0812 .0900 -0202 .0285	 .0376 .0458 .0544 -0052 . 0090 00128 -0166 00216
14ASTRAN .0366	 .0474 .0600 .0691 .0791 .0136 .0204	 * 0281 ,0362 .0451 00019 o0043 .0072 -0108 -0157
a
LOAD AT POINT 4
nnpnauaannauuaap
JfFL.
	
4T 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8 9 10 11 12 1 3 14 15 9
EY, J . , 04119	 -041 40 .0612 .OY68 ,11 50 .0197 * 0308	 o0421 .0531 .0681 o OO4 3 -0089 .0138 .0192 .0267
N A STkAN .0376	 .0520 .0691 -0901 .1065 .0125 .0212	 .0315 .0442 -0588 oOO12 -0040 o0077 .0127 .0201 a
LOAD AT POINT 5
nanuuuanannppnan
OEFLo A T 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 d	 LO	 11	 12	 13	 14
	 L5
^.x a
.	
00527 .0712 * 0900 -1150 -1475 o0191	 .0350 o0448 .0601 a 0844 00031 . 0080 .01 47 00218 -0246	
t.
JASfRAN	 90384 00567 90791 .1065 o1400 .011 4 .0220 -0350 .0518 .0730 00004 .0036 .11082 o0145 o0244
LOAD AT POINT 6
apnnpaa,.aannnaaa
DEF'L.o AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 It	 12	 13	 t4
	 15
EAP.	 -0231 00208 .0202 .0197.0191 00187 -0156 -01355 .0126 * 0120 -0084 -0076 .0067 o0057 •0053
USTRAN	 00163 00148 * 0136 * 0125 .0114 00137 .0104 .0088 .0076 00068 00039 00039 00035 o0030 *0025
v
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PV R- TOF POOR
fable 22 (Continued)
Ex p L p IML-NTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR
BUILT-UP WING 3
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A 100L8o	 LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT
	 13
v
rnoanaa^uaannLLdLL 1
TEFL.	 AT	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8	 9	 10 1 12 13 14 15
EAP.	 .0104 00115 00128 o0138 x0147 o0 067 o0081	 ° 00 9 0	 o0094	 -0101 o0 030 o0045 .0064 00053 00050
VASTRAN 	o0 061 00067 00072 00077 00082 o0035 oOO43	 00049	 o0051	 00055 00010 00019 00035 o0026 o OO25
LOAD AT POINT 14
LL¢ri ppiYgLL dtl OLL p LLBLL ;.
J`FL.	 At	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 a	 9	 10 11 12 13. 14 15
.010 9 .0132 00166 .0192 00218 .0057 .0060	 00108	 .0131	 0015 0 o0 018 o0032 o0053 -0088 00092
N A aTkAN	 o0069 .0088 .0106 .0127 00145 o0030 00047	 o0065	 40084	 00100 o0005 00013 * 0026 .0058 °0052
z
i	 a
LOAD AT POINT 15
u^aaaaLLOOaiy AOaoLL ^	 ,
Jk FL.	 AT	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8	 9	 10 11 12 13 14 15
=tt^.	 .0124 .0165 .0216 .0267 .0296 .0053 o0085	 0129	 .0183	 o0240 00011 00028 -0050 .0092 00154
VA;TriAA#	 ,007a .0115 00157 .0201 .0244 .0025 .0052	 .00 85	 .012 7	.0172 o0000 .0010 o0025 .0 052 00 110
R.M.5, OF DIFFERENCES = 4.50924E-04	 3
MAXIMUM ERROR W 1042625E-02
	
i
1i
9	
A
s
V
0
	
c.n
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
--i.31896E-06 -1o31896E-06 -1,31896E-06 -1.31896E-06 -1o31896E-06 -3.08756E-06 -2.89830E-06
-5.88390E - 07 3.37729E-06 -1.47872E -06 -1.96391E -06 -1.0 9807E - 06 -5.42448E
-
06 -3.4,184E-06
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
-1.31896E-06 -1.31896E-06 -1.55878E-06 -2.12,63E-06 -20809O3E-06 -3.16667E-06 -3a22212E-06
-2.14736E-Ofi -1.91981E-06 -3.02132£-06 -2.47786E-06 -1.69478E-06 -1.54687E-06 -8.3n256E-07
40TAT IONS AT.
to
NASTWAN
40TATIONS AT
SU
NASTRAN
B
-2,27153E.-06
-2.20064E-06
1 2 3 4
-9.02787E-05 -8.28327E-06 -8.28327E-06 -8.28327E-06
-1.61884E-05 -1.28310E-05 -3.67792E-06 -9.25360E-06
9' 10 11 12
-8,93126E-06 -S.Z8327E-06 -2.35015E-06 -3,52788E-06
-8.34722E-06 -8.59647E-06
-3.28600E-06 -4,12535E-06
LO AL1 AT POINT 3
a4nnnUn nflaaal}a an
1 2 3 4
-I.h736BE_09 -1.80084E-05 -1.81283E-05 -1.8128^F-05
-L.9J156E-05 -2.18310EE-05 -2o24645E-05 -1.6291.:,0E-05
9 10 11 12
-1.725133E-05 -Io60084E-05 -3.14152E-06 -4.93314E-06
-1.60424E-05 -1,771194E-05 -3,1062E-06 -5.22156E-06
LOAD AT POINT 4
oaonannnnaannoan
1 2 3 4
-2.44457E-05 -2,77336E-05 -2.86015£-05 -2.86015E-05
-2.54409E-05 -2.91068E-05 -3056376E-05 -3.94019E-05
9 10 11 12
-2.55853E-05 -2.77336E-05 -3.93289E-06 -b.33640E-06
-2.56413E-05 -2.98394E-05 -3.60100E-06 -6.06784E-06
.,	 ro•..n^M v ,.;.,.r r:s:i?»:p:tR ar!+^'nnn n3?4:, c.rm r.:	 .7im7 f!rt-pfY:..::YF^,
	
,"S3x1 1 . _N'g
	 i-.
i	 .s	 .	 .,.	 .	 •	 ..	 . - ,,.. -•k-...	 .R'.r:x	 r'	 ?i22^•	 fsv`	 `°x..'..'i1r"^-°	 -^s7F.T.F',-%'b; ^"""?'i :"•	 .-•:.^'2j,	 -	
"='taT.:sa
	
.... ...	 _	 ..	
..	 .,.-	 ..,.. ,..	 ..	 -	 ..	 -€ri	 .. r.e'^', Eli. i. i?L'^ er . -. _7M
' R^t` ^..,,	 .-__
- ^s: - ^,wr. ^	 ' y^:x Ira	 a'W 4•'Y'	 Fr^'irk5. -.	 -	 ?`;r.
ottwx
^
sauand
	
teb:fa	 d-.^J y.^ trxo^	 •^__ i	 g^^^	 Ra:ti^
..,F- PAR
f
Table 23
3
1(U-• AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LSo LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 1
oaaaanvnanannnaa
LOAD AT POINT 2
tlnnnnnonaannonna
Z OTATIONS AT
4U
NAST.2AN
49TATIGNS AT
-^u
NASTOAN
:^tlIAT IONS AT
q 
'4 A.,
;?OTATIONS AT
du
vASTRAN
4i7TAYICNS AT
to
vASTRAN
QOTATIONS AT
W
VASTRAN
5
-8o28327E:-06
-8.52245E-06
13
-5.26644E-06
-3,67339E-06
5
-1.81283E-05
-loS7943E-05
13
-7o72386E-06
-6.02389E-06
5
-2186015E-05
-2.70431E-05
13
-1.01813E-05
-7,93205E-06
6
-8.17240E-06
-9038455E-06
14
-6.67624E-06
-4.51562E-06
6
-1.32572E-05
-1.17627E-05
14
-1.01858E-05
-7o78938E-06
6
-lo83421E-OS
1050188E-05
14
- lo36954E-05
- 101 7585E-05
7
-8o50625E-06
-8.68902E-06
15
-7.25481E-06
-5o2108bE-06
7
-1.41142E-05
-1,38488E-05
15
-1.12875E-05
-1.05656E-05
7
-1.97222E-05
-1976285E-05
15
-1,S320ZE-05
-1.629115E-05
8 i
-8.93164E-Oh
-7,81186.1E-06
d
-1,55917E-0b
-1,47088E-05
B
-2.22514E-0S
-2.12645E-07
v
rn
y	 '^'.^"^1^^+'ii`"^^5^;.^`''i.^u:	 "t'	 ^	 ^^•tf^n^.^A'k^k,a^`yak`^4^^`'^s,^'-
^^^^,.4^^x^:^na+-^z'^'^^r.^..va^:r^.:a:..a.-.^_...,......^.,
^-.
	 pp^^-^•^- 	r.....-..^::^	 a-T--a	 k.Kxr.es	 L> _10
	
+"4	 I	 i$
OE7rl.GINAM 8 A M
OF Poop &$UAIM
Table 23 (Continued)
^SY^7"^`^k^.1t"v`l4?Tra. .,tee..,...-... 	 ..N .y;uw.,.....,.,.^..r.... _ 	 .._.^,..,.... ,v •.^:: ^..
	
... r.
	
•.+^••. --^i
	
^	 _	 _.. ^.	 .-..	
_	 •re;,. 	 r..:,,.^,^^;.,.-,.rys-5^#•?.e!7Tn';-srm.w++;,,:c,:c vt^-;y^y„^y,;,^j,c.-y^.^.^.- lW^?"^,^^,
,atnr•cn.,s?a,•r- 	 c-.x.^ 3;	 ..^'•!_:^	 •.n,	 ,cam nJ	 st`r s•x,^•-r^"x^	 ,.ii,^"	 r	 _ - -	 -	 -	 -	 ^	 ...	 :7^	 ..
Ku- ANU NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL IN -FLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE OASEU ON A ILSo LOAD)
LO AD AT POINT	 5
• auaanaaanaaaanaa
9OTATIONS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7
<U -3,21546E-05 -3074537£-05 -3.90748E-05	 -3 0 90748E-05 -3090748E-05 -2034269E-05 -2053301E-05
NAST q AN -3.17239E-•05 -3,76314E-05 -4.53980E-05	 -5,70422E-05 -6090056E-05 -1076612E-05 -2o20993E-05
-^;)TATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15
ttJ -3.39123E-05 -3,74587E-05 -4.72426E-06	 -7.74365E-06 -1.26387E-05 -1,72050E-05 -1,93529E-05
NASTPAN -3.55763E-05 -4.46584E-05 -3.98141E-06	 -r.337SIE-06 -9.81070E-06 -1050028E-05 -2.28185E-05
LOAD AT POINT	 6
. oanaaaanaaaanana .
40TATION AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7
tiU 3,53342E-06 3.53342E-06 3.53342E-06	 3.53342E-06 3.53342E-06 3053342E-06 3.53342E-06
NASTRAN 6,27258E-06 2.98696E-07 1.78291E-06	 2.21745E-06 2 023038E-06 6013207E-06 5090620E-06
q Q TATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15
tU 3.53342E-06 3053342E-06 -3003757E-07	 -9.40324E-08 5032738E-07 1.48827E-06 2.Od569E-06
VR'-Tir.tj 1.72788E-06 1.80191E-06 -1.07528E-06	 1.82h69E-07 9.17406E-07 9037185E-07 1.98724E-06
LOAD AT POINT	 7
noonnooananuoaan
90 TATiUN3 AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7
tU -1.23240E-06 -1.23240E-06 -1023240E-06	 -1.23240E-06 -1.23240E-06 -1.55142E-06 -1,2324.3E-06
VASTQAN -4.20770E-06 2046841E-07 -2063769E-06	 -2.26645E-06 -5 048689E-07 -9061245E-06 -loc+f:':^P27E-06
4U i 4 1 1 U , fS AT 9 10 it	 12 13 14 15
tiU -1.23240£-06 -1,23240E-06 -1.09513E-06	 -1.49929E~06 -1,92468E-06 -2002131E-06 -1094700E-06
4ASTdAN -1.37533E-06 -1.76060E-06 -1,19018E-06	 -1.97374E-06 -5011650E-07 -1012793E-06 -5055563E-07
s
s
_	 y
8
-2.89120E-05	 A
-2.76722E-05
H
3.53342E-06
2.37607E-06
8
-1.23240E-06
3.0467A-06
LOAD AT POINT	 8
aaaaaaonaaaaoaon
40TATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8
AU -7.00472E-06 -7000472E-06 -7.00472E-06 -7.00472E-06 -7.00472E-06 -6063626E-06 -6.84035E-06	 -7000472E-06
NASTRAN -8.00204E-06 -So02181E-06 -5.97129E-06 -7.09140E-06 -70295.10E-06 -5079826E-06 -8.87319E-06	 -6.17858E-06	 }J
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
(U -7.00472E-06 -7.00472E-06 -1 0 88650E-06 -2090455E-06 -4.38209E-06 -5053089E-06 -5097968E-06
NASTRAN -3017503E-06 -6067531E-416 -1,88232E-06 -3.00420E-06 -3034406E-06 -3024931E-06 -4030602E-06
0
V
1
r _ 	 -	 °a,:
	
;r	 ..HS.: ^..^	 -r.•	 n	 -<._,	 -	 •',^'^^^'^tl^eiia7^1"^?.'^^'.ii«r^31^S*AKiti;ri`yr'^,..-=.•==^."^;:n:.^...^.,..
-^
i^3^ ^-::a^:;.>iv	
...,. --iw .^:rs:^..Yi.-c.fcez-^c^z.:..yyu:^.^i,.^.......^..^ •..,:_,.. .e^.^..3 r^...:........_..^..- -_.rh..._,..<..,.._._«s ,_.e_....^_.^<.^s__....^^^ 	.-:. ».L:..^^_.. _y _,..,^._s:s.,. .-.-..-_...u^. .^., .w-<,.^<-.a^.....^ 	 ^^._^..3^.r...^.K^..... .^, ^ ..^__,...
	C	 ga¢ex:^
	
=, r:..	 ,:...,., s
	 li :^^;i
	
^.rz5	 6A+7as^a^^ 	 ^r<rs4'Y:.c1
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Table 23 (Continued)
KLI- AND NASTRAN- R0TATx6kk. INFLUFNCc COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-Ube WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LG4 LOAD)
a LOAD AT POINT	 9
wnaaaoanaaaaoaow
ROTATIONS	 AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 0
{u - 1.45497E - 05 -1,49171E-05 - 1,491TIE- 05 - 1,49171E- 05 - 1,4917JE- 05 - ioIM IE-05 - 1,244133E - 05	 - 1.36648E- 05
NAST;4AN
- 1032551E - 05 -1.399B5E -05 -1658097E-05 -1.30257E-05 -1,59584E-05 -8039618E-06 -9,67144E-06	 -1,55854E-05
7,T:TIONS	 AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
SV - 1.'69171E-05 -1.49171E-05 -2,677136E-06 -4 , 309BOE-06 -6683951E-06 -9604046E-06 -1.00124E-05
x,A5TgA,,j
-1.50581E-05 -6.49548E-06 -2.58275E-06 -3.86b5.3E-06 -4,511934E-06 -7,37266E-06 -9.06092E-06
LOAD AT POINT 10
naaaannaaoaaaaaa
:UTATIONS
	
AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 d
-%U
-2,22586E-05 -2,SD270E-05 -2.50270E-05 -2 0 50270E-05 -2050270E-05 -1.68059E-05 -1oB0562E-05	 -2.0324YE-05
NASTi,AW -1.117069E-D5
-2.13202E-05 -2,469611E-05 -2.76352E-05 -2.54402E-05 -1,11141E-05 -1.38432E-35	 -1071952E-05
RO GAT,ONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
W
-2,32441E-05 -2,50270E-05 -3.46923E-06 -5,71506E-06 -9,29693E-06 -1a25500E-05 -1.40450E-05
`A5Ti1.N -2.4586BE-05 -3.29315E-05 -2.50158E-06 -4.9B467E-06 -6.8263SE -06 - lo0261SE
- 05 - 1.75072E -05
LOAD AT POINT 11
aaannaanaaaapaaa
ROTA
	
10Nb AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8
to 9.51269E-07 9.51269E-07 9.51269E-07 9,51269E-07 9.51269E-07 9,51269E-07 9,51269E-07	 9. 51269E-07
VASTNAtt 4.10027E-07 2064720E-06 1.53872E-06 6,38471E-06 1.60645E-06 4,356537E-06 6,02658E-07	 1.27414E-06
1JTATION',
	
AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
,.0 9.51269E-07 9.51269E-07 9.51269E-07 9.51269E-07 9051269£-07 9.51269E-07 9.512651E-07
v A STkA11a 1,42915E-06 1,47503E-06 5.24051E-06 5.40376E-06 1.69465E-06 9.95544E-07 1.25123E-06
LOAD AT POINT 12
anaanwwoaanaaaaa
.?nTA T IUr+'>	 A' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 d
^'.j 5.29306E-07 5.293116E-07 5029306E-07 5.29.3OOE-07 5,251306E-07 5029306E-07 5.29306E-07
	 '2.29306E-07
, ,AS+aAN -4.5356DE-07 9a4967BE-07 I.SdO93E-06 3.72360E-07 7000418E-07 -3073262E-07 1.61656E-Ob	 3.59740E-06
40 TATIONS 	 AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
tU 5.29306E-07 5,29306E-07 1,5990DE-07 5,29306E-07 5.29306E-07 5.29306E-07 5.2930bE-07..
VASIPAN 4.14054E-07 1.02080E
-
06 -6.35892E -06 1,46785E- 07 4o62492E-06 7.7478IE- 07 7.25921E-0?v
'	 o
• V
co
t
Table 23 (Continued)
^.^A°-'f'S'4:t!^e;"'.y-lei..
	 r'^.iYw. r....t . 	:`10{^	 'Y .lF`. ^'.P^^	 _M....^^
	
i.^..
 r':k1 v „'._.:
	
YS	 Y-._ry:
..-	
_:.^-'
i..	 " C	 -f^'i _ll`	 "Y''s ^•'^J^+^# r,^i:^Y'Y^"^C3^;x^i^rlb$'^1x'3Y`^£r£4^aS.1'.
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATI6N^L IIVF'LUtN_CE COEFFEGIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 3
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASEU ON A 1LF, LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 13
anaaaaaaaaaaaafla
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8
4u
-1,04033E-06 -1004033E-06
-1,04033E-06 -1,04033E-06 -6.04033E-06 -1004033E-06
-1004033E-06	 41.04033E-06
,.acc TuAN -1,22764E-06
-1.23721E-06 -9.16767E-07 -.3.04712E-07 -9,99444E - 07 -1.733541E- 06 -1,4377 .3E-06	
-2 . 92250E-07
ROIATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
4U -1.04033E - 06 -1.04033E -06 -6,31469E- 07 -8.15951E - 07 -Io04033E-06 -1,04033E
-
06 -1.04033E- 06
05TRAN -9,76760E-07
-1,26741F-06 -9.31791E-07 -3..10700E-06 -9032723E-07 2*07006E-06 2,05897E-07
LOAD AT POINT 14
nanauuanaaaaanan
ROTATIONS A T I 2 3 4 5 6 7	 d
4U
-4,38553E-06 -4038553E-06 -4.38553E-06 -4.38553E-06 -4,38553E-06 -4o38553E-06 -4038553E-06
	 -40385573E-06
NASTRAN
-3.53920E-06 --3048503E-06 -3.94170E-06 -3,93253E-06 -1071349E-06 -3.26728E-06 -3013442E-06
	 -3,52787E-Ob
RO T ATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
to -4.38553E-06 -4,38553E-06 -1.42284E-06 -2.28121F-06
-3049775E-06 -4.38553E-06 -4o38553E-06
•4ASfaAN -2.32709E - 00 -5.4SS63E - D6 -7.03867E - 07 -1.52563E- p 6 -5.61139E - 06 -3.78171E- 06 4,30104E-06
ROTATIONS AT	 1
4U	 -8073724E-06
YAS114AN	 -6.75665E-0b
ROTATIONS AT	 Y
OW 	 -8.73724E-06
4ASTkAN
	
-8.47132E-06
2
-8,73724E-06
-7.3r815E-06
10
-8.73724E-06
-8.11935E-06
LOAD AT POINT 15
aanaaat,aonannaaa
	
3	 4
	-8.73 24 -06	 -8o73724E-06
	
-7.9722YE-06	 -8.38985E-06
	
11	 12
	
-2.21421E-06	 -3.68247E-06
	
-9,76227E-07	 -2,20193E-06
5
-8.73724E-06
-7.44691E-06
13
-5,95516E-06
-3,31133E-06
6
-8,73724E-06
-4.81546E-06
14
-70895IDE-06
-8,73960E-06
	
7	 8
	 6 7 2 E 6	 -8.73724E-06
	
-5075600E-06	 -7.11835E-06
15
-8,73724E-06
-1,34731E-05
RoMAoSo OF DIFFERENCES = 2o26268E-07
MAXSMU4 ERROR m 4069625E-06
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EAPERiMLNTAL- AND NASTRAN- REFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 4
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BA5EU ON A 100LBo LOAD)
V LOAD AT POINT	 7;^;, ^aaaaaaa^+naaaa
1	 2	 3 4 5 6	 7	 B	 9	 10 11 12	 13	 14	 15
.01 9 1	 .0194	 x0150 .01I9 o0092 90152	 00155	 00098	 00068	 0 0054 * 0064 00066	 00039	 oOO28	 oOO14
.01 4 0	 .0128	 00112 oGO94 o0078 00086	 00100	 90066	 00052	 00039 00030 oOO29	 90023	 00017	 *0009
'3E"L. AT
NASTRAN
5
.-.... ..;, .....a. ur'^C'..'v:v ra . .. ^,i r.:.K-F.l:': +-•^. :5 .. 	 uw. r..r	 f'.:. F_^..	 :..e	 r_ _ .+	 ^.. ..	 .r r,.	 »r ....	 a.. _ s.:i.e,:.^S x'S^:rn,FTi! crA.h'^:R..T rsv.TFS'1:+R
	 1;'+L'!FR •1^^"kVFIF:	 x	
...^.
Table 24 (Cant:nued)
LOAD AT POINT 8
oaouonaeeapaaaaao
DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
:R7.	 .0144 .0157 .0162 * 0146 90132 00087 * 0098 00122 .0095 .0085 *0034 * 0040 90046 00001 o0034
;ASTRAN
	 .0107 * 0113 * 0117 .0113 .0101 0005 9 o0066 00082 * 0066 .0059 0001 8 00023 * 0025 * 0023 *0018
LOAD AT POINT 9
aaappaaauaaaaoaa
0 %L. A T	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 y	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
Ex :, .	 .0093 .0116 * 0139 .0176 .0180 .0054 .0068 00095 .0133 00133 00016 00026 o0035 * 0059 00060
`AStF2AN	 .0078 .0094 .011?. o012B o0140 90039 .0052 * 0066 .0100 .0086 *0009 oOO17 * 0023 00029 .0030
LOAD AT POINT 10
•	 aapapaaapaUUpaaa
VEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 ;0	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
Lxa,	 .0061 .00 92 .0128 .0180 .0240 *0030 * 0054 oOO65 .0133 .0182 o0008 oOO19 * 0032 .0063 .0092
VASTRAN	 .0048 .0073 * 01020136 40173 *0020 * 0039 oOO59 90086 00139 00002 00011 * 0020 .0032 90045
LOAD AT POINT 11
aauaaaaaaanaaaaa
DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 9	 4	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
EAP .	 10110 .0080 x0049 .0028 00014 00104 00064 90034 00016 00008 *0092 00048 * 0016 o0006 °00002
NASIi4AN	 .0054 * 0041
	
.nQ28 .0017 90006 00045 o0030 oOO18 *OU0 9 .0002 0oo48 00016 a6007 00003 -o0001
LOAD AT POINT 12
aaaaaaaaaaaaaa^ra
DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	
1415	 9
Ex?.	 .0086 90074 oOO54 40040 .0030 .0065 00066 o0040 o0026 •0019 •0048 * 0060 * 0023 90013 00006
NASTRAN	 *0045 * 0040 * 0034 90029 ,0022 o0032 .0029 o0023 90017 00011 00016 o0036 .0011 00006 .0003
t
-	
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Table 24 (Continued)
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTOAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 4
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A 100L8 ,	 LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 13
DL F L, 	 AT 1 2 3 4 s 6 7	 8	 9	 10 11 12 13 14 isEx z).
-0G50 -0052 00056 00050 00046 o0033 o0039	 .0046	 0 0035	 04032 00016 *0023 00036 00022 .0014
NA5TKAN
.003 .0035 .0036 * 0035 o0033 a0020 .90023	 •0025	 ' 0023	 00020 90007 00011 00023 * 0011 *8007
LOAD AT POINT 14 ti
04f*
,]E F L.	 AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 a	 9	 -'0 11 12 13 14 15
EA P .
N A STkAN
00032
00022
00043
.0028
0052
00034
c4066
.0040
0075
.00 • 5
* 0020
OP',1
.1-fued	 -0041	 00059	 .0093
00017	 o0023	 o0029	 o0032
.0006
4003
00013
oDO06
00022
* 0011
oOO56
00036
oOO46
oOD16
ry
LOAD AT POINT IS
DEFL, AT 1 2 3 4 5 6
7	
8	 9	 10 11 12 13 14 isEx p . -0010 .0028 .0045 .0070 00100 * 0004 00014	 .0034
	 o0060	 0092 o0002 * 0006 o0014 * 0046 oOO81NASTRAM *0008 .0037 -0028 40041 .0054 *0002 o4009	 90018	 o0030	 00045 — o0001 oOD03 * 0007 * 0016 *0048
R.M.S t OF DIFFERENCES = 2.13327E-04
MAXIMU M ERROR = 6.30690FE-03
P
ca
1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8
1.74246E-05 1,74246E-05 1,74246E -05 1.74246E
- 05 la74246E-05 lol6164E
-05 lo16164E -05	 1,16164E-05
2.31340E - 05 1,95267E-05 1.35458E
-05 1.15392E -05 1o08567E-05 8a82154E-06 9005lb5E-06	 8.05109E-06
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1,16164E-05 ,.16164E-05 5.80019E-06 5,80819E-06 5.80819E-06 5,80819E-06 5.80819E-06
7.61782E-06 8.09413E-06 1,13004E-06 3.38759E-06 3.14142E-06 3.47203E-06 4-13?UOF -06
ROTATIONS AT
Itu
4ASTRAN
QOTATIONS AT
1u
14ASTRAN
s
LOAD A T POINT 3
aaaaaaaaoaauaaaa
	
2	 3	 4
	0,	 00	 0.
	
-6.24910E-06	 3046945E-18
	
6.24510E-06
	
10	 11	 12
	
0.	 00	 0.
	2080619E-'= 6 	-2.5306tlE-06	 -1006461E-06
LOAD AT POINT 4
aaaoaaaaaaaanaao
2 3 4
-8.71229E-06 -8.71229E-06 -8,71e29E-06
-7.5995BE-06 -1.28559E-05 -6.93679E-06
10 11 12
-5, 60819E-06 -2.90410E-06' -2,90410E-06
-2.7238BE-07 -3o72299E-06 -2o29323E-06
xrea.rea n,rsnxnY.. , -
	
.. - .. ,	
...
	
..	 , .....	 w,:^r^,+^a»a+?-*R;:7S^t3^.41x5,r1':
L
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Tabl a 25
	 t
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR GUILT-UP WING 4
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LGa LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 1
aaanaaaaoaaaanaa
LOAD AT POINT 2
aaanaaauaaaaaaao
ROTATIONS AT
:U
rFSTQAt4
4fiTAT IO+aS AT
,(NJ
,jAS TgAN
-IGIATIOmS AT
to
4 A SI AN
OTAT IO l iS AT
(U
1ASTaAN
POIATIO`.S AT
.(U
NA51RAN
40 7 41IONS AT
KU
VAST 4AN
1
8.71229E-06
-6.09825E-06
9
5.80819E-06
4,77755E-06
1
0 0
-3.73900E-06
9
0u
2,.0276E-06
1
-8.71229E-06
-8.322311E-06
9
-•5.FO819E-06
..3.4,5832E-06
2
8.71229E-06
6.93675E-06
10
5.80619E-06
6.31073E-06
3
8,71229E-06
1.28559E-05
It
2.90410E-06
-1.24392E-06
4
8,71229E-06
7.54956E-06
12
2.90410E-06
9,44371E-07
5
6.71229E-06
8.32236E-06
13
2.90410E-06
1.79871E-06
s
0.
3.73900E-06
13
0.
4.93041E-19
5
-8.71229E-06
6,09825E-06
13
-2.90410E-06
-1079871E-06
6
5.80819E-06
2.72386E-07
14
2,90410E-06
2.29323E-06
6
0.
-2.80619E-06
14
00
1 , 06461E-06
6
-5.80819E-06
-6,31073E-06
14
-2,90410E-06
,9.44371E-07
7
5,80619E-06
3.45832£-06
1 5
2.90410E-Ob
3.72299E-06
7
0.
-2.40276E-06
IS
0.
2.53068E-06
7
-5,AOB19E-06
-4o77755E-06
15
-2090410E-06
1.24392E-06
B
5.80819E-06
4.99617E-06
r3
0.
4.12431 E-.1 d
a
-508081 `!£-06
-4.99617E-06
3
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Table 25 (Controlled)
KLI- ANN NASTRAN- ROT ATY0-NAL YN.FLUENCt COEFFICIENTS FOR BUYLT UP WING 4
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 11.64 LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT	 5
aaaaatlaatlaa.:aoaa
QOTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5
4U
-1974246E-05 -1.74246E-05 -1,74246E-05 -1,74266E-05 -1aT4246E-05
4ASTPAN
- 1.08507E-05 - 1.15392E-05 -1,35458E - 05 -1,95267E - 05 -2.31840E-05
RO(ATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13[u
-1,16164E-OS
-1.16164E-05 -5.80819E-06 -5,80819E-06 -5,130819E-06
VASTUAN
-9.0518E-06 -8.82154E-06 -4,33290E-Ob -3,47203E-06 -3,14142E-06
LOAD AT POINT	 6
tlaaaaatlaaaaanaRa
40T A TIONS AT l 2 3 4 5
{1% 1,16164E - 05 1,1:1641 -05 1.16164E -05 1,16164E -05 1.16164E -05
4a i 1-?5N 1.13252E-05 8.31725E-06 8.07256E-06 7,131bbE-06 6.511887E-06
40T4T ]0*„ AT 9 10 11 12 13
<U 1.16164E-05 1.15164E-05 5.80819E-06 5980319E-06 5,80819E-06
4ASt;;AN 5.03U51E-06 5.13'IOE-06 3,37545E-06 3.16blJE
- 06 2.72240E -06
6
- 1 ,16164E-05
-8,09413E-06
14
-S980819E-06
-3938759E-06
6
1,16164E-05
1,55226E-05
14
5980819E-06
2.47521E-06
7
-10161641:-05
-7.61782E-06
15
-5.80819E-06
-1.13004E-06
7
1,16164E-05
1 9 011542E-05
15
5,80819E-06
2.72593E-06
8
-1,16164E-05
-8.05109E-06
8
1oI6164E-05
5.68445E-Oe
LOAD AV POINT 7
aaaaaatlaaaaaRaaa
40TATIUNS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8
CU 5.80819E-06 5.80819E-06 5,80819E-06 5,801319E-06 SoBO819E-06 5,80819E-06 5,80819E-06	 5 0 8081YE-06
4AST7AN 1.89961E-06 4,04365E-06 4.77813E-06 3.92686E-06 5,08049E-06 -7,41026E-0G 3.85407E-06	 8903956E-06
10TAfIOr4S	 AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
tU 5.80819E-06 5.80819E-06 2990410E-06 2,40410E-06 2.90410E-066.90410E-06 2.90410E-06
vA5T-aAN 2,791,17E,06 3.9069F-06 -4.94134E-07 1..36.194E-06 1965458E-06 1,52438E-06 2,51383E-06
LOAD AT POINT 8
aRagatlatlaaatltlaaD
Zir-TAT IONS	 AT 1 2 3 4
1J 0. 09 O o O.
'iA5Taxv -9.91624E-07 -1,80251E-06 1925767E-18 1,80251E-06
44TAfI0NS AT 9 10 11 12
<U 0. 09 00 0,
4A5TQAN 4.23280E-06 Ie22595E-06 -6,40494E-06 -1903355E-06
	
6	 7
Q.	 06	 0.
9,91624E •1 07	 -to22595E-06
	
-4923280E-06
13	 14	 15
0.	 09	 0,
5925025E-19	 1,03355E-06	 1a40494E-06
8
iti v
20 %8358E-1d
00	 sA
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Table 25 (Continued)-
KU- AND NASTPANa ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 4
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LBa LO AD)
r
LOAD AT PUINT
	
9
aaoaaoaaaaaaaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
iu -5.80819E-06
-5,80819E-06 -5080819E-06 -5.80819E-06
-5080819E-06 -5080819E-06 -5080819E-06 -5080819E-06
T ti 51::«1
-5.08049E-06
-309288BE-06
-4.77613E-06 -4.04.365E-06 -1n89961E-06
-3091969E-06
-2079137E-06 -8,01956E-06
^rf)	 :110 14S A+ 9 10 11 12 13 14 ly
';U -5.80819E-06 -5.80819E-06 -2.90410E-06 -2.90410E-06
-2.90410E-06 -2.9041UE-06
-2.90410E-06
kklV -3.bS407E - 06 7.41026 'x:-06 -2 . 51383E-06 -I.52438E - 06 -10654511E - 06 - 1. 36394E- 06 4.941 .14E -07
LOAD AT POINT 10
aaanaaaannaaaana
•40tAT 1U
	 S AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
<<^ -1,16164E-05 -1.16164E-05 -1.16164E-05
-1.16164E-05
-1016164E-05
-1a16164E-05
-1016164E-05
-1.16164E-05
NASTRAN
-6.58887E-06
-7a13158E-06 -8,07256E-06 -8,81723E-06
-1.13252E-05 -5013710E-06
-5,03051E-06 -5,68445E-Q6 *_ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15ju
-1.16164E•-05 -1.16164E-05
-5,80819E-06 -5.80819E-06
-5.80819E-06 -5.80819E-06
-5.80819E-06 {
'YA:,Tk:,"I
-1.08542E-OS -1.35226E-05
-2.72593E-06 -2.47521E-06
-2072240E -06 -3.16613E-06 -3037545E-06
LOAD AT	 POINT	 11
aannaaaanaanaaoa
z
41JTAilUnlS AT 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8
Su 5.80819E-06 5.80819E-06 5a80819E-06 5.8009E - D6 5.80819E-06 5080819E-06 S.A0619E-06 5.80dlYE-06
N A STRAN 3.30558E-06 4.06381E-06 ,3.10436E-06 2.69557E-06 2.48525E-06 40.66037E-06 2.99322E-06 2.4b9 69E-06
g OTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
5.80819E-06 5080819E-06 5.808151E-06 5.80619E-06 5,80819E-06 5.80819E-06 5v80B19E-06
14ASTRAN 2.16148E-06 2.00918E-06 9129008E-06 6.59184E-06 I0I3720E-06 1.17567E-06 1.01870E-06
3
1LOAD AT PUINT 12
aaonaaaaaananaoa
-r	 TATiO NS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
.W 2090410£-06 2,00410E-06 2.90410£-06 2090410E-06 2.90410E-06 2.904010E-06 2000410E-06 2a90410E-06
NAST P AN 3,91706E-07 1.35106E-06 2005874E-06 1.5438bE-06 1.81406E-06 7089533E-07 1049611E-06 1.51482E-06
g OTA TI ONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 -
Su 2.90410E-06 2090410E-06 2,90410E-06 2.90414E-06 2090410E-06 2090440E-06 2.90410E-06
14ASTRAN 1,140072E-06 1.74538E-06
-90985531:-06 1193539E-06 6.0.736E-06 1095753E-07 1-27968E-06 a
old
i
9
co
' R
(^7
5
-2.90410E-06
-3.91706E-07
13
-2.904IOE-06
-6.02736E-06
6
-2090410E-06
-1074538E-06
14
-2.90410E-06
-1093539,x-„-06
	
7	 8
	
-2090410E-06	 -2.90410E-06
	
-1.14072E-06	 -1.51482E-06
15
-2.90410E-06
9,98553E-06
i
40TATIONS AT
4U
NA j TL- AN
-<0; A f IONS ),I
<te
•4 AST RAN
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR-BUILT-UP WING 4
(ALL FLOTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LB. LOAD)
P LOAD AT POINT 13
aaaaaaaaonoaaaaa
1 2 3	 4 5 6 7
0. Oo 0.	 0. 0, 00 00
-3:89271E-07 -6.65198E-07 4.35849E-19	 6.65796E -07 3.892711=-07. -3.48091E-07 -7o72411E-079 10 11	 12 13 14 15
0. 0. 0.	 0. 0. 0. o.7.72411E-07 3.441091E-07 -2.35768E-07	 -3,54293E-06 2095445E -151 3.54293E-06 2.35768E-07
2F
S
a
8
0.	 t	 ,
5065954E-19
ROTATTONS AT{i
NAS TPA S;
ROTATIONS AT
to
x; A S Ti? AN
LOAD AT POINT 14
anaaancsaaaanaaa
I 2 3 4
-2.90410E-06 -2090410E-06 . -2 0 90410E-06 -2.90410E-06
-1.81406E-06 -1,54386E-06 -2.05874E-n6 -1.35106E-06
9 10 11 12
-2.904IOE-Ob -2.90410E-06 -2.90410E-06 -2,90410E-06
-1.49611E-06 -7.89533Er-07 -1.27968E-06 -1.15753E-07
LOAD AT POINT 15
aaauaanaaanao„pu
aUTA11UNS Al	 1
<<1
	 -E Ji0819E-06
VASTQAN
	 -7..48525E-06
-701 A T I ONS AT	 9
-U	 -5.HO819E-06
NAST4AN
	
-2.99322E-06
2
-5.80819E-06
-2.69y57E-06
10
-5.80814E--06
-4.66037E-06
3
-5.80819E-06
-3.10436E-06
11
-5.80819E-06
-1.01870E-06
4
-S.60H19E-06
-4.06381E-06
-5.a0d19E-06
-1.17567E-06
	
5	 6	 7	 K
	-5.4 1 E- 6	 -5.80819E-06
	 -5.60819E-06	 -508061YE-06
	
-3.30558E-06	 -2000918E-06
	 -2.16148E-06	 -2o469b9E-06
	
13	 14	 15
	
-5.8Osl 9E-06	 -5.80819E-06
	
-5.80819E-06
	
-1013720E-06	 -6059184E-06
	
-9o29808E-06
R.4.3. OF DIFFERENCES = 2.43809E-07
MAXIMUM ERROR = bo56790E-06
E
E
01
a
PAGE IS
,V POOR QUALITY
Table 26
EXPLRI ME.NT AL- A ND NASTRAN- DEFLECTI ON I NFL(jEN CE_
. 
COEFFICIENTS FOR(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A 100LBo LOAD)
GUILT-UP WING 5
LOAD AT POINT
	
I
DEFL. AT
Ex p .
Y^T:iAtuS
1
•1499
.1090
2
.1555
.1079
3
.1586
-1072
4
.1533
.1066
5
.1554
.1058
6
.0891
. 0517
ouanoaotsaassnaaaa
7	 8	 9	 l0
00550	 .7567	 Qy75	
0914
- 0 57!i
I1
-0284
00125
12
00368
o0150
13
.0349
00165
14
00342
.0174
15
00389
00173
LOAD AT POINT
	 2]'tr`L.
	 AT
-
-A^.
vASTRAN
1-I555
.1019
2o174
01181
3
-1852
-!218
401884
.1266
501976
91311
600881
00490
eauuua#annnuaauo
7	 8	 9	 10
01009
	
-103
00562	 .:1621
	
-Qb72
	 x0718
o 02 62
11
00110
12
o0145
13
00174
14
00200
15
*0223
LOAD AT POINT	 3 tF
']EF1,.	 AT
^ h '' •
1AjTNACd
1
olitl6
.1012
2
.1852
.1218
3
* ?,071
.1371
4
*2184
.1479
5
.2290
-1592
6
-OR39
00464
7 0** 8	 9	 10
91046	 0111$	 .127Q
	 •134500569	 .0672	 00771
	
-0871
11
00240
00096
12
* 0414
*0139
13
00446
-0182
14
.0486
-0226
15
.0566
o0274
Y
f
DEFL.
	
AT
x.' .
Ni AStIAN
1
e I `•	 1.i
. 10ah
2
. 1984
91766
3
-?1144
.1474
4
' 2511
. 1721
}
02802
01909
6
40804
00439
LOAD AT Pu1NT
	 4
avac
 
nnoa ou - untrno
91062
	 . 1170	 *1445
	
10
40574	 00715
	 0086 9 	 * 1031
11
0 0061
12
o 0134
13
0018`1
I4
. 0251
15
o0}1y
.r
;^
LOAD AT POINT 5
DEFL. AT onnabuaaooponaoo
1	 2	 3	 4	 5EA?.	 6	 7	 8	 y	 14
	41554 .1976 -2290 .2802 43330 *0810 01106 01226 -1584
	
11	 14	 13	 14	 155YAST^iAN	
-1058 01311 -1592 -1909 02273 4041 64 0Q5?9 -0759 00962 - 11'I3 .0067 oaaia 
- 0195 00675 -0376
LOAD AT POINT 6
OtF_. AT 00000o000a0000001	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 i0
	 12	 13	 14	 isEA-1.	 00891 .OA81 -0839 -0804 -0810 oO680 *0642 40545 00518 4 0494 -0279 oO304 00248 00218 402224ASTRAN	 -0517 -0490 .0464 00439 . 0414 -0339 oO297 40273 00252 -0230 00097 
* 0099 00092 oOO84 *0070
co
4
5lrsa.c n;r,,,-': ;.r'a:. .,. _	 ..	 .i	 ,^	 ,a	 , 	 ..	 ^,^ ^	 _	 ,.	 ..m	 .-	 :, .	 ,a . i	 •^.n-t+ru•v: s•F!T..w^.^..few,^.rl?"T'Y-'
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	 '
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Ta f-T 2 26 (Continued)
A ND COEFFICIENOpU
?OR ^UILT-UP WING ^
t.xPERIMENTAL. m
(ALL
NASTR
DEFLE CTI O NS
 
EFLCTION^INFLUENCE
v
LOAD AT POINT	 7
aaaaaaaaaaaoa0aa
DEFL.	 AT
EA -1 .
1
.0927
2
01009
3
.1046
4
.1062
5
01106
6
00642
7	 8
00712	 00672
9
.0680
10
00696
it
o021 9
12
00336
13
* 0310
14
o0288
15
00328
ti^•jT+"'+ .0550 .0562 .0569 .0574 00579 .0297 00339	 00325 •0328 .0333 o0080 oQ096 .0103 .0108 00110
LOAD AT POINT	 8t aaaanaa^aaou^raaa
DtFL.
	
AT
=xa.
1
.08144
2
1033
3
.1118
4
.1170
5
.1226
6
00545
7	 8
00672	 .0729
9
.0744
10
0074 8
lI
*0159
12
.0293
13
.0335
14
.0314
15
.0364
1A5TRAN .0567 .0621 .0672 .0715 .0759 00273 o0325	 00384 * 0411 .0448 .0064 .0069 .0113
90133 *0155
LOAD AT POINT	 9
aaauaa0annaaauaa
7FFL.	 A T
Lx1.
1
.0'414
2
.1130
3
.1270
4
.14%7
5
015 64
6
00518
7	 8
.0680	 .0744
9
.1005
10
.0992
11
.0136
12
00291
13
o0354
14
.039 7
15
00496
V : -lT kAN .0515 .0672 .0 7 71 .0669 .0962 00252 .0328	 .0411 .0520 00584 00050 60082 .0117
* 0159 *0207
LOAF} AT POINT	 10
000009a00aa00000
DEFL. AT
Exa.
1
.0914
2
.1184
3
.1345
4
.1620
5
.1882
6
.0494
7	 B
.0696	 .0748
.	 9
.0992
10
.1267
11
.011 8
12
00268
13
.0364
14
00 427
15
•0604
YaSToAN .OS15 .0718 oOB71 .1031 .11 93 oO230 o0333	 .0448 .0584 .0759 .0036
.0076 .0123 0OIB2 00261
LOAD AT POINT 11
aauaaaaaouaau0aa
DtFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	
4;	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
0 .4 .	 90204 .0262 00240 00209 .0198 00279 00219 o01`^ 43	
0136 00118 00226 00$7	 004`)4 x4066 00054
'05TRAN	 00125 .0110 00096 .0081 *
0067 .0097 00080 *0064 00050 00036 00076 00041 00028 00019 00009
9
LOAD AT POINT 12
®ffioanaaa00aoaaae
DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	
9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
EAP.	
.0360 .0416 .0614 00414 .0424 oO304 .0336 .0293 .0291 * 0286 00171 00269 00190 00148 00151
mASTRAN	 0oi50 .0145 00139 * 0136 oot28 00099 * 0096 .0089	 0082 00076 *
0041 .0065 .0038 .0031 00026
t
co
00
i
3
0
•^^.a: .::: ;. .,.:..,,-. ..,.; 	 ..w;:.^sn..;rc^ e. ^-	 ^ ,,rcs'* ^ i :	 ., ^HV ,.rr._rw+mr,^^r6^:i,'s^F. .t!(:;.Fai^w:
y..^yy^^µ¢
,wS;Yeri.i
	
A	 ^	
la. ,:..:W	 k::^u^:_.:E	 !!.uu...-•_?	 ^;.,.^-.;.o-d
a.x:^s	 a	 d^^ ^^ r	 ti^	 a	 i 	 v	 t	 ^t
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Table 26 (Continued)
EI(PERTMENT A L.- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENYS FOR
BUILT -UP WING 5
(ALL REFLECTI ON S ARE BASED ON A 100L8. LOAD)
LOAD AT POI NT 13
noaonnn^sanaaaana
DEFLa AT	 I	 ?	 3	 4
EX3 a	 e0349	 .0416	 90466	 o0488
5
o 0517
6
x0248
7	 10
o0310	 00335	 o0354	 x0364
11	 12	 13
x0094	 o0190	 90253
14	 15
90200	 00206
VASTRAN	 .0165	 * 01 74	 90182	 .0189 .0195 .0092 90103	 .0113	 .0117	 .0123 90027 . 90038	 * 0057 90047
	 *0048
LOAD AT POINT 14
nnnannanono u. unno	 .
DLFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12
	
13	 14	 15
GAa.
	
90342 * 0442 .0486 * 0569 .0622 90218 90288 00314 90397 90427 90066 * 0148 * 0200 *
0253 00282
NASIRAN	 .01i4 .0208 .0226 x0251 .0275 * 0084 90108 * 0133 90159 * 0182 o001 9 * 0031 00007 900B7 90081
LOAD AT POINT 15
nannn*aannannaan
DLFL. AT	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13
	
14	 15
LA P .	 .0315'•3 .0507 * 0568 .071 13 x0840 a022Z * 0328 .0364 .0496 .0604 .0054 .0151 *
0206 o0282 90407
VA$TRAN
	
.0173 .0223 .0274 .0325 .0376 *0074 90110 90155 90207 *0261 *0009 a0026 90048 90081 •0147
R.M.S. OF DIFFERENCES = 2.46414E°03
HARIMUM ERROR = 5.13620E-02
e^
00
ko
7F*" * •''SY7`^ems. 	 se.,^. Lrr1
	
MP 
_.
Table 27
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP wING 5
CALL ROTATIONS ARE.SASED ON A XLBo LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT	 1
aeaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7	 8
KU .14545E-05 0145®SE-05 . 14545E-05	 ol4545E-05 014545E-05 -.47675E-05 -.40693E-05	 - 0301SUE - 05
NASTRAN 037013E-06 o50428E-0S 017616E-05	 016249E-05 027431E -05 - .97316E-05 4058186E-0s+	 - 92A74EE-05
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15
KU -.15985E-05 017104E-06 -033140E-05	 -942SOOE-05 -948840E-05 -051310E-05 -c50190E-05
NASTRAN
- 010326E - 05 .10257E -G5 -070230E- 05	 -049336E-05 -026020E - 05 -.7227RE- 06 023102E-05
LOAD AT POINT 2
aaaaaaaaaauaaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU -b14041E-04 -013472E-04 -013472E-04 -013472E-04 .013472E-04 -.14372E-04 -o15125E-04 -015516E-04
NASTRAN -025034E-04 -017644E-04 -0725851E-05 -.10658E-04 -.95879E-05 -.17742E-04 -ol4485E-04 -.1?4b7E-06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12. 13 14 15
aU -015550E-04 -.15222E-04 -062267E-05 -o66436E-05 -010693E-04 -.12391E-04 -.!3724E-04
NASTRAN -, 11586E -04 -010080E-04 -o81027E-05 -.77516E-U5 - .61 662E -05 -054515E-05 -..3.7452E-05
LOAD AT POINT
	
3
oaoanao.aa..aaaa
NOTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 8
KU -o31137E-04 -031786E-04 -.31838E-04 -o3183HE-04 -.31838E-04 -023976E-04 -026160E-04 8.26016E-•04
NASTRAN -034006E-04 -033965E-04 .-931787£-04 -024295E-04 025154E-04 -023586E-04 -024239E-04 -.23334F-04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
KU -.29501E-04 -.30621E-04 -.91395£-05 -013007E-04 -916501E-04 -ol9650E-04 -o22428E-04
NASTRAN -o23037E-04 -023605E-04 -.91851E-05 .-010208E-04 -098149E-05 -.10343E-04 -o10506E-04
LOAD AT POINT	 4
oaaaoaaaaoaaaaoa '
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KU -047433E-04 -oSO099E-04 -0508SIE-04 -.50RSIE - 04 -.50881E-04 -033581E-04 ..37235E-04 -.40517E-04
NASTRAN -.45741E-04 -047069E-04 -051967E-04 -o52731E-04 -.40538E-06 4o30319E-04 -031519E-04 -033913E-04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 .I1 12 13 14 15
ICU -943452E-04 -o46018E-04 -012052E-04 -.17371E-04 -o22310E-04 -026910E-04 -.31133E-04
NASTRAM - .36712E - 04 -038761E-04 -oI0542E-04 0.12467E-04 - .13154E-04 -°015554E-04 -017430E-04
•	 .,	 _.	 .^ ^..
	
..	 , . _ : -..	 ^	 :...	 ,.	 .,^	
-	 r..	
- 	
, ._^ic.e,,s'.9a^ _ .X^.a	 G	
..0"a^'aa.:r^C zwa^.:S+:.Gw^cvr^ns^.xt.,r^-^.a..^,^
.	 n..,-r,n• ^ ,:Y a.a-ti^., • ivoi°n ^,i-°Y^'rn;?^,^i ,^,?;ti:yv-
-+"-_-^F ,^^°^k!^?^.?^stR'^^.^4rk,+^x!.^. - r.
.rx.^F-s>n rn•- ,^rrr	 -"^,, : :s	 =	 -	 _	 -	 -	 <.	 -.	 - tnyp r..:Cr^.7K.^;f^^^'rsr; "^;'i^'§*1:."'"yF^. x	 `.r' . r c , r '?n .` n`
Table 27 (Continued)
AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS-FOR
BUILT-UP WING S
KU- (ALL ROTATIONS ARE RASED ON A 1LSa LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT
	 5
aaaaanaaaaaaaaan
ROTATIONS '.T 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 8Kv
-o63729E-04 -068413E-04
-.69923E-04	 -069923E-04 •-.69923E-04•
-.43185E-04 -048290E-0•
-.53017E-D4NASTRAN
-057161E-04 -060805E-04
-068167E-04	 -077868E-04 -088428E-04•
-036409E+04 -039734E-04 -043877E-04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15
^U -oS7403E-04 -.61414E-04 -ol4965E-04	
-021734E-04
-.28119E-04 -034169E-04
-.39837E-04NASTRAN
-050229E-04 -.56908E-04
-.11603E-04	
-ol4942E-04
-016571E-04 -020476E-04 -024689E-04
LOAD AT POINT
	
6
aaaaoaaaaoat^a.^aa .y
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 R
KU 063776E-05 963776E-05 o63776E-05	 o63776E - 05 063776E- 05 063776E - 05 063776E -05 .63776E -05	 jNASTRAN o94055E - 05 047271E -05 051969E - 05	 059283E - 05 059879E - 05 096914E:- 05 .11T641i£ -05 .5129bL -05
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15 ':p
KU o63776E-05 o63776E-05 o15553E-06	
.65379E-06 0190730-05 .33245E-05 .50941F-0'_+ S
NASTRAN 0502R4E,-05 .5417RE-05 -.111428E-05	 o23534E-Ob 017107E-05 0269137E-05 .4R40UE-4S -
LOAD AT POINT 7
anoaaaaaouaaaaao
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8
KU
-.23151E-05
-.23151E-05 -o23151E-05 -.23151E-05
-023151E-05' 01 0 32268E-05
-023151E-05
	
-o23151E-05
NASTRA A
-058448E-05 -0548801E- 07 -.16652E-05 -o24880E - 05 -049339E-06 -ol3375E - 04 -.25707E-05	 . 3 0547E-05
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 1S
KU -.23151E- 05 -.23151E -05 .-,27572E-05 -035098E - 05 -'	 o39014E - 05 -039350E-05 -.36105E-Ob
NASTRAN -.13862E - 05 ®079729E - 06 '	 - 0 36627E- 05 -0277 5 1E-05 -093219E - 06
-097172E- 06 o72489E-06
LOAD AT POINT 8
nnaa^taaoaaaaaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 a 3 4 5 6 7	 8
KU -013549E-04
-013549E-04 -o03549E-04 -013549E-04 -,13549E-04
- A MIE-04 -ol3370f-04	 -013549E-04
NASTAAN - 012874E-04 -o12703E-04 .-.98568E- 05 - 098166E-05
-011123E- 04
-olIME-04 -ol3978E-04	 -o10052E-04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
KU -.13549E-04 -ol3549E-04 -.56800E-05 -.78735E-05 -,97100E-05
-.11195E-04 -02315E-04
NASYl<AM 0062333E - 05 -.55131E-05 -o49373E -05 -057931E-05 -0515500. -05 -044717E-05 -o48572E-05
^a
iii -	 <:. ..
.di^uJ:rut^l.}iiu"Cr^3'rz-i^ ^. 1_a.itvn^i:^_:ti_'•v43.:^YeK ,r _a-.su -•wig	1.^^.i-..i•.	 a.2.r.. ..-._.^ ... .. : :.:......:	 . ......	 ........._... ..	 ... ........... ^...	 ..	 _., ,.	 .	 _
5
®o43625E-04
-.37174E-04
13
-,21327E-04
—011782E-04
6
—032040E-04
—.22495E-04
14
-.?5714E-04
151ES4E-04
5
.36250E-05
.33401E-05
13
036250E-05
026692E-05
6
036250E-05
o54196E-05
14s
036250E-05
o22522E-05
5
.16239E-05
.14739E-05
19
016239E-05
o56360E-05
6
016239E-05
-o20733E-06
14
016239E-05
.12151E-05
41r,	 :x?.ri4i;. -: Cr•n	 ' - : 4 -	 .ra;,	 ,:: ..,-	 r-	 r+,.'	 ^rt
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Table 27 (Continued)
KU— AND NASTRAN — ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FAIR BUILT —UP WING 5
(ALL ROTATRONS ARE BASED ON A 1LBo LOAD)
LOAD AT PONT	 9
oa^aaaaoapaaoawa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
KU —027+321E-04 —,27321E-04
—027321E-04 —027321E-04 027321E-04.• 0 022435£04
—.24426E-0k
NASTRAN	 . -o23065E-04
-022143E-04 -023698E-04 —020739E-04 —o21008E-04
-017243E—D4
—017636E-04
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
KU
—o27321E-04
—027321E-04
—085827E-05 -012237E-04 015519E-04
-016454E-04 -021020E-04
NASTRAN
—021711E-04 -011652E-04 —06553BE-05 -.75251E-05 -062791E-05
—.10506E-04 -010614E-04
LOAD AT POINT 10
4 p AP{3 tip p tl i} i} p 4 p Ilt
a
— o 26OSOE-04
-o23742E-04,
ROTATIONS AT 1 -	 2 3 4
KU -043625E-04
-043625E-04 -o43625E-04 -043625E-u4
NASTRAN
-,32959E-04
-o33923E-04 -o36304E-04 -.38514E-04
ROT A TIONS AT 9 10 11 12
KU
-.41272E-04 —o43625E-04 —011496E-04
-6166OIE-04
NASTRAN
-.36476E-04 -,44540E-04 -074475E-05
-010089E-04
LOAD AT POINT 11
papoapapnpppppan
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4
KU .36250E-05 o36250E-05 036250E-05 ,36250E-05
NASTRAN 024763E-05 036970E-05 035571E-05 o33137E-05
ROYAY;ONS AT 9 10 11 12
ECU 036250E-05 o36250E-05 036250E-05 036250E-05
NASTRAN o32014E-05 033300E-05 078986E-05 .69116E-05
LOAD kT POINT 12
oaaaaaasraopaaaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4
KU .16239E-05 016239E-OS o16239E-05 o16239E-05
NASTRAN 0t.6310E-06 012091E-05 0 17ME- 05 a l2369E-05
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12
KU 016239E-05 016219E-05 071225E-06 ol6239E-05
NASTRAN 010434E-05 016186E-05 -o$S935tE-05 obO984E-06
	
7	 6
	 5
	—. 5 81E 4	 -038550E-04
	
—
025098E-04	 —.28447E-04
15
—,79724E-04
—020710E-04
	
7	 13
	.382 	 036250E-05
	
029552E-05	 031046E-05
15
036250E-05
.27230E-05
	
7	 b
	o1 3 	 al6239E-05
	
0 19175E-05	 011611E-05
15
.16239E-05
a18673E-05
'j.
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Tabl a 28
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NAETRArt- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR
BUILT -UP WING 6
ML DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A 100LBe LOAD) .
LOAD AT POINT	 1
aaa+saaodapdna#aa
DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6	 7	 8 9 10	 11	 12	 13 14 15	 16	 17	 19
FttQ.	 .0604	 .0552	 00480	 .0410 .0328 o0342	 00351	 00336 .0288 .0246	 80183	 .0112	 .0144 . 01 48 00144	 .0113	 00076	 0Q O60.
4A57RAN	 o0375	 .0322	 x0281	 00243 .0205 oOI70	 oOI19	 .0170 .0153 .0131	 o0098	 .0038	 .0050 .0055 00056	 .0445	 x0038	 .0023
LOAD AT POINT 2
y	 oad#aaadpa#padad
DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4.	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 I5	 16	 17	
13
Ex a ..0552 .0610 00580 00512 00430 .0286 .0344 .0367 .0332 .0284 .0240 .00$9 00126 .0152 .0154 .0130 .0094 .0061,Y, 
NAFTRAN	 .0322 .0366 .0332 0 0304 .0274 ¢0138 .0167 .0160 00177 .010 00136 .0028 .0041 .0052 .0057 .0051 o00" y .0036
LOAD AT POINT 3
doppanaann#aapod
DEFL, AT
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 L3	 14	 15	 16	 17	 id
Ex p .	 00480 .0580 o0644 .0620 .0543 00228 .029b .03b4 a@360 .0324 00299 o0061 .0102 00138 90154 .0136 .0114 00101
VASYRAN	 .0261"332 .0382 „0371 .0356 00111 .014b 00177 .0194 .0195 .0183 .0020 00033 x0046 .0056 00062 .0060 .0052
!	 i
a
3
LOAD AT POINT 4
$pnpaoaaauaopppp
DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 'ate	 13	 14
	 15	 1b	 L7	 I9
ExPa	 .0410 .0512 x0620 00713 e0688 oOI76 .0252 .0330 x0382 oO371 00379 o0038 a0077 00115 .0141 0 0143
	 OL36 .014 2	 ---
VA5TRAN	 00243 .03041 90371 9 0450 0 0456 00088 00124 00161 .0198 00222 00240 .0014 .00?5 00038 .0051 .0062 .0071 00072 i
LO AD AT POINT 5
es+da +:aaaaauaaaad
DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	
13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 18	 i
EX 0 6	 .0328 .0430 00543 0 0688 0 4&11 00137 00201, .0272 .0342 .0398 00478 00025 000
60 .0088 .0118 .013 4 00152 .0160
NA5TRAN	 00205 .0274 ,0356 .0456 0 0586 .0068 00104 .0144 .0189 .02'19 00305 .0009 .001 9
 .0031 .0045 .0059 .00Bfl 040'95 	 3
LOAD AT POINT 6
^0}a&af}$a#Ja^#p #a 	1
DEFL *
 AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 s	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 16	 3 7
	ld
GRPa	 o0342 0 0286 .02211 00176 0 0137 00349 .0276 oDI94 00152 00108 00074 o0148 001 44 
00107 0 00 ,16 .0071 .0038 .0022 	 ^^
4A5YRAN
	
.017E .0130 00111 ,0089 0 0068 * 0156 .0110 00085 a006b .0050 00031 .0045 000 4
5 .0037 o002.'90022 .0014 .0006
3
WI :-1	 -	 ^.	 .e.Y.,^3d,'1':t^^s«ta^&:s_•:.y:<ia°"r-::.e.^, ..r...^-3.y^-^: 	 _r^.:^:.;: ^.>n.. .rs ^Sd.. 	 : >v. ac '1a..^.r - -..e .^,..^.G..«r.	
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Table 28 ( Continued)
EXPERIMENTAL- AND RIASTRAN . DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 6
CALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A I00LB9 LOAD)
^	 s
tLOAD
nanaooaunppn
' DEFLo AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 18
' EAP a
	o0351 . 0344 .0298 00252 oO204 00276 a0328 o0266 40204 0 0158 00116 00106 001 48 a0140 x0120 .0086 00056 40040
VASYRAN001 79 .0167 00146 00124 .0104 .0110 .0138 .0105 .0067 .0071 00051 00030 .00 40 00040 .0037 x 0030 00022 o00i2 a
k"	 LOAD AT POINT 8 t
i: 	 n^aon^n^+ naapau^ra
'r. DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	
6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 i4	 15	 16	 17	 18	 1 ______r
r EAP.
	
00336 t 1367 x0364 x0330 0 0272 00194 0 0266 00328 0(1265 x0202 00164 00070 .0114 x4154 .0144 .0109 .00740062
NASTRAN	 0170 00180 00177 00161 x0144 x0485 0 0105 oOI29 a0110 00095 o0076 x0019 o0030 .0040 00042 0 0039 .0D31 :00021
1
LOAD AT POINT 9
nopnnnnpnnnnnnna
DEFL. AT
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 B	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 18
EAPo	 x0288 .0332 40360 00382 0 0342 00152 4 0204 a0265 ^r349 0 0276 x0216 .0043 00260 00120 .0158 .0144 .0098 eOOH3
MA5TRAN	 o0153 .0177 00194 001 98 x0189 x0066 x0087 .0110 c014H .0122 .0107 .0013 .0022 	 O P 32 .0043 .0045 .0041 00033
LOAD AT POINT 10
'	 nnnnannnnoannpnp
DEF,L. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 Z,	 13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 1 6
EAP,
	
00246 .0284 .0324 .0371 .0398 00108 x0158 aO2O2 :027b .0341 00284 oOO78 ,aQ055	 0028 o0120 .0146 00122 .0122
VASTRAN	 .0131 00163 00195 0222 .0239 .0050 .0071 .0095 .0122 .0165 .0146 .0008 * 0016 00025 .0035 .0047 .0050 .0050
LOAD AT POINT 11
'^-	 pe^ao^t+aapp4nnano
DEFL * AT	 1	 2	 3	 k	 5	 6	 T	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 18
f EAP.	 .0183 0 0240 00299 00379 .04.78 o0074 0 0118 00164 x0216 o0284 o0387 00010 00031 x0051 00076 .
0100 * 0128 .0160
NASTRAN - 070 78 oD136 x0183 o0240 x0305 *0031 oOO51 00076 00107 o0146 oQ228 .0003 o000 9 00016 00026 * 0038 .0058 00078
LOAD AT POINT 12
ppoanpnaccnpnnnpa
DEFL * AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14
	 15,	 16	 17	 ld
EAP *	00112 .0089 .0061 o0038 o0025 .0148 a0106 00070' .0043 * 0028 oOO10 * 0161 00108 oOO53 00040 oOO23 .0010 00004
VASTRAN	 00038 .0028 .0020 00014 .0009 .0045 0 0030 .0019 .0013 .0008 .0003 .0058 .0024 oOO12 x0007 * 0004 * 0002 ®90000
to	 3
1
`^nC* ^?i =^ ,a - t .,
	 ^ ^`	 ^'-°i ^	 ^-Y -'	 -	 ^ h	 -; r	 , n.'h:f 	^. t rti -..4?^- 5 	r. ,±i^^•-S n'1cm^'--..
	 Sv;^,`'g^,{`'^.^?^^^^^^"S^E^11^;1l ,^^^^Y^ ^ . -..0 4}
 ,:r,.^^.,"}z4
Table 28' (Conti71ued)
ExPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR
BUILT-UP WING 6
CALL DEFLECTIONS ARE.BASED ON A
looLS, LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 13
Stl#$#n####aoa# atl
DEF'L. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6	 7	 8	 9	 10 11	 12	 13 14	 15	 16	 :7	 is
Ena e
	oOI44	 0 0126	 oOIO2	 .0077 * 0060 00144	 o01 48	 o011's	 * 0080	 00055 00031	 00108	 * 014000009	 oOO24	 -00 49
00091	 oOO65	 60042	 oOO21	 -0012
* 0012	 .0005	 o000200019	 .00084ASTRAN	 .Q050	 .0041	 00033	 00025 00019 -0045	 0 0040	 .0030	 00022	 0 0016
LOAD AT POINT 14
nunoauu #nunnoa#a
DEF'L. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 6	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	
14	 15	 16	 1718
EA O .	 00148 00152 o0138 00115 * 0088 oOI07 00140 00154 .0120 00078 00051 00053 00091 00133 .0097 .0052 .0029 00020
VASTRAN	 .0055 * 0052 00046 .0038 *0031 00037 00040 .0040 .0032 .0025 00016 00012 00019 .0036 .0020 .0014 .0008 -0004
LOAD AT POINT 15
acanaaaaooaonnan
DEF'L o AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 e	 y	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 16	 17
	 l d
EX P.	 o0144 0.°.154 00154 o0141 *01111 00096 00120 •0144 * 0158 0120 *0076 * 0040 .0065 00097 
*0188 .0124 o0054 *0034
VASTR AN	 *0054 .0057 00056 00051 00045 00029 0 0037 * 00 42 * 0043 00035 oOO26 * 0007 *
0012 90020 .004`1 * 0024 .0014 .0006
LOAD AT POINT 16
nonoanaaunoannaa	 .
DEEL o AT 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 a	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	
14	 15	 16	 17	 Id
EAPo	 *0113 .0130 00136 00143 00134 00071 00088 00109 .0144 0 0146 .00100 00023 o00 42 *
0052 *0124 0 0183 .0082 x0051
MASTRAN
	
00049 00057 00062 00062 00059 00022 00030 *0039 .0045 .0047 00038 00004 .0008 .0014 
oOO24 ,0052 * 0023 .0014
LOAD AT POINT 17
ao#tlan#a#.Hanna#
DEPLo. AT	 1	 2	 3	 .4	 5	 6'	 7	 10	 11	 12
	
13	 1 4 	15	 16	 17	 13
EAP.	 00076 .0096 oOI14 00138 * 01 52 o0038 000 56 -0074 -009a -0122 00128 00010 .0021 .0029 .0054 .00tl2 
* 0133 *00134
4ASTRAN	 .0038 .0049 o0060 oOO71 0 0080 oOO14 . 0022 .0031 .0041 -OO rio 
.0058 00002 00005 .0008 00014 .0023 .0055 *0027
LOAD AT POINT 18
mona#noaannnna#n
OEFL- AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 a	 a	 10	 11
	 I2	 13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 18
EAPo	 .0060 0 0084 80109 .0142 0180 oOO22 0 0040 00062 o0083 .0122 .0164 o00t,4 oOO12 
*0020 00034 0 0051 00084 o0128
MASTRAN
	
*0023 .0036 .0052 -0072 -0095 oOD06 oOO12 oOO21 * 0033 00050 00078 =00000 -0802 00004 * 0008 .0014 6 0027 .0068
77
I
q
iH
F
}
^k
i
a
	R.M.S. OF DIF'F'ERENCES a 6. 13165E-04
	 MA>IMUM ERROR = 2.29859E-02
i
"Y4*t . 	 ^4f+w	 F'	 l:"^ 
., .
'CFst?71^$'8^3V2.S'R£.SI73I.E:.`:rtX9G?xaRO2a^b^-R"W: 	^ W^IJV+^Y'd^S^k.,s :'^M1	
syr
.W..`.fb"^.il w^"Sd..Fr`a1S
•'rietTraf:;iauid .;iiR.°^-^•.ir.:r,t-.vs,,..:'YSrt^%i.w...iuv.P--- 	?u^kiee^,sr.°.,"a„ru.^.-.c,w..m.:^l.w*^..3..nnt:;, r...s.s,..xs.t.....,wn_^:iu,. ,^.^_s:^,.!-_.wur_':^a_w^ Aux.eFU.rsv,.^r....^r.:r^:43^vwe ^3:i,^si^.'rC.^d.istiu:c4^zwtitiiL.'vi,tea::.c^Gv^.rl^e:t:::.ntir.'.^r.;•
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Table 29
CCU- AND NASTRANQ
 ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 6
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A ILBo LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 1
Ss 59 E153q 5)St t!#SSO {}5}SF$5^
ROTATIONS AT .
zu
NASTRAN
NOTATIONS AT
4u
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
4u
VASTWAN
ROTATIONS AT
IV
4ASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
au
41A5TRAN
40TAT IONS AT
4u
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
Au
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
W
VAS.TRAN
R07A'TIONS AT
Ru
VASTRAN
1
7017000E-06
So47109E-06
9
4050190E-06
3098847E-06
17
1176743E-06
22021428E-06
I.
1.48681E-06
-9.57763E-06
9
2190827E-07
1,69604E-06
17
-6.35091E-07
1083741E-06
I
-4.19639E-06
-9060289E-06
9
-3,92025E-06
-JoSIO14E-06.17.
-3.0376IE-06
9078653E-07
'	 ^ r
7017000E-06 ..
1017969E-05
10
6115723E-06
4,58475E-06
18
3ol4996E-06
3039134E-06
2
3.82881 E-06
-3.46990E-06
10
1.00868E-06
3.44610E-06
18
-2.21087E-07
3.35394E-06
2
-4025445E-06
m9 0S9190E-06
. 80
-4o13988E-06
7032851E-07
18
-3.5^t9213E-06
2obO371E-06
3 4
7017000E-06 7117000E-06
7056486E-06 7.20416E-06
11 12
7117000E-06 -3147402E-07
5.27416E-06 -2.91878E-06
LOAD AT POINT Z
985345 {9A44i1ty00tli}€}$3	 4
	30828 1E 06	 3082891E-06
9.541104E -06 - 5.488,.14E-06
	
	 12
	
1.48681E-06
	
-4,53891E-07
	
4o52703E-06	 -2,56153E-06
LOAD' AT POINT 3
$6989tlt3$9tritfi$5}88
	
3	 _...	 4
-4,25445E-06 . - 4o2544`5E - 06
	
16002483E-06	 4.99394E-06
	
11	 12
	
-4,19639E-06	 -50603SOE-07
	
2.69718E-06	 -1.9097ZE-06
5
7017000E-06
7030061E-06
13
-4ol5829E-07
-1071022E-06
5
3o8286IE-06
6,24175E-06
13
-So94456E-07
-Zo66756E^n6
5
-40254115E-06
3.56736E-06
13
-7073084E-07
-2.642SIE-06
6
7o52046E-07
-3.69215E-06
14
-4157226E-07
-4.2869BE-07
6
-8.35471£-07
-6o l lgSOE-06
14
-7.44461E-07
-1057816E-06
6
-2.40299E-06
-6o I3668E-06
14
-1003170E-06
-2.50835E-06
7
1076743E-06
-8-17913E-08
15
-3022103E-07
6.43143E-07
7
-6035091E-07
-3.99326E-06
15
-8071604E-07
-5041112E-07
7
" 3.03761E -06
-6066989E=06
15
-1 042110E-06
-1.60771E-06
8
3014996E-06
2.65880E-06
16
2092299E-07
I.6051VE-06
d
-2021087E-071
-9,93277E-07
16
-8094316E-01
8,2944JE-07
a
-3059213E-06
-4.85239E-06
16
-2.08093E-06
-3.61339E-07
toV
i.	 -r.v-+a
	
.-	 ^	 rv4..	 n	 ,.y,	 ti	 ...^	 .y .. ..	 ^..... 1.
	
•.... t2:. .. .r: min .- 	 ^5.a
i.
-r	 T,
0 0
b-4
Table 29 (Continued)
V KU— AND I	 FORNASTRAN — ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICZENTS BUILT—UP WING 6
{ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A ILBo LOADI
tv
LOAD AT POINT	 4 4
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7
KU -9o879S9E-06 —lo23377E-05 — 1.23377E-05	 -1,23377E-05 -la23377E-QS : • 4*01050E-06 —5044013E-06 —6096318E-06
VASTRAN 4 —1a11752E-05 —1*18544E-05 .1 0 36719E-05	 -107822E-05 4al2527E-06 .-6*60661E-06 -6.77735E-06 -7610919E-06
RO T ATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 is 16Itu -8,13132E-06 -9*28843E-06 -9.87959E-06	 -6.66869E-07 -9951712E--07 -1031893F-06 -la9M1E-06 -3.26754E-06
VASTRAN -5652702E-06 —3c80958E-06 -1.80399E-06	 —1.79382E-06 —2o26014E-06 -2.54532E-06 -2065623E-06 -1.55501E-06
40TATIONS AT 17 isO.0 —5044013E-06 -6,q631BE-06
VASTRAN —6,14315E-07 1054516E-06
LOAD AT POINT	 5
QOTATIONS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 8
Au -1.55626E-05 —20042I0E-05 -2 0 042I0E-05	 -2aQ4210E-05 —2 * 04210E—GS -5659802E-06 —7.84265E-06 -loD3342E-05
4ASTRAN -1018703E-05 -1039114E-05 —1067703E-05	 -2.08533E-05 —2.68964E-05 -bol0821E-06 --7.22876E-06 -8.08103E-06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15 16
-1 0 23424E-05 ' -1.44370E-05 —I,Sib28E-05 	 -7,7335dE-07 -1013034E-06 -1060617E-06 -2vSMIE-06 -4,45416E-06
VASTRAN -9039933E-06 -9011472E-06 -8017889E-06	 -1,55149E-06 —2922872E-06 -2o41795E-06 —2c55415E-06 -3004959E-06ZiOTA71ONS A-' 17 18$.0 -1.03342E-05
MASTRAN -2o65622E-06 -8o44580E-07
LOAD AT POINT	 6
Q07ATIONS AT 1. 2 3	 4 5 6 7 aICU 3.29994E-06 3o29994E-06 3,29994E-06	 3,29994E-06 3*29994E-06 3029994E-06 3o29994E-06 3.29994E-06
MASTRAN 9078436E-06 2094868E-06 4a4638kE-06	 4.24450E-06 3.66383E-06 8*31537E-06 8o24740E-06 308950'PE-06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 Is 16
e*u 3.29994E-06 3o29994E-06 3o29994E-06	 -3.9571JE-08 4o47824E-08 2.12109E-01 7.60421E-07 2.2B326E-06'
MASTRAN 3,27177E-06 2o7638SE-06 2,71138E-06	 -1026193E-06 5*92124E-07 lo63SOOE-06 1*57423E-06 1*56019E-06
ROTATIONS AT 17
KU 3029994E-06 3a29994E-06
MASIRAM 1.35033E-06 lo65365E-06
to
co
4^s%'^7rse^:.
pw''4.7"^r,•.Ze.tN:w?^57.?!4,^'ii.=«i`.'^`''v'. ;?_y7'
	 - „>Rr"'	 - -.,, _	 _ `"„' z '' -''r .,	 v	 ^..	 ..:!'_ Sk^^ _^3"-"+k.`^°!..	 wc1Cr.L^ c,^^°'+•^,,,i	 .p .•a: .A :^
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Table 29 (Continued)
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING G
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE RASED ON A ILR, LOADI
LOAD AT POINT 7
etlaaaaaaanamana^
QOTATIONS AT
QU
NAS7RAN
ROTATIONS AT
QU
IASTgAN
ROTATIONS AT
4U
4ASYRAN
ROTATIONS AT
RU
4ASTQAN
40TATIONS AT
,tU
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
et U
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
QOTATIONS AT
lu
11ASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
qu
NA5Y o7AN
1	 .,	 2.	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 83005363E-06
	 3.05363E406	 3005363E-06	 3.05363E-06
	 3005363E-06	 Io71242E-06	 3005363E-06
	 3005363E-06
-6066246E-07	 S069108Ea06	 2054173E-06	 30310S1E-06	 4059609E-06
	
-9.377SIE-06
	 1003760E-06	 7.08791E-069	 10	 It	 12	 13	 14	 15	 163 005363E-06	 3.05363E-06	 3005363E-06
	 -1046060E-07	 -1033845E-07
	
-7051270E-08
	 2010919E-07	 lo09664E-06
2o6389 U-06	 3012159E-06	 2.84227E-06	 -7 0 56750E-07	
-1.38624E-06	 5o43282E-07
	 7064431E-07	 1058449E-06
17	 L8
3.05363E-06
	 3o05363E-06
1.53132E-06	 2001579E-06
LOAD AT POINT
	
8
^B®^^^O68E}4a@y06Q
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 !i
8045352E-06	 1045352E-06	 1o45352E-06	 1,45352E-06	 1o65352E-06	 1024908E-07
	 6051112E-07	 1.453SeE-Db
-2055603E-06	 -1029236E-06	 3.21852E-06	 2.8*b 26E-06	 2072583E-06	 -2088523E-06
	 -5.65449E-06	 -8.7Y196E-07
9	 10	 It	 12	 1.1 	 14	 15	 1 i
1045352E -06 	 1045352E-06	 104`3352E-06	 -2.52950E-01	 -3o12473E-07
	 -3062363E-07
	 -3.38582E-07 	 -8.99709E- 06
4477766£-06	 2057443E-06	 3015897E-06	 -1 0 55330E-06	
-1097813E-06	 -1o63243E:06
	 3.3b690E-07	 9.98417E-07
17	 18
6.51112E-07	 Io45352E-06	 i
1.62633E-06	 2008709E-06
.. LOAD AT POINT	 9	 i
.	 RA9FYl4Apabaffiftlab8	 '
1	 2	 3	
4	
5	 6"	 7	 8
-1091503E-06	 4 1091503E-06	 -1 0 91503E-06,	 -1.91503E-06	 -1091503E-06	 -1o46261E-06	 -lo75141E-06	 -1091753E-0$
-5.?2956E-06	 -3071659E-06	 -3011004E-06 	 2099678E-06	 -5054922E-07	 -4014982E-06
	 -3037921E-06	 -706473dE-06
9	 .	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 1b
-1o91503E-06	 -1091503E-06	 -1091503E-06	 -3.59039E-07	 -4091101E-07	 -6049598E-07	 -8088083E-07	 -1.27659E-06
-2022414E-06	 6099997E-06	 -4.83237E-07	 -1.62185E-06
	
-1084947E-06	 -1n63345E-06	 -1o82658E-06	 3.48201E-07
17	 18
-1075141E-06	 -1.91753E-06
1 0 05727E-06	 2.36676E-06
4	
^
i
^,;'	 h,asR.-l`"[^..a' e^}	 'Ys'»-
^5±eo^`sf5,i+^"^ -,`'ai	
LY.A"
.	 <.s-^. ^:,+, ,..^;s?^^:,;•d'n.r^3;vr.y n+uu^-r^"s
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Table 29 CCantfnued)
CCU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 6-
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE.BASED ON A 1LB, LOAD)
- LOAD AT POINT 10
. aaaaaanaaaaaonaa
ROTATIONS AT 1. 2 3	 4 5 6 7 8
411 -6.$14531-06 —6o91453E-06 —6 091453E-06	 -6,91453E-06 —6091453E-06 -3405012E-06 —4o15393E-06 75,28857E-06
UASTRAN
-6001508E-06 -6011666E-06 -5.71362E-06	 —5.15479E-06 2016254E-07 —3068060E-06 —4035620E-06 -4.09332E-06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 IS 16
RU —6012610E-06 —6.91453£-06 -6 0 91453E-06	 -4.65523E-07 —6069729E-07 —9036834E-07 — 1o437SOE-06 2046320E-06
4ASTRAN —7o92334E-06 -5o4995SE-06 8.63450E-06	 -1,07077E-06 — 1071325E-06 -1,83504E-06 -1056863E-06' —1.51931E-06
.	 30TATIONS AT 17 18
4ii
—4o15393E-06 —5o28857E-06
4ASTRAN
-3,24664E-08 3021426£-0 7
LOAD AT POINT 11
enaa^anaQaaaouaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
4U -1048a65E-05 —1,48845E-05 -1,4884SE-05 -1.48845E-05 —1048845E-05 • -5016781E-06 —7035880E-06 -9,78542E-06
4ASTRAN -6,64141E-06 -7o9097HE-06 -9.83624E-06 -1,164110E-05 — 1,34265E-05 —3,32986E-06 " -4,13138E-06 —5.07960E-06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14' 15 16
KU —1,17435E-05 -1,371325E-05 —1,48845E-05 -6.075SUE-07 —9008012E-07 — 1031999E-06 —2017060E-06 —4004610E-06
4ASTRAN —6,04.648E-06 -9,32330E-06 —yo4913SE-05 -7.8775`sE-07 -1o23323E+06 —1,61034E-06 —2.04902E-06 -2.50437E-05
40TATIONS AT 17 113
RU -7,35880E-06 -9.76542E-06
VASTRAN -2o72643E-06 -1.36124E-06
LOAD AT POINT 12
aaee^aunassnananu
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
W 2068259E-07 2.68259E-07• 2 0 68259E-07 2068259E - 07 2068259E-07 2.68259E-07 2o68259E- 07 2068259E-07
VASTRAN 7026160E - 07 2091226E-06 lo25544E-06 9.58047E-07 9.94799E-07 4094838E -06 8o47839E -07 1,45709E-06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
x11 2o68259E - 07 2o6S259E -07 20618259E -07 206U259E - 07 2o6d259E- 07 2o68259E -07 2o68259E- 07 2o68259E-07
4ASTRAN 10074SUE - 06 7 045410E-07 600949$E-07 6018579E-06 6003944E-06 1o70412E-06 8028347E-07 4,87674E-07
ROTATIONS AT 17 18
Q41 2o68259E-07 2o68259E-07
9A,STRAN 3.14475E-07 3047892E-07
'j
i
i	 •f
Q0
5 6 7
3a26766E-07 3926766E-07 3026766E-07
1023111E-06 19273)2E-07 2957193E-06
13 a4 15
3026766E-07 3026766E-07 3926766E-07
3026377E-07 5060474E-06 8943985E-07
5
3.06972E-07
9o23527E-07
13
1a48138E-07
-3o44719E-06
6
3006972E-07
-1.03804E-06
14
3006972E-07
-5033042E-07
7
3006972E-07
-4.93514E-07
15
3.06972E-07
3.47799E-06
F7
T%bla 29 (Continued)
ICU- AND NASTRAM- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR 
BUILT-UP PIING 6
(ALL ROT ATIOMS ARE RASED ON A ILRe LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 13
aenpaaaapaaoaao-a
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4
ICU 3a26766E-07
	 . 3o26766E-07 .. 3.26766E-07 3,2676bE-07
MASTRAN 5.70933E-07 1084873E-06 2.49066E-06 8.04212E-07
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12
au 3a26766E-07 3.26766E-07 3026766E-07 1.61770E-07
MASTRAN 1.20001E-06 1.15009E-06 8.29474E-07 -7091934E-06
ROTATIONS AT 17 18
Ru 3,26766E-07 .26766E-07
4ASTRAN 5.40195E-07 6.07528E-07
LOAD AT POINT 14
eeasgaaaaaaaoaaa
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4
KU 3006972E-07
/^
3,06972E-07 3906972E-07 3.065172E-07
MAST#AN 4934317E-07 7.01764E-08 1.32973E-06 2,04787E-06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12
4U 3.06972E-07 3,06972E-07' 3,06972E-07 5,52dObE-08
MASIRAN 9.66117E-07 1.06459E-06 1.20350E-06 -5.6338JE - 07
ROTATIONS AT 17 18
au 3.06972E-07 3.06972E-07
MASTNAN 9.18763E-07 a.23867E-07
LOAD AT POINT 1S
eea^eona^anaaaae
j
i
E
i
t
	
8	 i
3.26766E-07 4
4080246E-07 t
16
3.267boE-07
8.87246E-07
i
i
.i
8
3.06972E-07
1.34954E-06
	
la	 ^	 -
3.0697?-E-07
	
1 . 1 120 VE- O6 	 i
ROTATIONS AT 1 .	 .	 2 3 4
W. 1,94440E-07 1994440E-07 1,94440E-07' 1.94440E-07
%ASVRAN
-8.45517E-07 -19S2477E-08 3a7222SE-07 8078459E-07
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 it 12
54U 1994440E-07 1.94440E-07 1094440E-07 -5,12086E-08
MASUAN 1.66259E-06 1952355E-09 2008641E-06 -6.88931E-07
ROTATIONS AT 17 18
did 1,94440E -07 3.994440E-07
MASYMAN 7015738E-07 1970439E-06
ss 6 7 8
1994440E-07 1994440E-07 1o94440E-07 1oSt6440E-07
3a3B645E-06 -2001033E-06 -I.IS027E-06 -8014306E-07
13 14 15 16
-3004901E-08 1097362E-08 1o94440E-07 1974440E-07
-7.46428E-07 -5014114E-06 -3015829E-06 6.04177E-06
a
a
C
8
-4072241E-07
-1045909E-06
16
-4,72241E-07.
-2050725E-06
^r^ r-a` 
 x
g
-^,.. .'`.--.'1S.k1'^'.^.°iT2'+.^Yb7..''_+tf^:^ih'5.^-v=:•£^3. ss^ :'^ ^^,^.s:.^1$.€^"iR'^?i".=.8.r^;:.°'Sr"`°^":.^5'F^,'^'•!; t„c,:^sey^r, 7 r`?*^wz',7,,t4t,^s•'n^ErrL^,.,.-,'°^^41^t^"r:^}'k.^^Y .^'._ }° m .
livi."
	
Cr^xwr► 	^sax:na
	
Wxaca^7
	
ar.^awr.^
	
W^a4h	 ^a
waauq	 ^*MamaiO	 ..ro^em"r	 tom+-c•.^e	 p.rti-",r	 -h	 r,+n^:.f	 l:,r„+«..r	 b. ^amo+"t	 dam++-^.0
Table 29 (Continued)
KU— AND NASTRAM- ROTATIONA! ._ INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT—UP WING 6
IALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A Me LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 16
e^eaeoaa*^craa+► auaa
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 5	 7
	
44072241E-07	
-4072241E-07	 -4072241E-07
	
-4 0 72241E-07
	 -4o72241E-07
	 4o72241E-07
	 -4 0 72241E-07
	
-1057089E-06
	 -1o20816E-06	
-3079177E-07	 8057349E-08	 1008032E-06•	
-1072397E-06	 -lo77489E-06
	
9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
	
-4072241E-07	 -4072241E-07
	
-4072241E-07	 -105769dE-07
	 -2009112E-07	 -2067499E-07
	
-3o55061E-07
	
-1004356E-06	 1078920E-06	 -2083033E-06	 -4.12491E-07	
-9401490E-07	 -9060323E-07
	 -5oO964SE-06
	
17	 18
	
-4072241E-07	
-4o72241E-07
	
6045089E-06
	 -5043373E-08
M
ROTATIONS AT
413
VA5YRAN o
ROTATIONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
aU
VASYRAN
ROTATIONS AT
QU
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
1
-3067007E-06
-2406068E-06
9
-3067007E-06
-1,88839E-06
17
-3067007E-06
-3016249E-06
2
-3067007E-06
-2410Z90E-06
to
-3067007E-06
-2006148E-06
I8
—3,67007E-06
9066009E-06
LOAD AT PU1NT 17
eea► ^^^aac^uaoaaaa
	
3	 4
	-3067 7E-06	 -3067007E-06
	
-2,10438E-06	 -1069062E-06
	
11	 12
	
-3 0 67007E-06	 -2099750E-07
	
2019987E-06	 -3024231E-07
5
-3o67007E=06
-1046384E-06
13
—4o47401E-07
-5074411E-07
6
-2061992E-06
-1040786E-06
14
-6 05066IF-07
-8037300E-07
7
-3067007E-06
-I0S8554E-06
is
-1008807E-06
-140.051E-06
8
=3067007£-06
-1093983E-06
16•
-2005514E-0b
-3094407E-06
LOAD AT POINT 18
^s^^^aaamnauuae^s
ROTATIONS AT 1. 2
QU
-9023662E-06 -9023662E-06
VASUAM =2o19S56E.-06 2o717S9E-06.-
ROTATIONS AT 9 10
¢U
-9023662E-06 -9023662E-06
VASTRAN
-2,86335E-06 -3026371E-06
ROTATIONS AT 17 Is
4U
-6,57495E-06 -9023662E-06
USTRAN
-3082613E-06 -9,13196E-06
3
-9,23662E-06
-31041709E-06
11
-9,23662E-06
-4,56904E-06
4
-9,23662E-06
-4,17201E-06
12
-404180JE-07
-1084235E-07
5
-9o23662E-06
-4043544E-06
13
-6o85684E-07
-3085793E-07
6
0+40737608-06
-loOSOSSE-06
14
-lo03382E-06
-5013285E-07
7
-6o87495E-06
-1,44629E-06
15
-1,82109E-06
-8,22492E-07
a
-9423662E-06
-1089691E-06
16
-306,3894E-06
—70Z4294E-07
0
RoNoSa OF DIIFFERENCES = 1093366E-07
MAR14UN ERPOR = 4062691E-06
0
_	 ,^	
.,''^:=r^^^Yr-'•t^-^ir^'14 '•#ris`.R=•,^.,^.'.'.vh'r^^v-y+-.,smer ,pa..^=asn t^sk^e^i"rs`tt+^ls¢^ vL+^:.vwv.. c
.	 -a^	 ...	 .....,..^:^-....>
	 ^•lf`tP..^"^ii "L'4Sia^.:.a_i'::;1,wr:2Y xeti73nSi^k:.s:. ^: 3^ ,^,^^_- ..^^..r...G....ki_.-..">.x.et. i. _o-v ^..,..u..ei .i.. .... ._...	
... ... ...	 .......	
...,.	 -.. -. ,. ..
_	 ,,.^vnar.G;z!:^.-,.r.-r.e.'rx:,ti+.s.^,.s.-^7'.-.:_y-^_.^:Tn^.s"Y'x*-?^kSv.:r^mrcl ate ••-n.St x'=!?i;.`1` ^,±tw2._.i467'Ft?._^?src:+S^^°'.
-,. ^.
zi+Rk.tr+g,.^:-rr.Y,., :i'^•` e^h ^e3xr	 ..ur..r.- .,..+^	 N..,	 r-. + s-,. ,. 	 i	 ..:.-,..	 .,	 .	 ...	 ..	 .	 .	 ...	 .. .	 ..	 ...	 ....	 ..	 ..	 .-	 -	 _..	 .... ^	 ...	 ....	 _..	 ..	 ,.	 ..	 ._	 -	 -	 .	 .. ..
.	 .. 	
.II
^^' -'8 ^aa^ p	
g^y^y^^	 y	 ,^^_;.g
.	
^^^!'.1
	
8'^.^^^^	 9-'.+r.,- i	 ^s^iS9	 Lam'	 9	 8^kuisl	 d.
+^ .r..i
	
6tie^ia^	 8!a.o«If ^c ybtr•1? i
	 ^^	 ^^ ^^
Imo=	
ry
^!f.'^^	 ^,
® ^ y
Table 30
EXPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN- DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR
BUILT-UP WING 7
(ALL DEFLECTIO NS ARE BASED ON A 100LB, LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT	 1
1 a2
B^ad^aaaatlkapaaa
3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10 11	 12	 13 14	 15	 16 19 18DEFL o AT
Elllm .	 .0422 0 035:1 00292	 00238	 .0196	 00214	 o0223	 00195	 .0160	 .0132 oOI03	 00050	 x0066
00080	 x0072	 * 0060
oOO4700050	 .0039
.0098
00031
00032
.00id
VASTRAM	 .03`Jb .0290 00249	 0 0206	 00167	 00153	 0 0167	 00154	 .0132	 0 0106 .0079 .	00028	 011045
LOAD AT POINT 2
typa94iYaa at1^44a14a
DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	
13	 14	 15	 15	 17	 16
EAP.	 .0353 .0419 .0372 .0324 .0290 0014 6 .0192 00218 .0206 .0179 00162 .0032 * 0050 .0073 .0081 .0077 .0068 .0056
MASTRAM	 0248 .0340 .0301 .0269 0 0238 00118 00151 00163 00157 001 41 00119 00018 .0034 x0045 .0049 .00
47
 .0042 *4.030
LOAD AT POINT 3
aonaanaunnoaaaaa
DEFL. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 ID	 11	 12	
13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 18
EAP.	 o0292 0 0372 00442 .0440 .0428 .0104 00156 .0203 .0247 .0243 .0244 .0020 .0036 00060 .00
76 .0066 .0096 .00K6
MASTRAN	 .0249 0 0301 .0352 oO341 .0328 .0087 .0128 .0156 0017'. .0178 .0169 .0011 .11025 .0036 .0047 .005P .005
4 .0047
LO AD AT POINT 4
aaaaanonauaaa+raa
DEFI.. AT	 1	 2	 3	 4.	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	
1b	 17	 18
Exp o
	
.0238 .0324 o0440 00560 00606 00078 - 00132 .0156 .0260 .0318 00344 00008 .0026 00051 00070 .0094 .0127 60125
4ASTRAM	 x0206 .0269 00341 .0428 oO441 00063 00106 .0142 .0179 .0212 .0232 o0005 .0017 00031 00043 
0 0054 .0065 o00bd
LOAD AT POINT	 5
5 6
aagaaaaa^raaanaaa
7	 8	 9 to 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18DEFT, o AT
EAP.
1
00146
2
00290
3
00428
4
00606 .0742 oOO56 .0108	 o0172 00258 00380 00448 *-X 00001- oOO16 o0042 .0065 .0096 .0142
.0167
11ASTRAN .0167 .0218 .03243 .0441 .0587 00042 .0085	 .0126 .01 -17 .0238 .0302 .0001
00010 oOO23 .OQ37 .0054 .0075 00092
LO AD AT POINT	 6
5 6
somanoaaaaaoaaaa
7	 &	 0 10 11 12 13 14 '	 15 16 17 EdOEFLo AT
ERP O
1
002!4
2
.01 46
3
00104
4
00078 0 0056 00207 .0140	 .0042 .0062 .0046 o0025 .0080 000 74 .0054 .0042 .002
6 .001 4 90002
V7b5TRAN1 .0153 00117 00087 .0063 .0042 00044 0 0094	 00068 .004d .0032 o0017
o0037 .*044 .0033 00023 o00I5 * fl 00'3 .0002	 j
w
. _,	 ..^. .w..rr.-s'c,^nrnT^s'^'-'..azr	 r.....,,.,,	 .^. 7irc	 y ^„	 '`., .	 _	 ,y,...	 .m.re'7^s'^'?Y^^•^...:.s+e!:^[x^t[^.?.^F'!+rx^;'^....k.^==..^w!a^^'."-,1^°.^'f3^=tea-
, .,.'cx "gpj­ i g	 ms's..
per}	 1	 (-^^^^	 ^Wtfa'.•.^	 *f'^'°Gk
	
e^M'+uvl
	
O.L...^v1suJ
	
+=N	 f'.t\i^iv.^=^
r	 L..^.....i	 5 ..+-^.,...i	 ..^^	 i...^..,-,a	 i.^..,.	 +n	 tl=	 *'^
!S-fa+ae^=	 e:4:.1C=
	 $i^rd+l^ aO.-	 ^f	 p^	 . ► 	 W.,=.-	 ..t a.-	 wV'	 sum	
q^
N-'^	 ^r"^i^''1	 PF^	 ^ f^-.
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Table 30 (Continued)
ExPERIMENTAL- AND NASTRAN= DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT P
UP WINO 7
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A 100LBe LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT	 7
. asaaaaaDDOnaaaaD
7EFL o AT 1	 2	 3 4 5 6	 7	 e	 9	 10 11 12	 13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 18
EXP O 00223	 . 0192	 00156 x0332 00108 o0146	 00187	 o0138	 o0098	 0 0079 *0062 00038	 .0054	 00012	 00064	 0 0042	 .0030	 .UOIS
NASTRAN 00167	 .0151	 .0128 .0106 000 85 * 0094	 * 0126	 000 92	 .0073	 .0057 00041 00019	 * 0032	 .0037	 00032	 .0024	 00817	 -0009
LOAD AT POINT 8
e^s4nnononnnaanaa
DEFL * AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18
EXPo 0 0195 .0?48 * 0203 .0186 .0172 o0 092 00138 .0183 .0134 * 0112 * 0103 * 0022 .0037 .006Q 00072 0 4 p 58 .0044 x0439.
VASTRAN *0154 * 0163 * 01'i6 .0142 * 0126 * 0068 .0092 * 0123 o0093 . 0 0079 o0065 o0011 * 0022 00032 * 0036 @ 0031 .0026 *0018
' LOAD AT POINT	 9
nn@Dnanaaanuanna
DEFL * AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Ett a .• 00160 e 0206 o0247 * 0260 .0258 .0062 ;0098 * 0134 * 0_96 .0173 00165 .0010 * 0024 00043 * 0062 0 0074 * 0076 *0067
%4A$TR A,N *0132 * 0157 00175 .017'x1 .0177 * 0048 0007 3 000 9 3 .Oli y . OI0 6 . 0099 . 004 .001 4 .0024 . 0032 0 0037 , 0036 *4031
LOAD AT POINT 10
eDnDnn@aDanonaaa
OEF6 * .AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 '7	 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1E 17 18
Exp o 00132 00179 .0243 .0318 00380 00046 .0079	 * 0112 * 0173 .0265 00269 00006 * 0017 * 0031 oOO49 *
0072 * 0114 o0110
'YAS7RAN .0106 0 0141 00178 .0212 .0238 .0032 * 0057	 .0079 .0106 00154 .0147 00002 .0009 * 0017 .0026 * 0036 .0047
.0051
LOAD AT POINT	 11
ekeDamDa ¢aaapaaa
9EFd. AT.
F. Zito,
1
00103
2
0 0162,
3
00244
4
0 0344
5
0 0448
6
00025
7	 8
0 0062	 o0103
9
.016S
10
0 0?64
11
00399
12
.0002
13
00006
14
00024
15
.0040
16
0 0074
17
.0123
18
00162
r	 v9A5Td8Ard 00079 * 011 9 001 1``9 .0232 0 0302 .0017 0 0044	 o0065 .00971 * 01+47 00228 -00001 , o0003 00011
.0020 0 0033 o0053 00077
LOAD AT
9ptlD4@n
AEVL o A7	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6 	 7	 e
EXPO	 *0050 .0032 00020 .0008 * 0001 .0080 .008 .0022
MASTRAN	 .0020 0 0018 00011 .0005 * 0001 00037 * 00119 *0011
POINT 12
A@aa8@pqD
9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 18
00010 0 0006 -00002 00193 00040 * 0020 oQ011 * 0006 00002 -90003
00006 0 0002 -00001 .0 451 .6019 00008 00004 .0002 00000 -00001
C3
,j„^..,,-..„	 y	
...., ..,	
.,	
.....	 ,	 n...,.. ,.	 , -,.- ...	 .	 ,	 r.	 r	 -.	 ,. ^_;:r:ti•r-^	 a azce*sr--=?^.,^z, ^.^r.:,. a,y-a^s^•rrr^• ^:,i?^s n^:.^^^:x?e^sn-^
..
aw	 .. r'^?"";^?!?!^#Y11^?!4'i•'.^:.sti!t•r. -i..r,^ ':; -f.^:stt.;r.=:^...t -'r;;7r;='atl^s+F^'-^',^"'v:n7?`!a^4s,. _ '
.
'iir^ 7`+^ 'a.,_ '.y? 'r"'-,
 , .^n^ftn. ri;r^;'.^",',^^,. '. 	 .'^..^r!AY3'^ 	 -."..,. ...L•`u	 _	 L ...^..	 ,,M-s	 .......-K .,- ^..
f	 .	 a^a	 ...^..	 ..war-:s	 pv.,.mw	 e.u+sKti	 t+^xnem6	 g	 tt'	 '°"^,1a..-•`.a.NS	 Y'.-:;^^"'_""99..,^  8'^i ^ ^
^"^"^'4
i.....-.-.'	 4,,....,^.e i,,..M,-.^i !°--:....--:.i -:e	 Qw,.:.,;.„.
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Ta bl a 30 (Continued) 
ExPERImENTAL.- AND NASTRAN° DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP
WING 7
(ALL DEFLECTIONS ARE BASED ON A
-- • - _-.---- ----
100L.Bo LOAD)
k
_
:..
LOAD AT POINT 13 ^}
;' eaaaaaaaaaauaaaa
kDEFL. AT I 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8	 9	 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 1F3 -
--	
-
1EXP. 00066 .0450 00036 00026 oOO16 .0474 .0054	 00037	 09024	 0 0018 0000600003
.0040
00019
.0092
o0048
00037
00017
-0020
.0009
0 00!2
.0005
-0007
c0002
00001
r-0000
^'!MASTRAN
k
00045 . 0034 00025 0 0017 .0010 o0044 00032	 00022	 00014	 00009
J
LOAD AT POINT 14
#
5 6
aaaaaanaaaauanoa
7	 8	 9	 10 11 12 13 14 is 16 17 18DEFL. AT
HEAP,
1
00080
2
0 0073
3
00060
4
00051 .0042 00059 -0072	 00060	 0 0043	 00031 00024 .0020 04037 00074 00042 0 0421 .0014
ol}010
Ie+5TRA111 .0050 .4045 .0438 00031 00023 .4033 0 0037	 o0032	 .0024	 00017 00011 .0008
-0017 00045 .0017 .0004 .4005 .0002
9^
LOAD AT POINT 15
5 6
a^saaaaaaaaaunaaa
7	 8	 9	 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 1$
!!
I i
DEFL- AT
Ettr'4 .
1
.0072
2
* 4081
3
.0076
4
o0070 .0065 00042 00060	 04072	 .0962	 0 4049 eDOtaO -0011 00020 .4442 .0073 .4035 00026
.0018 ----^-
v NASTRAN .0047 0 0049 -0047 .0043 .0037 00023 0 0032	 .0036	 .0032	 .0076 .0420 00004 .0009 -0017
.0042 .0015 .OE149 .0045	 E
7
LOAD AT POINT 16 3
5 6
eennoaaaaacnowaa
7	 8	 10 11
.7 •^ a . 13 14 15 16 17
,
la
DEFL. AT
r.EttP.
1
00060
2
.A077
3
.0088
4
.0094 0 0099 00026 0 0042	 * 00`58	 0 0074	 .0072 .0074 00U06 00012 .0021 00035 .0064 .0048 .0060
" NASTRAN 00039 .0447 9 0052 .0054 00054 * 0015 * 0024	 o0031	 x0037	 .0036 04033
00002 '00005 .0009 .OD15 .0031 .0017 .0012
y
LOAD AT POINT 17
aaaaaaanaaaaaana
8	 9	 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1d
3
QEFLo AT
E3t^.
1
00 048
2
.0068
3
.0096
4
00127
5
0 0142
6
o0014
7
o0030	 * 0049	 0 0076	 oOI1 4 .0123 o0002 0000 7 x0014 00026 .0048
.001 7
-0108
.004 7
-0096
00026
4tASTRbiN 00031 0 0042 .0054 0 0065 0 00 j5 .0009 0 0017	 00026	 x0036	 .0047 .0053 .0000 00002
.0005 0040 9
a
LOAD AT POINT 18 -
aseaaeaaaaaaaoan
OEFI, 0 AT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 e	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 .y 14	 is	
16	 17	 1 d
EAPo	 .4032 .0056 oA490 40125 001 6
7 .0002 oOO18 00039• .0067 00110 00162 °00003 .0001 00014 00018 .0040 .00 86 -018`
^1A5HR9,N	 *0018 0 0030 *
0047 M69 x0092 00002 00009 o0019 .0031 00051 00077 °00041 °00000 x0002 00005 .0012 -0026 00068
R.M.S, OF DIFFERENCES - 2.71512E=04	 MAXIMUM ERROR % 6072929E°03
.a
" 	O
.^ , ..,.............-.• ^,^ •,+^ t,.y.,n. ^ ..:-^^-a.z. -
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ve....Qea...-....^...,.....-.-.....,. .rcyr.^....,,.. ..,..-.»-,.-.. 	 ....,.>..m.-.,...rev--cv.wens-r-•c-,^...r.-r_r-^-s,ran.-r...r_.v.a:xv:^u^u.^a-rn-•s^errc'c^!hU=aa::rn+.c,T.e 4rc , ;yuaw a[^a:.^l+ rvtr::ca^.-Yr.aa^ac3.^:s'S'.trtia::FMS^a:^.nlcYV"'*''.:..satiih':lC^fL'tit^.':r. •: ^',itJdd-K7Y^:°^:	 ++'R SiQ1a4:,^„"'^^E
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Tabl a 31
^.
KU. AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING Z
BALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LRo LOAD? -
s LOAD AT POINT	 1
. ^^rmaannaaatso^n^n '
.	 ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 8
KU 7o49145E-06 7049145E-06 7o49145E-06	 7.49145E-06 7o49145E-06 9469525E-07 2034055E-06 3o60763E-06'9A5TRAN 7ol4854E-06 1011700E-05 8,52619E-06	 7o70711E-06 7o44906E-06 -5053979E-06 1025273E-06 3.84502E-06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15 16
au
IASTRAN
5008756E - 06
4047375E- 06
7049145E -06
4o89421E-06
7049145E- 06	 -1.66811E- 07
3.521ldE
-3o3495IE - 07 -3058002E
- 07 7068811E-0 8 9.67525E -07
5047393E-06	 --06 -IaBSTM-06 1060431E -07 1025691E-06 1.55475E-06
i	 ROTATIONS AT 17 IS
2 o34055E-06 3060763E-06
4ASTRAN 2oll519E-06 3.03535E-06
LOAD AT POINT 2
0000000*000a0800
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
4U 1,65614E-06 3o90452E-06 3o9OARZE-06 3.90462E-06 3090482E-06 -7.67614E-07 -4o3b818E-07 -1.6682KE-Od
VASTRAN
-lol3750E -05 1.44621E
-
07 8.61235E-06 5.53SOdE- 06 6.42534E- 06 -4082954E-06 -3097783E
-06 -4.1 4954E-07
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 lb
ICU 5o657ZIE- 07 1,b5614E - 06 3 0 90482E-06 -2.12102E-07 -407 75015E- 07 •-7082243E
-
07 -8o67218E-07 -7.67614E - 07
VASYMAN 2.66811E-06 3o23319£-06 4083660E-06 -2ob1757E-06 -2a43686E-06 -1.39.982E-06 -7.74450E-08 7.89670E-07
'ROTATIONS AT 17 19
41!
-4,36815E-07 -1.66828E-08
MASYNAN 1049630E-06 3.03008E-06
LOAD AT POINT	 3
^^^an^ana^aoana8
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 6 7 8
V -4087918E-06 -4022304E-06 -4 022304E-06 -4.22304E-06 -4022304E-06 -2050275E-06 -3021419E-06 -3.64100E-06
VASVRAN
-9060195E-06
-1.11634E-05 =307793TE-06 3076434E-06 2oS9086E-06 -6010078E-06 -5.44491E-06 -5001830E-06
90TATIONS AT 9 • 10 It 12 13 14 15 16
'El! -3.95612E- 06 -4017918E-06 -4022304E-06 -2.5?392E- 07 -6015079E - 07 -1020648E-06 -1081132E-06 -2oSO275E-06
4ASTRAN 92005856E-06 1001893E-06 1089597E-06 -1.87995E-06 -2o21269E-06 -1093840E-06 •1043400E-06 -7.13174E-07
ROTATIONS AT 17 18
40 -3.21419E-06 -3.64100E-06
41ASYRAN 4.62573E-07 2019082E-06 -
0
a►
1
t
1 •!^fi'^S^^is^1{i^MiA^^'t^a"'.r^ ^^w^wxx..w^^ t^ y^....rtit "^mtYY^ ^: ^.^•	 xy ^',4 bii.-,^.:: ^..^^y
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ROTAYIONS AT
Ru	 o
UASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
W.
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
411
4ASTRAN
Table 31 (Continued)
KU- AND NASTRANa ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 7
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A ILB O LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 4
aetrnnpotroaaoantra
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
	-loOO145E-05	 -1023509E-05	 -1.23509E-05	 -1,23509E-05	 - 1,23509E-05	 4023789E-06	 -S099156E-06
	
-1014854E-05	 - 1023854E- 05	 -1.67505E- 05	 -1.0357 JE-05	 1067561E- 06	 ' -5o49566E- 06	 -6067866E-06
	
4	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
	
-8,47796E-06	 - 1000145E- 05	 -1 0 23509E -05	 -3,02683E - 07	 -7,55143E -07	 -1063072E - 06	 -207 5542E-06
	-7,17732E-06	 -5,3420 gE-06	 -1 0 98417E-06	 -1.35095E-06	 1,99097E-06	 -2036026E-06	 -2,20421E•-06
	
17	 18
	
-5,99156E-06	 -7,26531E-06
	
-10600111E-06	 8,25332E-07
8
-7o26531E-06
-60 75674E-06
16
-4o2378YE-06
-2039660E-06
40YATIONS AT
411
4ASTNAN
ROTATIONS AT
4U
'4ASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
au
4ASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
4U
%JASTRAN
40YATIONS AT
4U
MASTRAN
ROVA71ONS AT
etu
MASTRAN
LOAD AT POINT 5
acsamoaotaunuuana
1 2 3 4
-1058498E-05 -2.04711,7E-05 -2.04787E-05 -2.04787E-05
-1.20973E_-05 -1050415E-05 -1088469E-05 -2050546E:-05
9 10 11 12
-1029998E-OS -1058498E-05 -2.04787E-05 -3,47974E-07
-1.05274E-05 -1,21451E-05 -1.18045E-05 -8.37507E-07
•	 17 lb
-8076693E-06 -1.08896E-05
-4027504E-06 -1074973E-06
VAD AT POINT 6
r,etrr3aasratraatraoau
1 2 3 4
3 0 72869E-06 3072869E-06 3072869E-06 -	 3.72869E-06
8030337E-06 5o61932E-06 5017306E-06 4,10470E-06
9 10 11 12
3,72869E-06 3.72869E-06 3.72869E-06 -3.20663E-08
3,39648E-06 2.79414E-06 2,93807E-06 -2.89936E-06
17 18
3 0 72869E-06 3072869E-06
1,2364BE-06 1.46108E-06
5 6 7 8
-2.04787E-05 -5097303E-06 -8076893E-06 -1,06896E-05
-2082432E-05 -5014571E-06 -6.99559E.-06 -8.65501E-06
13 14 15 16
-8.95207E-07 -2005497E-06 -30699yZE-U6 -5.97303E-06
-1o7d920E-06 -20436,7E-06 -2.901113E-06 -3.75840E-00
5 6 7 8
3.72869E-06 3072869E-06 3072869E-06 3072869E-06
3.93197E-06 6064996E-06 6046920E-06 3o99411E-•06
13 14 15 16
2085461E-08 5.20576E-07 1072331E-06 3,728603E-06
1 0 08234E-06 1097850E-06 10 M BOE - U6 1.37084E-00
0
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4
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a
Table
^s	
ICU s• AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP WING 7
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON-A 1LB. LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2086005E-06 2.8600SE-06 2086005E-06 2086005E-06 2086005E-06 1.41408E-06 2086005E-060	 2055253E-06 4.17626E•-06 3.86490E-06 4,2425bE-06 3.93864E-06 -9001209E-06 1.95891E-06
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
2886005E-06 2086005E-06 2086005E-06 -9.24824E-08
-lu58294E-07 -4o53452E-08 4.63915E-07
2.85693E-06 2098343E-06 3.09985E-06 . 1 0 64181E-06 -1.51641E-06 5015624E-07 1,32810E-06
17 18
2.86005E-06 2.86005E-06
1045607E-06 1.77290E-06
LOAD AT POINT	 8
s^^^eauaban^baoa
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
5.5874SE-07 5.58745E-07 SoS874SE-07 5,58745E-07- 5.58745E-07 -3021056E-07 8026792E-08
-3 0 18676E-06 -1.23377E-07 2.46176E-06 2.330W-06 3,59575E-06 -2001797E-06 -6.71431E-06
9 LO 11 12 13 14 15
5.58745E-07 5.511745E-07 5058745E-07 -1.37773E-07
-2.9835BE-07 -4.69586E-07
-4o80184E-07
5.72686E-06 1.89364E-06 2o9098OE-06 -1.88521E-06 -1.46314E-06 -1.26406E-06 1.55917E-07
17 l8
8.26792E,-08 5058745E-07
1.0499BE-06 2.05496E-06
LOAD AT POINT	 9
F9^69bS38d!@bf>4r{FbFk4}
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
-30224SE-06 -3.32245E-06 -3 0 32245E-06 -3032245E°06. -3032245E-06 -2005619E-06 -2069469E-06
-4047113E-06 -4062407E-06 -2013944E-06 3.68078E-07 1003565E-08 -3046295E-06 -3.25024E-06
9 10 '	 It 12 13 14 1S
-3 0 32245E-06 -3.3224SE-06 -3.32245E-06 -1 8 83064E-07 -4038422E-07' -8093827E-07 -1042428E-06
-1.28370E-06 .3.03363E-06 8019595E-07 -1.07946E-06 -lo43389E-06 -Io37079E-06 -1046504E-06
17 l8	 .
-2069469E-06 -3.06557E-06
7.46976E-07 1.29234E-06
ROTATIOmS AT
4U
MASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AY
4U
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
ROVAI MS AT
au
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
au
MASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
QU
USTRAN
46TATIONS AT
4U
gASTRAN
40TATIONS AT
gU
4ASTRAN
a
2.86005E-06
6.43467E-06
Ib
1o41408E-06
1.27605E-06
8
5.58745E-07
1.R5331E-07
1b
-3.2105bE-07
1.06951E-06
8
.3.06557E-06
5.48427E-06
16
-2.05619E-Ob
-4.8405141E-07
0
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	 Table 31 (Continued
ROTATIONS AT
au
MASTRAN a
;OTATIONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
40TAT IONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP DING 7
( ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LB a LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 10
aaaaaapaaanauuoa
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
-9,30160E-06 -9030160E-06 -9,30160E-06 -9.30160E-06 -9030160E-06 .'
-3a79133E-06 -5.47206E-06
-6,44358E-06
-6030179E-06 -7,01552E-06 -5 0 93288E-06 -3.96049E-06 -2099216E-06 -3.96105E-06
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
-7,84429E-06 -9,30160E-06
-9,30160E-06 -2.28355E-07 -5.78486E-07 -1.31807E-06 -2.36838E-06
-8.57922E-06 -4,89876E-06 4,551842E-06 -7.04448E-07 -1.1154SE-06 -1.60763E-06 -1.57932£-06
17 18
-5 0 47206E-06 -6.689139E-06
-1.78472E-06 1088530E-07
8
-6.68989E-06
-4.07131E-06
16
-3.79133E-06
-2,14275E-Oo
LOAD AT POINT	 11
naaeatspsraaauaona
ROTATIONS AT 1 2 3 4 5
411
-1.51369E-05 -1a97493E-05 -1.97493E-05 -1.97493E-05 -1097493E-05
VASTRAN
-6.65778E-06 -8.52760E-06 -1,OS208E-05 -1.19671E-05 -1.,45564E-05
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13
au -1.23661E-05 -1.51369E-05 -1.97493E-05 -2,73b4bE-07 -7.,18550E-07
NASTRAN -7.25116E-06 -1.25229E-05 -1.67695E-05 -3.19071E-07 -9028942E-07
ROTATIONS AT 17 IB
4U -8.24943E-06 -1,03142E-05
VASTRAN -4,13252E-06 -4.12746E-06
LOAD AT POINT 12
a^amats p aoaaaaat^c^ '
ROTATIONS AT 1 3 4 5
4U 1002678E-07 100267SE-07 1.02678E-07	 - 1,02b78E-07 1002678E-07
VASTRAN 1,83127E-06 .19*74004E-06 1a15158E-06 .9,30135E-07 8035181E-07
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11 12 13
4U 1002673E-07 1.02678E-07 1.02679E-07 1.02678E-07 1002678E-07
VASTRAN 7.79896E-07 6.35167E-07 '6.08959E-07 4.31854E-06 3072538E-06
ROi.3TaOmS AT 17 18
KU 1.,02679E-07 1002678E-07
VASTRAN 2072631E-07 2.56020E-07
6
-5052647E-06
-2.70256E-06
14
-1,74231E-06
-1.45594E-06
6
1002678E-07
4,05576E-06
14
1002678E-07
6,59099E-07
7
-8024943E-06
-4.,01447E-06
15
-3.31248E-06
-2.03832E-06
7
1002678E-07
1048253E-06
15
1.02678E-07
6.76800E-07
8
-1.03142E-05
-5.36106E-06
16
- `r - 52641E - 06
-3.18695E-Ob
a
1.02678E-07
1.,31059E-06
16
1.026703E-07
2.96662E-07
0
O
CO
s
1 rte-	 1.	
^" "Y 
	
--	 .L --
LOAD AT POINT i4
aaeeoaonaaoaaffg^s
2 3 4
2.67311E-07 2067311E-07 2,'73iIE-07
1055884E-06 1,35789E-06 1045178E-06
10 11 12
2067311E-07 2067311E-07 -1.81541E-08
1024905E-06 Io13085E-06 5.60387E-07
18
2067311E-07
6.39201E-07
LOAD AT POINT 15
a^t► eoff^tsctn4nffspa
2 3 4
-9.31499E-08 99,31499E-08 -9.31499E-08
8a25332E-08 1,04026E-06 8,56b59E-07
30 11 12
-9,31499E-08 -9.31499E-08 -6034449E-08
7.80410E-07 lo32117E-06 -1.00777E-06
18
-9,31499E-08
1,06938E-Ob
..	
. E.r.v.^..,kcem..x ro ^i!rwr ^sn ,y.,xrK+sq
-°rt.^rnV ^;^r^;
	 s.	 ^	 . _	 .^, h l?=
Table 31 (Continued
KU- AND NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP GOING 7
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LS O LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 13
aaaauaaanaaae^aaa
I
2.05203E-07
1010742£-06
9
2.05203E-07
1.24446E-06
17
2,05203E-07
4.38117E-07
ROTATIONS AT
411
4ASTRAN	 0
ROTATIONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
401AT IONS AT
au
VASTRAN
2 3 4 5 6 7
2005203E-07 2005203E-07 2.05203E-07 2.05203E-07 2005203E-07 2o05203E-07
2013750E-06 10659,24E-06 1035128E-06 1030295E-06 1.20425E-06 1.72448E-06
10 11 12 13 14 15
2.05203E-07 2.05203E-07 4.22621E-08 2.05203E-07 2o05203E-07 2.05203E-07
9.72608E-07 9097158E-07 -8.03560E-06 30185554E-07 4.49371E-06 6.966110E-07
18
2.05203E-07
4.77463E-07
8
2.OS203E-07
1.57651E-06
16
2,05203E-07
6.56087E-07
ROTATIONS AT
st U
VASTRAN
ROfAfIONS AT
4U
VAST(dAN
ROTATIONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
MUTATIONS AT
4U
VASTRAN
ROTATIONS AT
4U
U5TRAN
1
2.67311E-07
5.49197E-07
9
2.67311E-07
1.12819E-06
17
2.67311E-07
7,21807E-07
1
9031499E-08
-1.65529E-06
9
-9.31499E-08
9,91858E-07
17
-9.31 499E-08
1,82979E-07
5
2aG7311E-07
la333S2E=06
13
1.83627E-08
-5010077E-06
5
-9.31499E-08
1.21467E-06
13
-la21701E-07
1965778E-07
6
2967311E-07
-8.92576E-07
14
2.67311E-07
1017968E-06
6
-g 031499E-08
-1,10277E-06
14
-1.56930E-07
-5041900£-06
7
2.67311E-07
8.45625E-07
is
2.67311E-07
5.11998E-06
7
-9.31499E-08
-1.06731E-06
is
-9,31499E-08
4.13892E-07
a
2.67311E-07
1.18329E-06
16
2.67311E-07
5,26676F--O?
a
-9.31499E-08
8001045E-08
16
-9.31499E-08
4.98759E-06
0
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AD Table 31	 (Continued)--___
KU- AF7 NASTRAN- ROTATIONAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR BUILT-UP PIING T ?
(ALL ROTATIONS ARE BASED ON A 1LBo LOAD)
LOAD AT POINT 16
flfl0flflflfl#4444 bflflb
ROTATIONS
RU
AT 1. 2 - 3	 4- 5 6 7 $ {
-1,60964E-06 -1060964E-06
-1,60964E-06	 -1,60964E-06 -1060964E-0R -1o60964E-06 -1.60964E-06 -1o60964E-06 5
NASTRAN
-1 , 39115E-06 - 1,5,521E- 06 °6,64293£-07	 1.59936E- 07 4055980E - 043 -lo29057E-06 -1.12736E
- 0 6 -1,41187E-06
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15 16
4U
-1060964E-06 -1,60964E-06 -1,60964E-06
	
-1.06736E-07
-2,61765E-07 -5,81170E-07 -1,03725E-06 -1060964E-06 tVASTRAt
-•4,26106E - 07 5,57225E-07 2,38515E - 07	 -1,96360E - 07 -6.20272E - 07 -5049184E -07 -3,113827E - 06 -1.91994E-07
ROTATIONS AT 17 18
4U
-1,60964E-06 -1,60964E-06 9
VASTRAN 3,00092E-06 4.28904E_-07
4
LOAD AT POINT 17
•? flgms$rinnobnoabpn
ROTATIONS AT 1. 2 3	 4 5 6 7 B
4U
-4o95256E-06 -4.95256E-06 -4095256E-06	 -4.95256E-06 -4o95256E-06 -3034478E-06 -4095256E-06 -4,915256E-Ob
VASTRAN
AT
-2,07978E-06 -2,10873F- 06 -2,57297E-06	 -1.90oSbE - 06 -1,12407E - 06 -9037590E-07 -1,51917E - 06 -1.5310.3E-06
aDTAYlO045 9 10 11	 l2 13 14 15 16 }
4U
-4o95256E-06 -4,95256E-06 -4o95256E-06	 -1.54U2bE-07 -4001829E-07 -1o00541E-06 -1098135E-06 -3.344713E-06 E
MASTWAN
-1.95753E-06 -1083892E-06
-1.18774E-06	 -2.00538E-07 -3o36956E-07 -7044173E-07 -3,85135E-07 -5.33955E-06
ROTATIONS AT 17 18
ICU
-4.95256E-06 -4.95256E-06 .;
VASTRAN ,1,68789E-06 8,08129E-06
LOAD AT POINT 18
s^4^^t► pflbflif6fli^1}fl
^	
F
ROTATIONS AT I 2 3	 4 5 6 7 8
4U -9.73878£-06 -9073878E-06 -9,73878E-06 	 -9,73878E -06 -9073878E - 06 -5,079911:-06 47,72993E-06 -9.7387BE-06
VASTRAN -2.09071E-06 -2.79876E-06 -3.60783E-06
	 -4 ,71597E-06 -4.27891E-06 -7,64581E-07 -1.31435E-06 -2,03287E-Ob
ROTATIONS AT 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15 16
4U -9.7387SE-06 -9 0 73876E-06 -9,73878E-06	 -1,99317E-07 -5o4 .1893E-07 .1.42965E-06 -2092545E-06 -5,07991E-06,.
VA9TRAN -2,90824E-06 -3.85132E-06 -5,56283E-06	 -1.00517E-08 -2.41449E-07 -4055589E-07 -8084053E-07 -1041693E-06.
'	 ROTATIONS AT 17 LB
RU -7,72993E-06 -9,73878E-06
NASTRAN -6,3379,E-06 -8.54199E-06
R,4.So OF DIFFERENCES c 1.92745E-07
MAX14UM ERROR = 6o50731E-06
y,n r
aatuua^„,; -^.,:c:7v;^ffa y, :,,.. ^. -- . • w:s^..xr..:a:...rir:.•.^,:rar:^:.,,
I!
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Figure 1 Solid Wing 1 - Geometry and Details
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Figure 3 Solid Wing 3 - Geometry and Details
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Fi gure 4 Built-up Wing 1 - Geometry and Details
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Figure 5 Built-up Wings 2 and 3 _ Germetry and-Details
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